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TRITON MINERALS LIMITED 

ABN 99 126 042 215 

NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING AND 

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM  

Date of Meeting 

Friday, 27 September 2019 

Time of Meeting 

3:00pm (AWST) 

Place of Meeting 

Swan Room, Gilbert + Tobin, Level 16 Brookfield Place Tower 2 
123 St Georges Terrace 
Perth  WA  6000  

The Independent Directors unanimously recommend that Shareholders vote in favour of the 
Resolutions in the absence of a superior proposal and subject to the Independent Expert maintaining 
its conclusion that the effect of the Proposed Transaction is reasonable.  Non-executive Directors Mr 
Xingmin (Max) Ji and Mr Guanghui (Michael) Ji abstain from making a recommendation in relation to 
the Resolutions, as they are nominees of Shandong Tianye which has an interest in the transactions 
the subject of the Resolutions, being the entity from which Jinan proposes to acquire the Sale 
Securities.  

The Independent Expert has determined that the effect of the Proposed Transaction is not fair but 
reasonable to the Shareholders of the Company who are not associated with Jinan or Shandong 
Tianye. 

This document is important and requires your immediate attention. Carefully read this document in its 
entirety and consult your stockbroker, legal adviser, accountant, licensed financial adviser or other 
professional adviser if you are in any doubt as to what to do. 

A Proxy Form is enclosed 

If you are unable to attend the General Meeting please complete and return the enclosed Proxy Form 
in accordance with the specified directions. 
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IMPORTANCE NOTICES AND DISCLAIMER 
BACKGROUND 

Notice is given that a general meeting of Shareholders of Triton Minerals Limited ABN 99 126 042 215 
will be held at the Swan Room, Gilbert + Tobin, Level 16 Brookfield Place Tower 2, 123 St Georges 
Terrace, Perth, Western Australia on Friday, 27 September 2019 at 3:00pm (AWST). 

The Explanatory Memorandum, Independent Expert’s Report and Proxy Form, which accompany and 
form part of this Notice of Meeting, describe in more detail the matters to be considered. The Directors 
recommend Shareholders read the Notice of Meeting, the accompanying Explanatory Memorandum, 
Independent Expert’s Report and the Proxy Form in full before making any decision in relation to the 
Resolutions. 

DEFINED TERMS 
Capitalised terms not otherwise defined in this Notice of Meeting have the meaning given in the 
Glossary contained in the Explanatory Memorandum below.  

DISCLAIMER AS TO FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS 
This Notice of Meeting (which includes the Explanatory Memorandum, the Independent Expert’s 
Report and the Proxy Form) contains forward looking statements, including statements of current 
intention, statements of opinion and predictions as to possible future events. These forward looking 
statements are based on, among other things, the assumptions, expectations, estimates, objectives, 
plans and intentions of Triton (and, to the extent applicable, Jinan). 

Forward looking statements are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Although Triton believes 
that the expectations reflected in any forward looking statement included in this Notice of Meeting are 
reasonable, no assurance can be given that such expectations will prove to be correct. Actual events, 
results or outcomes may differ materially from the events, results or outcomes expressed or implied in 
any forward looking statement.  

Except as required by applicable law or the Listing Rules, Triton does not undertake to update or 
revise these forward looking statements, nor any other statement whether written or oral, that may be 
made from time to time by or on behalf of Triton, whether as a result of new information, future events 
or otherwise. 

None of Triton (nor any of its officers, employees or advisers) or any other person named in, or 
involved in the preparation of, this Notice of Meeting, makes any representation or warranty (express 
or implied) as to the accuracy or likelihood or fulfilment of any forward looking statement, or any 
events or results expressed or implied in any forward looking statement, except to the extent required 
by law. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward looking statement. 

The forward looking statements in this Notice of Meeting reflect views held only as at the date of this 
Notice of Meeting.  Forward looking information is by its very nature subject to uncertainties and can 
be affected by unexpected events, many of which are outside the control of the Directors of Triton. 
Any variation to the assumptions on which the forward looking statements have been prepared could 
be materially positive or negative to the actual performance of Triton.  

Triton and the Independent Expert do not in any way guarantee or otherwise warrant the achievability 
of any outcomes contemplated in any forward looking information. This type of information is 
inherently uncertain. Forward looking information represents predictions of future events that cannot 
be assured and are necessarily based on assumptions, many of which are beyond the control of the 
Company and its management. Actual results may be more or less favourable. 

NO ACCOUNT OF PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES AND NO OFFER OF SECURITIES 
This Notice of Meeting does not take into account the individual investment objectives, financial or tax 
situation or particular needs of any person. You should seek independent legal, financial and taxation 
advice before making a decision as to whether or not to vote in favour of the Resolutions. 

This Notice of Meeting is not an offer, invitation or recommendation to subscribe for or purchase 
securities in Triton and is not a disclosure document. This Notice does not constitute investment or 
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financial product advice (nor tax, accounting or legal advice) and is not intended to be used for the 
basis of making an investment decision. 

RISK FACTORS 
Shareholders should note that whilst there are many potential benefits to them if the Proposed 
Transaction proceeds, there are also a number of disadvantages or risk factors will apply if the 
Resolutions are passed and the Proposed Transaction proceeds. Section 9 of the Explanatory 
Memorandum and paragraph 13.6 of the Independent Expert’s Report set out some of these 
disadvantages and risk factors. 

EFFECT OF ROUNDING 

Certain figures, amounts, percentages, prices, estimates, calculations of value and fractions in this 
Notice of Meeting may be subject to the effect of rounding. Accordingly, the actual calculation of these 
figures, amounts, percentages, prices, estimates, calculations of value and fractions may differ from 
the figures, amounts, percentages, prices, estimates, calculations of value and fractions set out in this 
Notice of Meeting. 

NOTICE TO PERSONS OUTSIDE AUSTRALIA 
This Notice of Meeting has been prepared in accordance with Australian laws, disclosure 
requirements and accounting standards. These laws, disclosure requirements and accounting 
standards may be different to those in other countries. 

The distribution of this Notice of Meeting may, in some countries, be restricted by law or regulation. 
Accordingly, persons who come into possession of this Notice of Meeting should inform themselves of, 
and observe, any such restrictions. 

AUTHORISATION 
No person is authorised to give any information or make any representation in connection with the 
Proposed Transaction, as it relates to the Resolutions, which is not contained in this Notice of 
Meeting. Any information or representation not contained in this Notice of Meeting (other than to the 
extent that information has been provided by Triton), may not be relied on as having been authorised 
by Triton or the Board in connection with the Resolutions. 

PRIVACY 
To assist Triton to conduct the Meeting, Triton may collect personal information including names, 
contact details and Shareholdings of Shareholders and the names of persons appointed by 
Shareholders to act as proxy at the Meeting.  Personal information of this nature may be disclosed by 
Triton to its share registry, print and mail service providers, advisers and agents of Triton for the 
purposes of implementing the Proposed Transaction.  

Shareholders have certain rights to access their personal information that has been collected. If you 
would like details of information about you held by Triton, please contact Triton on + 61 8 6381 9050.  

RESPONSIBILITY FOR INFORMATION 
The information contained in this Notice of Meeting (except for the Independent Expert’s Report and 
information regarding Jinan and its Associates and their intentions) has been prepared by Triton and is 
the responsibility of Triton. None of Jinan, its Associates or its advisers assumes any responsibility for 
the accuracy or completeness of that information. 

Information concerning Jinan, its Associates and their intentions has been provided by Jinan and is 
the responsibility of Jinan. None of Triton, its Associates or its advisers assumes any responsibility for 
the accuracy or completeness of that information. 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd (ACN 124 031 045 and AFSL No. 316 158) (the Independent 
Expert) has prepared the Independent Expert’s Report.  The Independent Expert has consented to 
the inclusion of the Independent Expert’s Report, and references to them, in this Notice of Meeting.  
The Independent Expert takes responsibility for the Independent Expert’s Report, and references to it, 
but they are not responsible for any other information contained within this Notice of Meeting.  
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Shareholders are urged to read the Independent Expert’s Report set out in Attachment A carefully to 
understand the scope of the reports, the methodology of the assessment, the sources of information 
and the assumptions made. 

ASIC AND ASX INVOLVEMENT 
A copy of this Notice of Meeting has been lodged with ASIC pursuant to ASIC Regulatory Guide 74 
and with ASX pursuant to the ASX Listing Rules. Neither ASIC, nor ASX, nor any of their officers, take 
any responsibility for the contents of this Notice of Meeting. 
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Managing Director's Letter 

Dear Shareholder 

On 28 June 2019, Triton announced that Jinan had agreed:  

(a) to acquire Shandong Tianye’s 19.3% Shareholding in Triton for total consideration of 
approximately A$11 million at approximately A$0.062 per Share, subject to Chinese regulatory 
approval (Jinan Acquisition); and 

(b) to subscribe for A$8.5 million worth of Shares in Triton at A$0.041 per Share, subject to Triton 
Shareholder approval (the Proposed Transaction).  

The Jinan Acquisition will involve Jinan purchasing 178,490,000 Shares and 7,300,000 Options (the 
Sale Securities) from Shandong Tianye for consideration of approximately A$11 million.  By Jinan 
and Shandong entering into the Share Transfer Agreement, under which Jinan will acquire the Sale 
Securities, Jinan acquired a Relevant Interest in 19.25% of Triton’s issued Share capital (on an 
undiluted basis and not including any Shares that may be issued to Jinan under the Proposed 
Transaction or upon exercise of the 7,300,000 Options).  

Separately, the Proposed Transaction will involve Jinan subscribing for 207,317,073 Shares at 
A$0.041 per Share for a total subscription price of A$8.5 million.  Completion of the Proposed 
Transaction will result in Jinan acquiring a further Relevant Interest in 18% of Triton’s issued Share 
capital (on an undiluted basis and not including any Shares that may be acquired by Jinan pursuant to 
the Jinan Acquisition).  

If both the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction are implemented, Jinan will hold 
385,807,073 Shares and 7,300,000 Options, giving Jinan a Relevant Interest in up to 34.01% of 
Triton’s issued Share capital (on an undiluted basis).  If Jinan exercised the 7,300,000 Options it 
acquires under the Jinan Acquisition, it would then hold 393,107,073 Shares, giving Jinan a Relevant 
Interest in up to 34.65% of Triton’s issued Share capital (on a partially diluted basis).  Shareholder 
approval under section 611 item 7 of the Corporations Act is required to implement the Proposed 
Transaction, because it will result in Jinan’s Relevant Interest in the Company’s Shares increasing 
from 19.25% to more than 20%. 

Shareholders should note that completion of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction is 
not interdependent.  This means that either the Jinan Acquisition or the Proposed Transaction (but not 
both) may be implemented without Shareholder approval.   

Triton commissioned the Independent Expert to provide an opinion on whether the effect of the 
Proposed Transaction is fair and reasonable to Shareholders who are not associated with Jinan or 
Shandong Tianye.  

The Independent Expert has concluded that the effect of the Proposed Transaction is not fair 
but reasonable. 

A complete copy of the Independent Expert’s Report is provided in Attachment A to this Notice of 
Meeting.  Shareholders should read the Independent Expert’s Report in its entirety before making a 
decision in respect of how to vote on the Resolutions.  
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I would like to take this opportunity to outline some of the key reasons why the Independent Directors 
of Triton are of the opinion that the transactions described above are in the best interests of Triton’s 
Shareholders and recommend you vote in favour of the Resolutions to effect the Proposed 
Transaction, namely:  

 Funding to support the Ancuabe graphite project: if Shareholders vote to approve the Jinan 
Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction and completion occurs under the Subscription 
Agreement, the funds raised pursuant to the Proposed Transaction will enable Triton to 
undertake further development of the Ancuabe graphite project, including the commencement of 
early construction activities and detailed engineering and the placement of orders for long lead 
items.   

 Financing assistance: Jinan has specific expertise and an established network of relationships 
in relation to project finance and has agreed to use reasonable endeavours to support Triton in 
finalising the debt financing required to bring the Ancuabe graphite project into production.  

 Independent Expert’s Report: the Independent Expert has concluded that the effect of the 
Proposed Transaction is not fair but reasonable to Shareholders not associated with Jinan or 
Shandong Tianye.  

For these reasons, the Independent Directors of Triton unanimously recommend Shareholders vote in 
favour of the Resolutions and intend to vote in favour of the Resolutions in respect of any Shares they 
hold or control (if any).  This recommendation and voting intention statement is made in the absence 
of a superior proposal and subject to the Independent Expert maintaining its conclusion in respect of 
the effect of the Proposed Transaction.  Non-executive Directors Mr Xingmin (Max) Ji and Mr 
Guanghui (Michael) Ji abstain from making a recommendation in relation to the Resolutions, as they 
are nominees of Shandong Tianye which has an interest in the Jinan Acquisition, being the entity from 
which Jinan proposes to acquire the Sale Securities. 

I encourage all Shareholders to read this Notice of Meeting and attached Independent Expert’s Report 
in their entirety before voting on the Resolutions.  

This is a very exciting time for Shareholders as I believe these transactions position the Company well 
to go into construction of Ancuabe and to develop this world class asset that is located in what is 
becoming the new global province for graphite. 

Your faithfully 

 

Peter Canterbury 

Managing Director 
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Notice of Meeting 

Notice is given that a general meeting of Shareholders of Triton Minerals Limited ABN 99 126 042 215 
will be held at the Swan Room, Gilbert + Tobin, Level 16 Brookfield Place Tower 2, 123 St Georges 
Terrace, Perth, Western Australia on Friday, 27 September 2019 at 3:00pm (AWST). 

 
BUSINESS OF THE MEETING 

Resolution 1 – Adoption of Constitution   

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following resolution as a special resolution: 

"That the Constitution contained in the document submitted to this Meeting and signed by the Chair for 
identification purposes be approved and adopted as the Constitution of the Company in substitution 
for the existing Constitution of the Company with effect from the end of the Meeting." 

Resolution 2 – Approval of Jinan acquiring a Relevant Interest and voting power greater than 
20%  

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following as an ordinary resolution: 

"That, for the purposes of item 7 of section 611 of the Corporations Act, and for all other 
purposes, Shareholders authorise and approve: 

(i) Jigao International Investment Development Co., Ltd (Jinan) acquiring 178,490,000 
Shares and 7,300,000 Options from Shandong Tianye Mining Co., Ltd; 

(ii)  Jinan being issued with 207,317,073 Shares by the Company at A$0.041 per Share 
under the terms of the Subscription Agreement; and 

(iii) Jinan’s voting power in Triton increasing from zero to a maximum of 34.65%, 

as summarised, and on the terms set out, in the Explanatory Memorandum."  

Voting exclusion statement:  

The Company will disregard any votes cast in favour of Resolution 2 by or on behalf of Shandong Tianye, Jinan 
or an Associate of any of those entities. 

However, the Company need not disregard a vote if: 

(a) it is cast by a person as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote, in accordance with the directions on 
the Proxy Form; or 

(b) it is cast by the person chairing the Meeting as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote, in accordance 
with a direction on the Proxy Form to vote as the proxy decides. 

 
Independent Expert’s Report:  Shareholders should carefully consider the report prepared by the 
Independent Expert for the purposes of the Shareholder approvals including the approval required 
under section 611 Item 7 of the Corporations Act.  The Independent Expert’s Report comments on the 
fairness and reasonableness of the combined effect of the Proposed Transaction, which is the subject 
of Resolution 2, to the Shareholders in the Company who are not associated with Jinan or Shandong 
Tianye. 
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Resolution 3 – Appointment of Mr Shoude Yang as a Director 

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following resolution as an ordinary resolution: 

"That subject to completion occurring under the Subscription Agreement, Mr Shoude Yang who, being 
eligible, offers himself for election, be elected a Director of the Company with effect from completion 
under the Subscription Agreement."  
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Additional Information 

How to vote  

Shareholders can vote by either: 

 attending the Meeting and voting in person or by attorney or, in the case of corporate 
Shareholders, by appointing a corporate representative to attend and vote; or 

 appointing a proxy to attend and vote on their behalf using the Proxy Form accompanying this 
Notice of Meeting and by submitting their proxy appointment and voting instructions in person, 
by post, electronically via the internet or by facsimile, by following the instructions below. 

Voting in person (or by attorney) 

Shareholders or their attorneys who plan to attend the Meeting are asked to arrive at the venue 15 
minutes prior to the time designated for the Meeting, so that their shareholding may be checked 
against the Company's Share register and their attendance recorded.  In respect of attorneys, in order 
for documentation to be accepted, a certified copy of the Power of Attorney, or the original Power of 
Attorney, must be received by the Company in the same manner, and by the same time as outlined for 
proxy forms below.  

Voting by a Corporation 

A Shareholder that is a corporation may appoint an individual to act as its representative and vote in 
person at the Meeting.  The appointment must comply with the requirements of section 250D of the 
Corporations Act.  The representative should bring to the Meeting evidence of his or her appointment, 
including any authority under which it is signed.    

Voting by proxy 

 A Shareholder entitled to attend and vote is entitled to appoint proxies.  Each proxy will have the 
right to vote on a poll and also to speak at the Meeting. 

 The appointment of the proxy may specify the proportion or the number of votes that the proxy 
may exercise.  Where more than one proxy is appointed and the appointment does not specify 
the proportion or number of the Shareholder's votes each proxy may exercise, the votes will be 
divided equally among the proxies (i.e. where there are two proxies, each proxy may exercise 
half of the votes). Fractions of votes will be disregarded. 

 A proxy need not be a Shareholder. 

 The proxy can be either an individual or a body corporate.  A body corporate appointed as a 
Shareholder’s proxy may appoint a representative to exercise any of the powers the body may 
exercise as a proxy at the Meeting (as summarised below). 

 To be effective, proxies must be received by 3:00pm (AWST) on 25 September 2019.  Proxies 
received after this time will be invalid.  

 In accordance with section 250BA of the Corporations Act, the Company specifies that proxies 
may be lodged using any of the following methods:  

 online at: 
www.investorvote.com.au 

 by mobile:  

scan the QR code on your Proxy Form and follow the prompts 

 by post at: 

Share Registry – Computershare Investor Services Pty Limited 
GPO Box 242  
Melbourne, Victoria, 3001 

 by facsimile:  1800 783 447 (within Australia) 

+61 3 9473 2555 (outside Australia) 
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 custodian voting: for Intermediary Online subscribers only (custodians) please visit 
www.intermediaryonline.com to submit your voting intentions  

 The Proxy Form must be signed by the Shareholder or the Shareholder's attorney.  Proxies 
given by corporations must be executed in accordance with the Corporations Act.  Where the 
appointment of a proxy is signed by the appointer's attorney, a certified copy of the Power of 
Attorney, or the power itself, must be received by the Company at the above address, or by 
facsimile, and by 3:00pm (AWST) on 25 September 2019. If facsimile transmission is used, the 
Power of Attorney must be certified.  

Directing a proxy to vote 

 Sections 250BB and 250BC of the Corporations Act apply to voting by proxy. The effect of 
these sections is that:  

 if proxy holders vote, they must cast all directed proxies as directed; and 

 any directed proxies which are not voted will automatically default to the chair, who must 
vote the proxies as directed.  

 Therefore, Shareholders who return their Proxy Forms with a direction how to vote, but who do 
not nominate the identity of their proxy, will be taken to have appointed the Chair of the Meeting 
as their proxy to vote on their behalf.   

 If a Proxy Form is returned but the nominated proxy does not attend the Meeting, the Chair of 
the Meeting will act in place of the nominated proxy and vote in accordance with any 
instructions.   

 Should any resolution other than those specified in this Notice of Meeting be proposed at the 
Meeting, a proxy may vote on that resolution as they think fit.  

 If a proxy is instructed to abstain from voting on an item of business, they are directed not to 
vote on the Shareholder's behalf on the poll and the Shares that are the subject of the proxy 
appointment will not be counted in calculating the required majority. 

Chairman’s intention 

Proxy appointments in favour of the Chair, the secretary of Triton or any Director that do not contain a 
direction on how to vote will be used, where possible, to support each of the Resolutions proposed in 
this Notice of Meeting, provided they are entitled to cast votes as a proxy under the voting exclusion 
rules which apply to some of the proposed Resolutions.  In exceptional circumstances, the Chair may 
change this voting intention, in which case an ASX announcement will be made.   

Shareholders who are entitled to vote 

In accordance with paragraphs 7.11.37 and 7.11.38 of the Corporations Regulations and ASX 
Settlement Operating Rule 5.6.1, the Board has determined that the persons eligible to vote at the 
Meeting are those people who are registered as Shareholders of the Company as at 5:00pm    
(AWST) on 25 September 2019. 

By order of the Board 

 

David Edwards 
Company Secretary 

Dated: 28 August 2019 
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Explanatory Memorandum 

This Explanatory Memorandum is intended to provide Shareholders with sufficient information to 
assess the merits of the Resolutions contained in the accompanying Notice of Meeting. 

Certain abbreviations and other defined terms are used throughout this Explanatory Memorandum.  
Defined terms are generally identifiable by the use of an upper case first letter.  Details of the 
definitions and abbreviations are set out in the Glossary to the Explanatory Memorandum. 

The Independent Expert has determined that the effect of the Proposed Transaction is not fair but 
reasonable to Shareholders of the Company who are not associated with Shandong Tianye or Jinan. 

1 Information about Jinan 

Jinan currently holds no Shares in the Company and neither it nor any of its Associates hold any 
voting power in the Company.  Further, none of Jinan or its Associates are related parties of the 
Company, other than by virtue of the transactions contemplated by this Notice of Meeting.  If both the 
Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction are completed, Jinan will hold up to 34.65% of 
Triton’s issued Share capital and have nominees appointed to half of the positions on the Board.  As 
such, it is important for Shareholders to understand who Jinan is and its intentions for the Company. 

Jinan is a wholly owned subsidiary of Jinan Hi-Tech Holding Group Limited (JHT), which was 
established in 2005 and is a Chinese state-owned enterprise, funded by the Jinan Innovation Zone 
Steering Committee.  JHT is primarily involved in the building and infrastructure sectors. It is a multi-
billion-dollar group involved in the: construction of industrial parks, public security facilities, roads and 
greening projects, and sewage networks and river projects; development of urban complexes, 
commercial and residential buildings, and other projects; investment and asset management activities; 
and operation of industrial parks. JHT is headquartered in the city of Jinan, Shandong Province, 
China.  

Further information about Jinan and its intentions for the Company is set out in sections 2.2(e), 2.2(d) 
and 4.   

2 Summary of key agreements 

The terms of the Proposed Transaction and the Jinan Acquisition the subject of Resolution 2 are set 
out in the Subscription Agreement and the Share Transfer Agreement.  The Subscription Agreement 
sets out the terms on which Jinan will subscribe for the Subscription Shares.  In connection with the 
Subscription Agreement, Jinan and Shandong Tianye have entered into the Share Transfer 
Agreement, which sets out the terms on which Jinan will acquire the Sale Securities from Shandong 
Tianye.  A summary of the Subscription Agreement and the Share Transfer Agreement and their effect 
is set out below.  

2.1 Share Transfer Agreement 

The Share Transfer Agreement provides for the sale of the Sale Securities to Jinan for the payment of 
¥52,044,500 cash (which equates to approximately A$11 million) from Jinan to Shandong Tianye. The 
material terms of the Share Transfer Agreement are as follows: 

 Conditions Precedent: completion of the sale and purchase of the Sale Securities under the 
Share Transfer Agreement is conditional upon Jinan obtaining FIRB approval relevant to the 
transfer of the Sale Securities to Shandong Tianye. 

 Termination: before the transfer of the Sale Securities is completed, Jinan may terminate the 
Share Transfer Agreement if: 
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 the Share Transfer Agreement becomes unable to be enforced due to force majeure; 

 Shandong Tianye loses the ability to fulfil its obligations under the Share Transfer 
Agreement;  

 the transfer of the Sale Securities is unable to be completed due to a breach of warranty;  

 the transfer of the Sale Securities is unable to be completed due to regulatory reasons 
(including failure to obtain FIRB approval); or 

 it is not satisfied with the results of its due diligence investigations into the Company.   

 Warranties: both Jinan and Shandong Tianye give warranties that are common for an 
agreement of this nature. 

2.2 Subscription Agreement 

Material terms of the Subscription Agreement 

Under the Subscription Agreement, Jinan will subscribe for 207,317,073 Shares at an issue price of 
A$0.041 per Share, for a total subscription price of A$8.5 million.  The material terms of the 
Subscription Agreement are as follows:  

 Use of funds: Triton must use the A$8.5 million received from Jinan under the Subscription 
Agreement for the development of Triton’s Ancuabe graphite project, working capital and 
general corporate purposes.  

 Nominee Directors: Jinan will have the right, from completion under the Subscription Agreement 
and for so long as Jinan’s voting power in Triton remains above 28%, to appoint such number of 
nominees as Directors of Triton and require the removal or substitution of any Directors so 
appointed, which will result in Jinan’s nominee Directors comprising half of Triton’s Board.  
Further, Jinan has the right to appoint one of its nominee Directors as chairperson of the Board.  
While Jinan’s voting power in the Company remains between 15% and 28%, Jinan will have the 
right to appoint one Director. Pursuant to the revised Constitution the subject of Resolution 1 
above, the chair may vote in his or her capacity as a member, but the chair has no casting vote 
in the case of an equality of votes on a proposed resolution.  See section 2.2(d) for further 
details of Jinan’s proposed nominee Director.  

 Financing support: following completion under the Subscription Agreement, Jinan will use 
reasonable endeavours to assist Triton in finalising debt or other financing facilities required to 
construct Triton’s Ancuabe graphite project, including by introducing Triton to potential strategic 
investors and financiers. 

 Anti-dilution right: Triton applied to ASX for a waiver of from Listing Rule 6.18 to provide for the 
anti-dilution right however the ASX refused to grant the waiver on the basis of Jinan’s 
shareholding in Triton at completion of the Proposed Transaction. Triton has agreed to reapply 
for such waiver upon request by Jinan having regard to Jinan’s voting power at a subsequent 
point in time and until the waiver is granted must provide Jinan with 5 business days’ notice of 
any proposed qualifying new issue.  

 Nominee employees: Jinan has the right to nominate three persons to be engaged as 
employees of the Company as a condition precedent to completion under the Subscription 
Agreement, of which one will undertake the role of financial officer (or similar position) in Perth, 
Western Australia from the date of completion under the Subscription Agreement and two will 
undertake technical or supervisory roles in Mozambique from the date construction of the 
Ancuabe graphite project commences.  
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 Representations and warranties: the Subscription Agreement contains representations and 
warranties given by Triton and Jinan which are customary for an agreement of this type.  Triton 
has given warranties such as the accuracy of financial accounts and the nature of its interest in 
the tenure that comprises the Ancuabe graphite project.   

 Indemnity: Triton indemnifies Jinan against all losses incurred by Jinan as a consequence of 
any matter or thing being found to be in breach of the Subscription Agreement or inconsistent 
with the warranties given by Triton.  This indemnity is limited to A$8.5 million and Triton will not 
be liable in respect of a contractual claim in connection with a breach of the warranties given by 
Triton unless Jinan has given written notice of the breach within 12 months of the date of 
completion under the Subscription Agreement.  

 Termination: Jinan and Triton can terminate the Subscription Agreement immediately upon 
giving notice if the other is in material breach of an obligation imposed on it under the 
Subscription Agreement.  Further, Jinan may terminate the Subscription Agreement if before the 
date of completion under the Subscription Agreement a material adverse change in the financial 
position, performance, assets, liabilities, losses or prospects of Triton (taken as a whole) occurs, 
where the financial impact of such event on Triton exceeds A$5,000,000, subject to a number of 
exceptions.  

(a) Conditions precedent  

Completion of the subscription for, and issue of, the Subscription Shares under the Subscription 
Agreement is subject to Triton’s Shareholders approving the issue of the Subscription Shares for the 
purposes of section 611 item 7 of the Corporations Act (see section 7 below) and Triton providing 
financial information to Jinan, as well as the satisfaction of several other conditions precedent which 
are summarised below.  The conditions precedent must be satisfied on or before 23 September 2019 
or such later date as mutually agreed between Jinan and Triton.  

(b) Regulatory approvals  

The issue of the Subscription Shares is conditional upon Jinan obtaining all necessary Chinese 
regulatory approvals including, but not limited to, approvals issued by the Department and Reform 
Commission and Department of Commerce.  Further, the Subscription Agreement itself is conditional 
upon Jinan receiving notice in writing from the Federal Treasurer or his or her agent to the effect that 
there are no objections under the Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975 (Cth) (FATA) to Jinan 
acquiring the Subscription Shares (or the Federal Treasurer ceasing to be empowered to make any 
order under the FATA because of the lapse of time). 

(c) Agreement to acquire Sale Securities  

Completion under the Subscription Agreement is also conditional upon Jinan (or its nominee) entering 
into an agreement to acquire the Sale Securities from Shandong Tianye.  This condition precedent 
was satisfied by Jinan and Shandong Tianye entering into the Share Transfer Agreement discussed in 
section 2.1.  

(d) New Directors   

The Subscription Agreement provides that Jinan will have the right, from completion under the 
Subscription Agreement and for so long as Jinan’s voting power in Triton remains above 28%, to 
appoint such number of nominees as Directors of Triton and require the removal or substation of such 
existing Directors which will result in Jinan’s nominee Directors comprising half of Triton’s Board.  
Further, Jinan has the right to appoint one of its nominee Directors as the chairperson of the Board. 
While Jinan’s voting power in the Company remains between 15% and 28%, Jinan will have the right 
to appoint one Director.  

While Jinan will have the right to have its nominees appointed to half of Triton’s Board positions from 
completion under the Subscription Agreement, at this stage it is proposed that Jinan will only nominate 
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Mr Shoude Yang to be appointed as a Director of Triton.  Completion under the Subscription 
Agreement is conditional upon Triton receiving a signed consent to act from Mr Yang and all other 
documents necessary to appoint Mr Yang as a Director of Triton.  As such, Resolution 3 seeks the 
approval of Triton’s Shareholders to Mr Yang being elected as a Director with effect from completion 
under the Subscription Agreement.   

Information about Mr Yang: 

Age: 56 

Bio: Mr Yang holds a bachelor of accounting, a postgraduate degree in politics and is a qualified 
certified senior accountant in China. He has over 30 years financial, internal audit and 
commercial experience and has worked with JHT for the past 12 years. Mr Yang brings to Triton 
extensive experience in financial management and governance of large companies. 

Other directorships: Mr Yang is currently a director of JHT, Jinan Hi-tech Finance and 
Investment Company Ltd and Jinan Eastern Pioneer Real Estate Company Ltd. 

It is intended that Mr Yang will enter into a director appointment agreement, which is on terms similar 
to those of the other Directors of Triton.  Mr Yang’s remuneration will be on similar terms as the other 
non-executive Directors, including terms of remuneration, cost reimbursement and rights of indemnity, 
access and insurance.  Mr Yang’s remuneration will fall within the existing non-executive Director fee 
cap as approved by Shareholders. 

The appointment of Mr Yang will be subject to completion occurring under the Subscription 
Agreement.  At completion under the Subscription Agreement Mr Guanghui (Michael) Ji and Ms Paula 
Ferreira will resign as Directors.  Mr Peter Canterbury, Mr Patrick Burke and Mr Xingmin (Max) Ji will 
remain as Directors following completion under the Subscription Agreement.  

(e) Key employees  

Under the Subscription Agreement, Jinan has the right to nominate three persons to be engaged as 
employees of the Company, of which one will undertake the role of financial officer (or similar position) 
in Perth, Western Australia from the date of completion under the Subscription Agreement and two will 
undertake technical or supervisory roles in Mozambique from the date construction of the Ancuabe 
graphite project commences.  Completion under the Subscription Agreement is conditional upon Triton 
and each of the three employees to be nominated by Jinan having entered into employment 
agreements on terms and conditions consistent with local industry standards and otherwise 
acceptable to Triton and Jinan (acting reasonably).  As at the date of this Notice of Meeting, Jinan is 
searching for employees with relevant graphite mining experience but has not yet formed a view on 
who those employees might be.  

(f) New Constitution  

One of the conditions precedent to completion under the Subscription Agreement requires that Triton’s 
Shareholders approve, by special resolution, an amendment to Triton’s Constitution to remove the 
entitlement of the chairperson of the Board to a casting or second vote. 

As such, Resolution 1 seeks Shareholder approval for the adoption of a new Constitution in 
substitution for the existing Constitution of the Company.  The Company's current Constitution was 
first adopted on 20 August 2014.  The proposed new Constitution complies with the Listing Rules and 
the Corporations Act and is consistent with constitutions for publicly listed companies in Australia. 

Under section 136 of the Corporations Act, Shareholders must pass a special resolution to adopt a 
new Constitution.  Accordingly, Resolution 1 is a special resolution, requiring approval of 75% of the 
votes cast by Shareholders entitled to vote on the Resolution in order to be passed. 
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The proposed new Constitution, will incorporate amendments to the Corporations Act and Listing 
Rules since the current Constitution was adopted in 2014 and will include the amendments necessary 
to remove the chairperson’s casting or second vote in order to satisfy the relevant condition precedent 
in the Subscription Agreement.  

Copies of the current and proposed Constitution are available for perusal by Shareholders at the 
Company's registered office or via the internet at www.tritonminerals.com.  

The Independent Directors believe that the proposed amendments to the Constitution are not material 
nor will they have any significant impact on Shareholders.  It is not practicable to list all of the changes 
to the Constitution in detail in this Explanatory Memorandum, however, a summary of the proposed 
material changes is set out below.   

 Chairperson has no casting vote: under the proposed new Constitution, the chairperson of the 
Board will not have a second or casting vote in the case of an equality of votes on a proposed 
resolution at a Board meeting or a meeting of Shareholders.  This amendment was required as 
a condition precedent under the Subscription Agreement.   

 Direct voting: under clause 5.9 of the proposed new Constitution, the Directors may prescribe 
regulations, rules and procedures in relation to direct voting, including the form, method and 
timing of giving a direct vote at a meeting.  

 Interest rate: the interest rate payable on unpaid sums due and owing to the Company in 
respect of party paid shares is currently 18%.  Under the proposed new Constitution, this 
interest rate will be changed to 10%, or such other rate as determined by the Directors.  

 Refusal to register transfer: the proposed new Constitution includes a provision that clarifies the 
circumstances in which the Company may refuse to register an instrument of transfer.  Under 
clause 4.2 of the proposed new Constitution, the Company may refuse to register an instrument 
of transfer:  

 in the circumstances permitted under the Listing Rules or the ASX Settlement Operating 
Rules, as applicable;  

 where the transfer is not in registerable form;  

 where the Company has a lien on any of the shares transferred;  

 where the registration of the transfer may breach a law of Australia or would be in breach 
of any order of any court;  

 where the transfer is paper-based and registration of the transfer will create a new 
holding which, at the time the transfer is lodged, is less than a marketable parcel;  

 where the transfer is not permitted under the terms of an employee incentive scheme; or  

 where the Company is otherwise permitted or required to do so under the Listing Rules or 
under the terms of issue of the shares.  

 Quorum at general meetings: the current quorum for business to be transacted at a general 
meeting of the Company’s Shareholders is two Shareholders.  The proposed new Constitution 
changes the quorum requirements slightly, in that for the purposes of a general meeting of the 
Company’s Shareholders, a quorum consists of: 

 if the number of Shareholders entitled to vote is two or more – two of those Shareholders; 
or 

 if only one Shareholder is entitled to vote – that Shareholder.  
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 Rotation of Directors: in relation to the rotation of Directors, the proposed new Constitution still 
requires that one third of Directors retire at each annual general meeting, the difference being 
that when calculating the number of retiring Directors, the final figure will be rounded down 
where necessary (instead of being rounded up, which is currently the case).  

 Dividend plans: under the proposed new Constitution, the Directors may implement dividend 
reinvestment plans and dividend selection plans on the terms they think fit.  The Directors may 
at any time amend, suspend or terminate any dividend reinvestment plan or dividend selection 
plan implemented by them.  

 Contracting with the Company: clause 6.5 of the proposed new Constitution clarifies that 
Directors will be not disqualified from contracting with the Company in any respect and a 
Director will not be prevented from voting on any resolution of Directors in relation to a contract 
in which the Director has an interest, unless doing so would be contrary to the Corporations Act 
or the Listing Rules. 

 Deemed time of service: the proposed new Constitution sets out a new regime governing the 
deemed time of service in respect of notices given by the Company to Shareholders.  The new 
regime in respect of deemed time of service is as follows: 

 Where a notice is served personally, service of the notice is taken to be effected when 
delivered.  

 Where a notice is sent by post, service of the notice is taken to be effected if a prepaid 
envelope containing the notice is properly addressed and placed in the post and to have 
been effected: 

(A) in the case of a notice of general meeting, on the day after the date of its posting; 
or 

(B) in any other case, at the time at which the letter would be delivered in the ordinary 
course of post. 

 Where a notice is sent by fax, the notice is taken to be given on the business day after 
the day on which it is sent.  

 Where a notice is sent by electronic mail, service of the notice is taken to be effected if 
the sender receives a confirmation of delivery and is taken to be given on the business 
day after the day on which it is sent.  

 Where the Company is permitted to give notice by exhibiting the notice at the registered 
office of the Company, service of the notice is taken to be effected when the notice is first 
so exhibited   

3 Interim debt financing  

As announced by Triton on 9 July 2019, Jinan has facilitated an interim debt funding arrangement for 
Triton.  Under this interim debt funding arrangement, Shandong Tianye Group Bid Co Pty Ltd 
(Lender), an Australian entity associated with Jinan and Shandong Tianye, has agreed to provide 
Triton an A$2 million loan.  The loan is unsecured and will incur interest an annual interest rate of 
11%, accrued monthly.  It is intended that interest and principal will be repaid when Triton receives the 
subscription funds from Jinan on completion under the Subscription Agreement. The loan will be used 
to provide working capital for the period prior to receipt of the subscription funds under the 
Subscription Agreement.  

As discussed in section 2.2, Jinan has agreed from completion under the Subscription Agreement to 
use reasonable endeavours to assist Triton in finalising debt or other financing facilities required to 
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construct Triton’s Ancuabe graphite project, including by introducing Triton to potential strategic 
investors and financiers.  Triton is currently looking into potential financing arrangements for the 
development of its Ancuabe graphite project and will update the market as and when appropriate as 
its investigations progress.   

3.1 Interim loan agreement 

Under the Interim Loan Agreement, the Lender agrees to lend Triton up to A$2 million to develop 
operations at its Ancuabe graphite project and for general working capital.  The material terms of the 
Interim Loan Agreement are as follows:  

 Loan amount: A$2 million  

 Term: the loan will be repaid to the Lender on the earlier of:  

 five business days after completion occurs under the Subscription Agreement; and 

 31 March 2020,  

or such later date as the parties agree in writing.   

 Interest rate: 11% per annum accrued on a monthly basis and repayable at the time principal is 
repaid.  

 Acceleration: the loan becomes immediately repayable upon the occurrence of an event of 
default.  

 Events of default: the following events are ‘events of default’ for the purposes of the Interim 
Loan Agreement:  

 the non-payment when due of the loan amount and interest;  

 a breach by Triton of any warranty, obligation or covenant under the Interim Loan 
Agreement which remains unremedied for a period of five days after written notice 
thereof;  

 any breach by Triton of any material obligation under the Subscription Agreement or any 
other agreement with the Lender;  

 an insolvency event occurs in respect of Triton or any of its subsidiaries;  

 Triton or any of its subsidiaries incurring or agreeing to incur any further indebtedness 
(other than creditors in the ordinary course of business) for an aggregate amount of 
greater than A$250,000;  

 Triton or any of its subsidiaries granting or creating any encumbrance, mortgage or 
similar over any of its assets;  

 without the consent of the Lender, Triton or any of its subsidiaries selling, disposing or 
granting to any third party any interest in any of its assets (or agreeing to do those 
things); and  

 without the consent of the Lender, Triton or any of its subsidiaries paying to another 
person an amount exceeding A$100,000 other than in the ordinary course of business.  

 Warranties: both Triton and the Lender give warranties that are common for an agreement of 
this nature.   
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4 Jinan’s other intentions for the Company  

In addition to the appointment of Mr Shoude Yang to Triton’s Board, Jinan has indicated it may provide 
further debt and equity funding for the Ancuabe project to enable the development of this facility.  As 
outlined in section 2.2(e), Jinan may provide technical, operational and financial nominees for 
employment by Triton to assist in the implementation of the Ancuabe graphite project.  Except as 
stated above and in sections 2.2(e) and 2.2(d), Jinan does not currently have any other intentions in 
relation to the Company, including any intentions regarding the nature of the Company’s business, the 
future employment of any present employees, the assets of the Company or the financial or dividend 
distribution policies of the Company.  

5  Conditionality and timing of the Proposed Transaction  

5.1 Conditionality of the Proposed Transaction 

If both the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction are implemented, Jinan will hold 
385,807,073 Shares and 7,300,000 Options, giving Jinan a Relevant Interest in up to 34.65% of 
Triton’s issued Share capital (on a partially diluted basis if Jinan exercises the 7,300,000 Options).  
Shareholder approval under section 611 item 7 of the Corporations Act is required to implement both 
the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction together, because the combined effect of both 
transactions is that Jinan’s voting power in the Company will increase from zero to more than 20%. 

However, completion of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction is not interdependent.  
This means that either the Jinan Acquisition or the Proposed Transaction (but not both) may be 
implemented without Shareholder approval, subject to the satisfaction or waiver of the relevant 
conditions precedent under the Subscription Agreement or the Share Transfer Agreement.   

5.2 Indicative timetable for the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction  

An indicative timetable for the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction is set out below: 

 Event Date 

1 Announcement of Proposed Transaction 28 June 2019 

2 Date of this Notice of Meeting 28 August 2019 

3 Shareholders meeting 27 September 2019 

4 Completion of Jinan Acquisition  Anticipated by early October 2019 

5 Completion of Proposed Transaction  Anticipated by early October 2019 

 
Please note each of the dates above are subject to change. 

The Proposed Transaction and the Jinan Acquisition are subject to the conditions precedent set out in 
the Subscription Agreement and the Share Transfer Agreement, which are listed in section 2 of this 
Explanatory Memorandum.  

It is currently uncertain as to the precise timing of the satisfaction of the conditions precedent under 
the Subscription Agreement and Share Transfer Agreement. However, as at the date of this Notice, 
the Directors anticipate that completion of both the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction 
will take place in early October 2019.  However, this is greatly dependent on the timing of Jinan 
obtaining the requisite Chinese regulatory approvals which can take some time and is inherently 
uncertain.  Therefore, there can be no guarantee as to when, or if, such conditions precedent will be 
satisfied.  
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6 Effect of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed 
Transaction on the Company’s security holdings 

6.1 Effect on Shareholdings 

The Company’s Shareholdings as at the date of this Notice is as follows: 

Shareholder Total Shares and percentage 
of Shareholding 

Shandong Tianye 178,490,000 (19.25%) 

Other Shareholders 748,648,150 (80.75%) 

Total 927,138,150 (100%) 

 

On the basis that completion of both the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction occur on the 
terms set out in section 2, the Company’s Shareholdings will be as follows: 

Shareholder Total Shares and 
percentage of Shareholding 

Assuming completion of only the Jinan Acquisition  

Jinan 178,490,000 (19.25%) 

Shandong Tianye 0 (0%) 

Other Shareholders 748,648,150 (80.75%) 

Total 927,138,150 (100%) 

Assuming completion of only the Proposed Transaction 

Jinan 207,317,073 (18.28%) 

Shandong Tianye 178,490,000 (15.73%) 

Other Shareholders 748,648,150 (65.99%) 

Total 1,134,455,223 (100%) 

Assuming completion of the Jinan Acquisition and the 
Proposed Transaction and that Jinan exercises 7,300,000 
Options   

Jinan 393,107,073 (34.65%) 

Shandong Tianye 0 (0%) 

Other Shareholders 748,648,150 (65.35%) 

Total 1,141,755,223 (100%) 
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6.2 Effect on Option holdings  

The Company’s Option holdings as at the date of this Notice is as follows: 

Option holder Total Options and percentage 
of total Options on issue 

Shandong Tianye 7,300,000 (3.42%) 

Directors 9,500,000 (4.45) 

Other Option holders 196,749,657 (92.13%) 

Total 213,549,657 (100%) 

 

On the basis that completion of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction occurs on the 
terms set out in section 2, the Company’s Option holdings will be as follows: 

Option holder Total Options and percentage 
of total Options on issue 

Assuming completion of only the Jinan Acquisition  

Jinan 7,300,000 (3.42%) 

Shandong Tianye 0 (0%) 

Directors 9,500,000 (4.45%) 

Other Option holders 196,749,657 (92.13%) 

Total 213,549,657 (100%) 

Assuming completion of only the Proposed Transaction 

Jinan 0 (0%) 

Shandong Tianye 7,300,000 (3.42%) 

Directors 9,500,000 (4.45%) 

Other Option holders 196,749,657 (92.13%) 

Total 213,549,657 (100%) 

Assuming completion of the Jinan Acquisition and the 
Proposed Transaction  

Jinan 7,300,000 (3.42%) 

Shandong Tianye 0 (0%) 

Directors 9,500,000 (4.45%) 

Other Option holders 196,749,657 (92.13%) 

Total 213,549,657 (100%) 
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7 Section 611 item 7 Shareholder approval 

7.1 Section 606 prohibition  

As the tables in section 6 show, if Jinan acquires the Sale Securities and the Subscription Shares, its 
voting power in the Company will increase from zero to more than 20%.  

Section 606(1) of the Corporations Act prohibits a person from acquiring a Relevant Interest in issued 
voting shares of a listed company if the person acquiring the interest does so through a transaction in 
relation to the securities entered into by or on behalf of the person and, because of the transaction, 
that person’s or someone else’s voting power in the listed company increases from 20% or below to 
more than 20% (Section 606 Prohibition). 

The voting power of a person in a company is determined in accordance with section 610 of the 
Corporations Act.  The calculation of a person’s voting power in a company involves determining the 
voting shares in the company in which the person and the person’s Associates have a Relevant 
Interest.   

Under section 608 of the Corporations Act, a person has a Relevant Interest in securities if they are 
the holder of the securities, have the power to exercise, or control the exercise of, a right to vote 
attached to the securities or have power to dispose of, or control the exercise of a power to dispose of, 
the securities. 

For the purposes of determining voting power under the Corporations Act, a person (second person) 
is an “Associate” of the other person (first person) if: 

 the first person is a body corporate and the second person is: 

 a body corporate the first person controls; 

 a body corporate that controls the first person; or 

 a body corporate that is controlled by an entity that controls the first person; 

 the second person has entered or proposed to enter into a relevant agreement with the first 
person for the purpose of controlling or influencing the composition of the company’s board or 
the conduct of the company’s affairs; or 

 the second person is a person with whom the first person is acting or has proposed to act, in 
concert in relation to the company’s affairs. 

Members of the corporate groups of each entity having a Relevant Interest will therefore be 
Associates of the relevant entity (and will therefore acquire voting power equivalent to that held by the 
relevant entity). 

If the Resolutions are approved and the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction are 
implemented, it will result in Jinan obtaining a Relevant Interest in the Sale Securities and the 
Subscription Shares.  Consequently, the voting power of Jinan will exceed 20% of the voting shares in 
the Company, which would breach the Section 606 Prohibition unless a relevant exception applies. 

7.2 Item 7 exception 

Item 7 of section 611 of the Corporations Act provides an exception to the Section 606 Prohibition. 
This exception enables Jinan to acquire a Relevant Interest in the Company’s Share capital in excess 
of 20% if the Shareholders approve the acquisition of that Relevant Interest at a general meeting.   
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This is the approval which is sought under Resolution 2 which can be passed by the approval of a 
simple majority of the votes validly cast by Shareholders (in person or by proxy or by representative) at 
a general meeting where no votes are cast in favour of the resolution by persons proposing to make 
the acquisition, persons from whom the acquisition is made, and any Associates of the acquirer or the 
transferor. Accordingly, approval by the Shareholders not associated with Shandong Tianye and Jinan 
is sought for the proposed acquisition of the Sales Securities by Jinan and the proposed issue of the 
Subscription Shares to Jinan for the purposes of item 7 of section 611 of the Corporations Act. 

Company Shareholders must be given all information known to the Company or Jinan or its 
Associates, that is material to the Shareholders’ decision on how to vote on Resolution 2.  This 
information is set out in this Explanatory Memorandum. 

It should also be noted that this approval does not allow Jinan to acquire a Relevant Interest in more 
than 20% of the Share capital of the Company other than as set out in this Explanatory Memorandum 
or as otherwise allowed by law. 

7.3 Information required for item 7 approvals 

The Company is required to give all material information, known to the Company and known to the 
person proposing to make the acquisition (in this case Jinan) or its Associates, to Shareholders to 
assist them in determining how to vote on Resolution 2. The information required is set out in item 7 
itself and informed by ASIC Regulatory Guide 74.  

Jinan would acquire a Relevant Interest in up to 385,807,073 Shares representing 34.01% of the 
issued share capital of the Company and total voting power of 34.01% if both the Jinan Acquisition 
and the Proposed Transaction are completed.  Jinan would also hold 7,300,000 Options following 
completion of the Jinan Acquisition.  If Jinan exercised those 7,300,000 Options, Jinan would end up 
holding a Relevant Interest in up to 393,107,073 Shares (the Total Jinan Shares) representing 
34.65% of the issued Share capital of the Company and total voting power of 34.65%.  

 The identity of the person proposing to make the acquisition and their associates 

Following completion of both the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction, Jinan will 
have a Relevant Interest in the Sale Securities and Subscription Shares.  See section 1 for 
further information about Jinan. 

 The maximum extent of the increase in Jinan’s voting power in the Company, and total voting 
power of Jinan, resulting from the Proposed Transaction 

As at the date of the Notice, Jinan and its Associates do not have any voting power in Triton.  If 
the Resolutions are passed and both the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction occur, 
the maximum increase in the voting power of Jinan (and its Associates) in Triton that will result 
is the total voting power that attaches to the Total Jinan Shares, being 34.65%.  

 The date of the proposed issue of the Subscription Shares 

It is intended that the Subscription Shares will be issued 2 business days after the satisfaction 
or waiver of the last of the conditions precedent under the Subscription Agreement.  This is 
expected to occur in early October 2019, but given the uncertain nature of some of the 
conditions precedent, particularly the Chinese regulatory approvals, it is not possible to predict 
the precise date on which the Subscription Shares will be issued.   

 Material terms of the Subscription Shares 

The Subscription Shares will rank parri passu with the other Shares of Triton.  

Other material information required in relation to Resolution 2 is set out elsewhere in this Explanatory 
Memorandum and in the Independent Expert’s Report. 
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7.4 Application of Listing Rule 7.1 

Listing Rule 7.1 imposes a limit on the number of equity securities (e.g. shares or options to subscribe 
for shares) which an ASX listed company can issue without shareholder approval.  

In general terms, a company may not, without prior shareholder approval, issue, or agree to issue 
equity securities if the equity securities will in themselves or when aggregated with the securities 
issued by the company during the previous 12 months exceed 15% of the number of fully paid 
ordinary shares on issue at the commencement of that 12 month period. 

Listing Rule 7.2, exception 16 states that Listing Rule 7.1 does not apply to an issue of securities 
approved by shareholders for the purposes of item 7 of section 611 of the Corporations Act.  That 
approval is sought from Shareholders for the issue of the Subscription Shares under Resolution 2.  
Accordingly, separate Shareholder approval under Listing Rule 7.1 for the issue of the Subscription 
Shares to Jinan is not required. 

8 Key reasons to vote in favour of the Resolutions, the 
Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction  

8.1 Advantages of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction 

(a) Funding to support Ancuabe graphite project: if Shareholders vote to approve the Proposed 
Transaction and completion occurs under the Subscription Agreement, the funds raised 
pursuant to the Proposed Transaction will enable Triton to undertake further development of the 
Ancuabe graphite project, including the commencement of early construction activities and 
detailed engineering and the placement of orders for long lead items. 

(b) Financing assistance: Jinan has specific expertise and an established network of relationships 
in relation to project finance and has agreed to use reasonable endeavours to support Triton in 
finalising the debt financing required to bring the Ancuabe graphite project into production.  Debt 
finance is critical to the development of the Ancuabe graphite project in a manner that is in the 
best interests of Shareholders.  

(c) Independent Expert’s Report: the Independent Expert has concluded that the effect of the 
Proposed Transaction is not fair but reasonable to Shareholders not associated with Jinan or 
Shandong Tianye.  

9 Key reasons to vote against the Resolutions, the Jinan 
Acquisition and the Proposed Transactions 

9.1 Key Disadvantages of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction  

(a) Dilution 

If both the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction proceed, Shareholders’ interests in 
the Company will be diluted as a result of the issue of the Subscription Shares. Following 
completion of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction, Jinan’s voting power in the 
Company will increase from zero to up to 34.65%, reducing the voting power of Shareholders 
not associated with Jinan or Shandong Tianye from 80.75% to 65.35%.   

(b) Share price 

There is no guarantee that the Company’s Shares will not fall in value as a result of the issue of 
the Subscription Shares to Jinan.  
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(c) No guarantee of development  

The amount of additional capital provided to Triton under the Subscription Agreement is an 
interim funding measure to seek to place Triton in a stronger position to raise the additional 
capital required to fund its activities in the medium to long term and ultimately raise the capital 
required to bring the Ancuabe graphite project into production.  Shareholders should note that 
any the further equity funding may dilute the interests of current Shareholders in the Company 
in the future and there is a risk that Triton may be unable to obtain the debt and/or equity 
finance required to advance development of the Ancuabe graphite project on commercially 
acceptable terms or at all. 

(d) Restriction on special resolutions 

Since Jinan will hold more than 25% of the Company’s issued Share capital following 
completion of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction, this may restrict the 
remaining Shareholders’ ability to take decisions requiring a special resolution (which requires 
at least 75% Shareholder approval) without the approval of Jinan.  

9.2 Intentions for the Company if the Resolutions are not passed  

The Company is in discussions with several parties in relation to potential equity and debt funding. If 
the Resolutions are not passed, the Company intends to actively pursue securing financing from these 
parties. 

10 Independent Expert’s Report 

The Company has engaged BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd as the Independent Expert to 
provide the Independent Expert’s Report relating to the Proposed Transaction, to determine whether it 
is fair and reasonable for Shareholders to approve a potential acquisition of a Relevant Interest in 
voting Shares by Jinan that would otherwise contravene the Section 606 Prohibition.   

The Independent Expert is of the opinion that the effect of the Proposed Transaction is not fair but 
reasonable to Shareholders not associated with Shandong Tianye or Jinan.  

A copy of the Independent Expert’s Report is set out in Attachment A. The Directors recommend that 
Shareholders read the Independent Expert’s Report in its entirety before deciding how to vote on 
Resolution 2. 

11 Triton Directors’ interests and recommendations 

11.1 Directors’ interests in the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction 

While none of Triton’s Directors have a material personal interest in the outcome of the vote on the 
Resolutions or the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction, non-executive Directors Mr 
Xingmin (Max) Ji and Mr Guanghui (Michael) Ji abstain from making a recommendation in relation to 
the Resolutions, as they are nominees of Shandong Tianye, which has an interest in the Jinan 
Acquisition being the entity from which Jinan proposes to acquire the Sale Securities.  
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11.2 Directors’ security holdings   

As at the date of this Notice of Meeting, the interests of the Directors in the securities of the Company 
were:  

Director Number of Shares Number of Options Performance 
rights 

 Direct Indirect Direct Indirect  

Mr Xingmin 
(Max) Ji1 

108,524 - 7,235 3,000,000 - 

Mr Peter 
Canterbury2  

- 6,728,571 - 64,321 6,000,000 

Mr Patrick 
Burke3 

- - - 2,500,000 - 

Mr Guanghui 
(Michael) Ji4 

- - - 2,000,000 - 

Ms Paula 
Ferreira 

- - 2,000,000 - - 

Notes: 

1 Mr Xingmin Ji’s Options are held by Golden Hope Limited. Mr Xingmin Ji is a beneficiary of the trust.  

2 Mr Canterbury’s Options are held by Cantley Investments Pty Ltd <Cantley Retirement Fund> and Cantley Investments 

Pty Ltd <Cantley Investment A/C>. Mr Canterbury is the sole director of the entities and a beneficiary of the trust.  

3 Mr Burke’s Options are held by Rowan Hall Pty Ltd <Rowan Hall Investment Trust>.  Mr Burke is a potential beneficiary 

of the trust.  

4  Mr Guanghui Ji’s Options re held by the Qi Family Trust. Mr Ji is a beneficiary of the Trust.  

 

11.3 Directors’ recommendation and voting intention 

After carefully considering all aspects, benefits and risks of the Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed 
Transaction and the Independent Expert’s Report, the Independent Directors unanimously support the 
Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction and each of them recommends that Shareholders 
vote in favour of the Resolutions in the absence of a superior proposal and subject to the Independent 
Expert maintaining a conclusion that the effect of the Proposed Transaction is reasonable.  Non-
executive Directors Mr Xingmin (Max) Ji and Mr Guanghui (Michael) Ji abstain from making a 
recommendation in relation to the Resolutions, as they are nominees of Shandong Tianye, which has 
an interest in the Jinan Acquisition, being the entity from which Jinan proposes to acquire the Sale 
Securities.   

The Independent Directors have formed this view for reasons including the following: 

 the Independent Expert has concluded in the Independent Expert’s Report that the effect of the 
Proposed Transaction is not fair but reasonable to Shareholders not associated with Jinan or 
Shandong Tianye; 

 if Shareholders vote to approve the Proposed Transaction and completion occurs under the 
Subscription Agreement, the funds raised pursuant to the Proposed Transaction will enable 
Triton to undertake further development of the Ancuabe graphite project, including the 
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commencement of early construction activities and detailed engineering and the placement of 
orders for long lead items; and 

 Jinan has agreed to use reasonable endeavours to support Triton in finalising the debt financing 
required to bring the Ancuabe graphite project into production. 

Each Independent Director intends to vote in favour of the Resolutions in respect of any Shares they 
hold or control (if any), in the absence of a superior proposal and subject to the Independent Expert 
maintaining a conclusion that effect of the Proposed Transaction is reasonable.  

Further detail regarding the above benefits is set out in section 8. Shareholders should, however, also 
consider the disadvantages and risks of the Proposed Transaction set out in section 9.1.  

The Directors are not aware of any other information that would reasonably be required by the 
Shareholders to allow them to make a decision whether it is in the best interests of the Company to 
pass the Resolutions the subject of this Notice. 

The Chairman intends to vote all available proxies in favour of all Resolutions. 

Voting exclusion 

A voting exclusion applies to Resolution 2, which is set out in the ‘Business of the Meeting’ section.  
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Glossary 

¥ means Chinese yuan.  

A$ means Australian dollars. 

ASIC means the Australian Securities and 
Investment Commission.  

AWST means Australian western standard 
time.  

Accounting Standards has the meaning 
given to that term in the Corporations Act. 

Associate has the meaning given to that term 
in the Corporations Act. 

ASX means ASX Limited ABN 98 008 624 691 
and, where the context permits, the Australian 
Securities Exchange operated by ASX Limited. 

Attachment means an attachment to this 
Notice.  

Board means the Directors.  

Chair or Chairman means the individual 
elected to chair the Meeting, which is proposed 
to be Mr Patrick Burke.  

Closely Related Party has the meaning given 
to that term in the Corporations Act.  

Constitution means the Company's 
constitution, as amended from time to time. 

Corporations Act means Corporations Act 
2001 (Cth). 

Directors means the directors of the 
Company. 

Explanatory Memorandum means the 
explanatory memorandum accompanying this 
Notice of Meeting. 

FATA means the Foreign Acquisitions and 
Takeovers Act 1975 (Cth). 

FIRB means the Foreign Investment Review 
Board.  

Independent Directors means Peter 
Canterbury, Patrick Burke and Paula Ferreira.   

Independent Expert means the independent 
expert appointed by the Company to prepare 
the Independent Expert’s Report, being BDO 
Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd. 

Independent Expert’s Report means the 
report to be prepared and issued by the 
Independent Expert in connection with the 
Proposed Transaction and annexed to this 
Notice of Meeting at Attachment A. 

Interim Loan Agreement means the Loan 
Agreement between Triton and the Lender 
dated 5 July 2019.  

JHT means Jinan Hi-Tech Holding Group 
Limited.  

Jinan means Jigao International Investment 
Development Co., Ltd.  

Jinan Acquisition means the transfer of the 
Sale Securities from Shandong Tianye to Jinan 
for consideration of ¥52,044,500 pursuant to 
the Share Transfer Agreement.  

Lender means Shandong Tianye Group Bid 
Co Pty Ltd (ACN 616 407 777).  

Listing Rules means the ASX Listing Rules.  

Meeting means the General Meeting 
convened by this Notice of Meeting. 

Notice or Notice of Meeting means this 
Notice of General Meeting. 

Option means an option over a Share.  

Proposed Transaction means the issue to 
Jinan of the Subscription Shares at an issue 
price of A$0.041 per Subscription Share for a 
total subscription price of A$8.5m pursuant to 
the Subscription Agreement. 

Proxy Form means the proxy form 
accompanying the Notice of Meeting. 

Relevant Interest has the meaning given to it 
in section 608 of the Corporations Act. 

Resolution means a resolution contained in 
the Notice of Meeting. 

Sale Securities means 178,490,000 Shares 
and 7,300,000 Options to be sold by 
Shandong Tianye to Jinan pursuant to the 
Share Transfer Agreement. 

Shandong Tianye means Shandong Tianye 
Mining Co., Ltd.  

Share Transfer Agreement means the Share 
Transfer Agreement between Shandong 
Tianye and Jinan dated 24 June 2019. 

Shareholder means a holder of Shares. 

Shareholding means a Shareholder’s holding 
of Shares.  

Shares means fully paid ordinary shares in the 
capital of the Company. 

Subscription Agreement means the 
subscription agreement between Triton and 
Jinan dated 25 June 2019 as varied by the 
letter agreement between Triton and Jinan 
dated 29 July 2019.  

Subscription Shares means 207,317,073 
Shares to be issued to Jinan under the 
Subscription Agreement.  

Total Jinan Shares has the meaning given in 
section 7.3. 

Triton or Company means Triton Minerals 
Limited ABN 99 126 042 215. 

US$ means United States dollars.  
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Attachment A - Independent Expert’s Report 
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Financial Services Guide 
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BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd ABN 27 124 031 045 (‘we’ or ‘us’ or ‘ours’ as appropriate) has 
been engaged by Triton Minerals Limited (‘Triton’) to provide an independent expert’s report on the 
proposal for Jinan Hi-Tech Holding Group Limited (‘JHT’) to subscribe for A$8.5 million Triton shares 
at 4.1 cents per share in a strategic placement. You are being provided with a copy of our report 
because you are a shareholder of Triton and this Financial Services Guide (‘FSG’) is included in the 
event you are also classified under the Corporations Act 2001 (‘the Act’) as a retail client.  
 
Our report and this FSG accompanies the Notice of Meeting required to be provided to you by Triton to 
assist you in deciding on whether or not to approve the proposal. 
 
Financial Services Guide 
This FSG is designed to help retail clients make a decision as to their use of our general financial 
product advice and to ensure that we comply with our obligations as a financial services licensee.  
 
This FSG includes information about: 
 

 Who we are and how we can be contacted; 

 The services we are authorised to provide under our Australian Financial Services Licence No. 
316158; 

 Remuneration that we and/or our staff and any associates receive in connection with the general 
financial product advice; 

 Any relevant associations or relationships we have; and 

 Our internal and external complaints handling procedures and how you may access them. 
 
Information about us 
We are a member firm of the BDO network in Australia, a national association of separate entities 
(each of which has appointed BDO (Australia) Limited ACN 050 110 275 to represent it in BDO 
International). The financial product advice in our report is provided by BDO Corporate Finance (WA) 
Pty Ltd and not by BDO or its related entities. BDO and its related entities provide professional 
services primarily in the areas of audit, tax, consulting, mergers and acquisition, and financial advisory 
services. 
 
We and BDO (and its related entities) might from time to time provide professional services to 
financial product issuers in the ordinary course of business and the directors of BDO Corporate Finance 
(WA) Pty Ltd may receive a share in the profits of related entities that provide these services. 
 
Financial services we are licensed to provide 
We hold an Australian Financial Services Licence that authorises us to provide general financial 
product advice for securities to retail and wholesale clients, and deal in securities for wholesale 
clients. The authorisation relevant to this report is general financial product advice. 
 
When we provide this financial service we are engaged to provide an expert report in connection with 
the financial product of another person. Our reports explain who has engaged us and the nature of the 
report we have been engaged to provide.  When we provide the authorised services we are not acting 
for you. 
 
General Financial Product Advice 
We only provide general financial product advice, not personal financial product advice. Our report 
does not take into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider 
the appropriateness of this general advice having regard to your own objectives, financial situation 
and needs before you act on the advice. If you have any questions, or don’t fully understand our 
report you should seek professional financial advice. 
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Fees, commissions and other benefits that we may receive 
We charge fees for providing reports, including this report. These fees are negotiated and agreed with 
the person who engages us to provide the report. Fees are agreed on an hourly basis or as a fixed 
amount depending on the terms of the agreement. The fee payable to BDO Corporate Finance (WA) 
Pty Ltd for this engagement is approximately A$30,000. 
 
Except for the fees referred to above, neither BDO, nor any of its directors, employees or related 
entities, receive any pecuniary benefit or other benefit, directly or indirectly, for or in connection 
with the provision of the report and our directors do not hold any shares in Triton. 
 
Remuneration or other benefits received by our employees 
All our employees receive a salary. Our employees are eligible for bonuses based on overall 
productivity but not directly in connection with any engagement for the provision of a report. We have 
received a fee from Triton for our professional services in providing this report. That fee is not linked 
in any way with our opinion as expressed in this report. 
 
Referrals 
We do not pay commissions or provide any other benefits to any person for referring customers to us in 
connection with the reports that we are licensed to provide. 
 
Complaints resolution 
Internal complaints resolution process 
As the holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence, we are required to have a system for 
handling complaints from persons to whom we provide financial product advice.  All complaints must 
be in writing addressed to The Complaints Officer, BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd, PO Box 700 
West Perth WA 6872. 
 
When we receive a written complaint we will record the complaint, acknowledge receipt of the 
complaint within 15 days and investigate the issues raised. As soon as practical, and not more than 45 
days after receiving the written complaint, we will advise the complainant in writing of our 
determination. 
 
Referral to External Dispute Resolution Scheme 
A complainant not satisfied with the outcome of the above process, or our determination, has the 
right to refer the matter to the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (‘AFCA’). 
 
AFCA is an external dispute resolution scheme that deals with complaints from consumers in the 
financial system. It is a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee and authorised by the responsible 
federal minister. AFCA was established on 1 November 2018 to allow for the amalgamation of all 
Financial Ombudsman Service (‘FOS’) schemes into one. AFCA will deal with complaints from 
consumers in the financial system by providing free, fair and independent financial services complaint 
resolution. If an issue has not been resolved to your satisfaction you can lodge a complaint with AFCA 
at any time. 
 
Our AFCA Membership Number is 12561. Further details about AFCA are available on its website 
www.afca.org.au or by contacting it directly via the details set out below. 
 
 Australian Financial Complaints Authority 
 GPO Box 3 
 Melbourne VIC 3001 
 AFCA Free call: 1800 931 678 
 Website:   www.afca.org.au 

Email:   info@afca.org.au 
 
You may contact us using the details set out on page 1 of the accompanying report. 

http://www.afca.org.au/
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16 August 2019 
 
The Directors 

Triton Minerals Limited 

1/34 Colin Street  

West Perth, WA 6005 

 
 

Dear Directors       

INDEPENDENT EXPERT’S REPORT 

1. Introduction 

On 28 June 2019, Triton Minerals Limited (‘Triton’ or ‘the Company’) announced that Jinan Hi-Tech 

Holding Group Limited (‘JHT’) had agreed to acquire 178,490,000 shares and 7,300,000 options from 

Shandong Tianye Mining Limited (‘STM’) at 6.2 cents per share, for a total consideration of 52,044,500 

Chinese Yuan (‘Jinan Acquisition’). The shares will be acquired by JHT’s 100% subsidiary Jigao 

International Investment Development Co., Ltd (Jinan). The Jinan Acquisition is subject to Australian FIRB 

and Chinese regulatory approvals, and is expected to be completed in September 2019. 

The Company also announced that JHT, through its subsidiary, Jinan, had agreed, subject to shareholder 

approval, to subscribe for 207,317,073 shares in Triton for a total consideration of A$8.5 million, equating 

to 4.1 cents per share (‘Proposed Transaction’). The Proposed Transaction is conditional upon Jinan or its 

nominee entering into an agreement to complete the Jinan Acquisition, which was satisfied on 24 June 

2019. Following the Jinan Acquisition, and on completion of the Proposed Transaction, Jinan will hold a 

34.01% interest in Triton on an undiluted basis. In the event of the exercise of the options acquired as part 

of the Jinan Acquisition, Jinan would hold a 34.65% interest in Triton.  

Jinan has also agreed to provide financing support to finalise the debt requirements for the Ancuabe 

graphite project (‘Ancuabe Project’). 

2. Summary and Opinion 

2.1 Requirement for the report 

The directors of Triton have requested that BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd (‘BDO’) prepare an 

independent expert’s report (‘our Report’) to express an opinion as to whether the Proposed Transaction 

is fair and reasonable to the non-associated shareholders of Triton (‘Shareholders’).  

Our Report is prepared pursuant to section 611 of the Corporations Act 2001 Cth (‘Corporations Act’ or 

‘the Act’) and is to be included in the Notice of Meeting to be provided to the Shareholders of Triton in 

order to assist Shareholders in their decision whether to approve the Proposed Transaction. 
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2.2 Approach 

Our Report has been prepared having regard to Australian Securities and Investments Commission (‘ASIC’) 

Regulatory Guide 111 ‘Content of Expert’s Reports’ (‘RG 111’) and Regulatory Guide 112 ‘Independence 

of Experts’ (‘RG 112’).   

In arriving at our opinion, we have assessed the terms of the Proposed Transaction as outlined in the body 

of this report. We have considered:  

 How the value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction on a control basis compares to the 

value of a Triton share following the Proposed Transaction on a minority interest basis; 

 The likelihood of an alternative offer being made to Triton; 

 Other factors which we consider to be relevant to Shareholders in their assessment of the Proposed 

Transaction; and 

 The position of Shareholders should the Proposed Transaction not proceed. 

2.3 Opinion 

We have considered the terms of the Proposed Transaction as outlined in the body of this report and have 

concluded that, in the absence of an alternate offer, the Proposed Transaction is not fair but reasonable 

to Shareholders. 

In our opinion, the Proposed Transaction is not fair because our preferred value of a Triton share following 

the Proposed Transaction, on a minority interest basis is below our preferred value for the Company prior 

to the Proposed Transaction on a control basis.  However, we consider the Proposed Transaction to be 

reasonable because the advantages of the Proposed Transaction to Shareholders are greater than the 

disadvantages. In particular, Jinan has facilitated interim debt funding for the Company as part of the 

Proposed Transaction. Furthermore, the funds raised from the equity issue will enable the further 

development of the Ancuabe Project.  

Finally, we note that the preferred value of a Triton share on a minority basis is equivalent to the agreed 

issue price that Jinan is paying to acquire its controlling interest in Triton.  

2.4 Fairness 

In Section 12, we determined that the value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction on a 

control basis is higher than the value of Triton share following the Proposed Transaction on a minority 

interest basis, as detailed below. 

 Ref 
Low 

A$ 

Preferred 

A$ 

High 

A$ 

Value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction 

on a control basis 

10 0.035 0.050 0.085 

Value of a Triton share following the Proposed 

Transaction on a minority basis 

11 0.025 0.041 0.059 

Source: BDO analysis 

The above valuation ranges are graphically presented below: 
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The above pricing indicates that, in the absence of any other relevant information, and an alternate offer, 

the Transaction is not fair for Shareholders. 

2.5 Reasonableness 

We have considered the analysis in Section 13 of this report, in terms of both: 

 advantages and disadvantages of the Proposed Transaction; and 

 other considerations, including the position of Shareholders if the Proposed Transaction does not 

proceed and the consequences of not approving the Proposed Transaction.  

In our opinion, the position of Shareholders if the Proposed Transaction is approved is more advantageous 

than the position if the Proposed Transaction is not approved.  Accordingly, in the absence of any other 

relevant information and/or an alternate proposal we believe that the Proposed Transaction is reasonable 

for Shareholders. 

The respective advantages and disadvantages considered are summarised below: 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

Section Advantages Section Disadvantages 

13 Provision of financing support for the 

engineering, procurement, and 

construction package debt funding 

13 Restriction on special resolution 

13 Funds raised will facilitate the further 

development of the Ancuabe Project 

13 Dilution of existing Shareholders’ interest 

Other key matters we have considered include: 

Section Description 

13.1 Issue price of the placement 

13.2 Alternative Proposal 

13.3 Practical level of control 

13.4 Consequences of not approving the Proposed Transaction 

0.000 0.015 0.030 0.045 0.060 0.075 0.090

Value of a Triton share following the Transaction
on a minority basis

Value of a Triton share prior to the Transaction on
a control basis

Value ($)

Valuation Summary
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3. Scope of the Report 

3.1 Purpose of the Report 

Section 606 of the Corporations Act (‘Section 606’) expressly prohibits the acquisition of further shares of 

a listed company if the person acquiring the interest does so through a transaction and as a result of the 

transaction, that person (or someone else’s voting power in the company) increases from 20% or below to 

more than 20%. The Jinan Acquisition and the Proposed Transaction will increase Jinan’s interest in Triton 

to 34.01% on an undiluted basis. 

Section 611 of the Corporations Act (‘Section 611’) provides an exception to the Section 606 prohibition 

and permits such an acquisition if the shareholders of that entity have agreed to the issue of such shares. 

This agreement must be by resolution passed at a general meeting at which no votes are cast in favour of 

the resolution by any party who is associated with the party acquiring the shares, or by the party acquiring 

the shares. Section 611 states that shareholders of the company must be given all information that is 

material to the decision on how to vote at the meeting. 

RG 74 states that the obligation to supply shareholders with all information that is material can be 

satisfied by the non-associated directors of Triton, by either: 

 undertaking a detailed  examination of the Proposed Transaction themselves, if they consider that 

they have sufficient expertise, experience and resources; or  

 by commissioning an Independent Expert's Report. 

The directors of Triton have commissioned this Independent Expert's Report to satisfy this obligation. 

3.2 Regulatory guidance 

Neither the Listing Rules nor the Corporations Act defines the meaning of ‘fair and reasonable’. In 

determining whether the Proposed Transaction is fair and reasonable, we have had regard to the views 

expressed by ASIC in RG 111. This regulatory guide provides guidance as to what matters an independent 

expert should consider to assist security holders to make informed decisions about transactions. 

This regulatory guide suggests that where the transaction is a control transaction, the expert should focus 

on the substance of the control transaction rather than the legal mechanism used to effect it.  RG 111 

suggests that where a transaction is a control transaction, it should be analysed on a basis consistent with 

a takeover bid. 

In our opinion, the Proposed Transaction is a control transaction as defined by RG 111 and we have 

therefore assessed the Proposed Transaction as a control transaction to consider whether, in our opinion, 

it is fair and reasonable to Shareholders.  

3.3 Adopted basis of evaluation 

RG 111 states that a transaction is fair if the value of the offer price or consideration is equal to or 

greater than the value of the securities subject of the offer. This comparison should be made assuming a 

knowledgeable and willing, but not anxious, buyer and a knowledgeable and willing, but not anxious, 

seller acting at arm’s length. When considering the value of the securities subject of the offer in a control 

transaction it is inappropriate for the expert to apply a discount on the basis that the shares being 

acquired represent a minority or portfolio interest as such the expert should consider this value inclusive 

of a control premium. Further to this, RG 111 states that a transaction is reasonable if it is fair.  It might 
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also be reasonable if despite being ‘not fair’ the expert believes that there are sufficient reasons for 

security holders to accept the offer in the absence of any higher bid.  

Having regard to the above, BDO has completed this comparison in two parts: 

 A comparison between the value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction on a control basis 

and the value of a Triton share following the Proposed Transaction on a minority basis (fairness – see 

Section 12 ‘Is the Proposed Transaction Fair?’); and 

 An investigation into other significant factors to which Shareholders might give consideration, prior to 

approving the resolution relating to the Proposed Transaction, after reference to the value derived 

above (reasonableness – see Section 13 ‘Is the Proposed Transaction Reasonable?’). 

This assignment is a Valuation Engagement as defined by Accounting Professional & Ethical Standards 

Board professional standard APES 225 ‘Valuation Services’ (‘APES 225’). 

A Valuation Engagement is defined by APES 225 as follows: 

‘an Engagement or Assignment to perform a Valuation and provide a Valuation Report where the Valuer 

is free to employ the Valuation Approaches, Valuation Methods, and Valuation Procedures that a 

reasonable and informed third party would perform taking into consideration all the specific facts and 

circumstances of the Engagement or Assignment available to the Valuer at that time.’ 

This Valuation Engagement has been undertaken in accordance with the requirements set out in APES 225. 

4. Outline of the Proposed Transaction 

On 28 June 2019, Triton announced that JHT had agreed to acquire STM’s 19.3% shareholding in Triton at 

6.2 cents per share, for a total consideration of 52,044,500 Chinese yuan (equivalent to A$11.0 million at 

the time of the announcement). As part of the Jinan Acquisition, JHT through its wholly-owned subsidiary, 

Jinan, will also acquire 7,300,000 options, exercisable at $0.10 per share. The Jinan Acquisition is subject 

to Australian FIRB and Chinese regulatory approvals, and is expected to be completed in September 2019. 

The Company also announced the Proposed Transaction, whereby Jinan has agreed, subject to 

shareholder, Australian FIRB and Chinese regulatory approval, to subscribe for 207,317,073 Triton shares 

at 4.1 cents per share in a strategic placement, for a total consideration of A$8.5 million. The parties to 

the subscription agreement are Triton and Jigao International Investment Development Co. Ltd, which is a 

100% subsidiary of JHT. 

Following the Jinan Acquisition, and on completion of the Proposed Transaction, Jinan will hold a 34.01% 

interest in Triton on an undiluted basis. In the event of the exercise of the options acquired as part of the 

Jinan Acquisition, Jinan would hold a 34.65% interest in Triton. 

The $8.5 million raised from the placement will be used to commence early construction activities, 

detailed engineering and placement of long lead time orders for the Company’s Ancuabe Project. 

As part of the subscription agreement, Jinan is entitled to equal board representation, including the right 

to nominate the chairperson provided its shareholding in Triton remains above 28%. Jinan is also seeking 

the right to participate in any future issues of equity to the extent required to maintain its shareholding 

percentage. This right will be terminated should Jinan’s shareholding fall below 10%.  
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5. Profile of Triton 

5.1 Background 

Triton is an Australian Securities Exchange (‘ASX’) listed mining exploration and development company 

focussed on graphite projects in Mozambique. Triton was incorporated in July 2007 as Australian Mineral 

Fields Ltd, and listed on the ASX in August 2009 as Triton Gold Ltd. The Company was renamed Triton 

Minerals Ltd in February 2013 to better reflect its broader mineral portfolio. Triton entered voluntary 

administration in March 2016, as a result of uncertainty around funding, and was reinstated to the ASX on 

6 December 2016 following the completion of a recapitalisation. 

Through its 100% owned subsidiary, Grafex Limitada (‘Grafex’), Triton is the registered holder of a mining 

concession and five exploration licenses in the Cabo Delgado Province of northern Mozambique. The 

licenses relate to three project areas; the Ancuabe Project, the Balama North Project (‘Balama North 

Project’) and the Balama South Project (‘Balama South Project’) which can be seen below: 

 

 

Source: Triton: AGM Presentation, 23 May 2019. 

Triton first acquired ownership in its graphite projects via a farm-in and joint venture agreement with 

Grafex in December 2012. Triton increased its interest in Grafex to 80% by the end of 2014. In March 2018, 

Triton announced that it had acquired the remaining 20% economic interest in Grafex and associated 

ownership interest in the Mozambique graphite projects. We note that Triton’s interest in Grafex is still 

subject to Mozambique Governmental approval. The current listing of licenses held by Grafex are tabled 

below:  
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Licence Project 
Prospect/ 

Deposit 
Status Note 

Economic 
Interest 

EL5966 Balama North Nicanda Hill Granted  100% 

EL5365 Balama North Cobra Plains Granted 1 100% 

EL5304 Balama South - Granted  100% 

EL5380 Ancuabe T20 Granted 2 100% 

MC9132 Ancuabe T12, T16 Granted 3 100% 

EL5305 Ancuabe - Granted 4 100% 

EL6537 Ancuabe T18, T19 Relinquished  5 100% 

EL5934 Ancuabe T10, T11 Relinquished 6 100% 

Source: Triton: Quarterly Activity Report for period ending 30 June 2019 

We detail the following notes in relation to each of the above tenements: 

 Note 1: Application to renew licence for a further two years submitted in September 2017; 

 Note 2: Application to renew licence for a further two years submitted in August 2017. Application 

to modify and reduce the area submitted in November 2017; 

 Note 3: Mining concession granted in May 2019; 

 Note 4: Application to modify area submitted in November 2017; 

 Note 5: Relinquished in November 2017 and remaining areas added to Licence MC9132; and 

 Note 6: Relinquished due to the expansion of MC9132 that includes area from EL5934. 

The Company’s current board members and senior management are:  

 Peter Canterbury, Managing Director and CEO; 

 David Edwards, Company Secretary and CFO; 

 Ji (Max) Xingmin, Non-Executive Chairman; 

 Patrick Burke, Non-Executive Deputy Chairman; 

 Paula Ferreira, Non-Executive Director; and 

 Ji (Michael) Guanghui, Non-Executive Director. 

5.2 Projects 

The Ancuabe Project 

Located 45 kilometres (‘km’) west of the port town of Pemba, the Ancuabe Project is situated to the 

south east of the AMG Graphit Kropfmüh (GK) mine. Triton completed a Definitive feasibility study (‘DFS’) 

for the project in December 2017.  

The DFS had an evaluation period of 27 years and production of approximately 60,000 tonnes per annum of 

graphite concentrate. Triton contemporaneously announced a maiden Probable Ore Reserve of 24.9Mt at 

6.2% Total Graphitic Carbon (‘TGC’) at the Ancuabe Project. Total Indicated and Inferred Resources at the 
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T12 and T16 deposits increased to 46.1Mt at an average grade of 6.6% TGC for 3.04Mt of contained 

graphite. 

Triton is currently focussed on the further development of the Ancuabe Project. The Company has two 

binding offtake agreements in place with Qingdao Tianshengda Graphite Co. Ltd and Qingdao Chenyang 

Graphite Co. Ltd. Each offtake agreement is for up to 16,000tpa of graphite concentrate for an initial 

period of five years including an option to extend for a further five years with a minimum quantity of 

10,000tpa. 

On 24 September 2018, Triton announced it had signed an engineering, procurement and construction 

contract with MCC International Incorporation Limited (‘MCC International’) for a mineral processing 

facility and other ancillary works at the Ancuabe Project. Early works at the Ancuabe Project site 

commenced in June 2018, involving bulk earthworks, and the mobilisation of camp and medical services 

contractors, but was suspended before the wet season. No activity has been undertaken this year. 

On 14 March 2019, Triton announced a non-binding Memorandum of Understanding (‘MoU’) with Qingdao 

Jinhui Graphite Co. Ltd which would include:  

 Direct project level investment of up to 10% of the Ancuabe Project; 

 Financing support through concessional debt and/ or financing facilities; and 

 Offtake of up to 15,000tpa of graphite concentrate. 

On 6 May 2019, Triton was granted a Mining Concession for the Ancuabe Project by the Mozambique 

government. The licence allows the extraction and processing of mineral resources for the first 25 years of 

the project for up to 60,000tpa of graphite concentrate and is renewable for another three periods of 25 

years. 

The Balama North Project 

The Balama North Project is in northern Mozambique, 230 km from the port town of Pemba. It consists of 

three areas of interest, namely Nicanda Hill Prospect (‘Nicanda Hill Prospect’), Nicanda West Prospect 

(‘Nicanda West Prospect’), and the Cobra Plains Prospect (‘Cobra Plains Prospect’) that are currently 

being evaluated by Triton. In May 2018, the Company announced plans to fast track the Nicanda Hill 

Prospect following an independent review by CSA Global. Today, the Company is still actively seeking joint 

venture partners to finance and complete feasibility studies to accelerate commercialisation of the 

Balama North Project.  

Nicanda Hill Prospect 

Triton commissioned CSA Global to complete a Technical Assessment Report (‘TAR’) in September 

2016, updating an Independent Technical Report (‘ITR’) of the Nicanda Hill deposit in March 2016. The 

TAR evaluated and restated the 2015 mineral resource estimate for the deposit. The ITR found that 

Nicanda Hill Prospect consists of a JORC Compliant Inferred Mineral Resource of 1.06Bt and Indicated 

Mineral Resource of 368.60Mt at 11.1% TGC and 0.29% Vanadium for 158.9 million tonnes of contained 

graphite and 4.2 million tonnes of contained vanadium. The defined mineralisation sits within the 

original 6.2 km footprint for the prospect, additional exploration to the west, east, and south is yet to 

be assessed.  
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Nicanda West Prospect 

Triton announced Mineral Resource estimates for Nicanda West Prospect on 17 May 2016. It comprises 

of a JORC Compliant Inferred Mineral Resource of 30Mt at 6.6% TGC for 1.97Mt of contained graphite.  

Cobra Plains Prospect 

Cobra Plains, which lies to the South West of the Nicanda Hill Prospect tenements, comprises a JORC 

Compliant maiden-inferred Mineral Resource estimate of 103Mt at an average grade of 5.5% TGC, 

containing 5.7Mt of graphitic carbon. 

The Balama South Project 

Balama South Project is located approximately 35 km south of the Balama township and within the same 

geological formation covered by the Balama North Project. Due to the Company’s focus on its other 

projects, only limited exploration activities have been completed on the Balama South Project, the major 

activity being a helicopter-borne geophysical survey which identified graphitic surface mineralisation and 

outcropping in mid-2014.  

5.3 Recent Corporate Events 

In March 2018, the Company issued 12,500,000 ordinary shares via placement to institutional and 

professional investors at A$0.08 per share raising A$1 million. Investors were issued a free attaching 

option for every two shares issued (exercisable at A$0.12, and expired 31 December 2018).  

In May 2018, Triton completed a fully underwritten non-renounceable entitlement issue on the same terms 

as the March 2018 placement, issuing 52,160,003 shares raising A$4.2 million. Investors were issued a free 

attaching option for every two shares issued (exercisable at A$0.12, and expired 31 December 2018). 

On 4 September 2018, the Company issued 10,638,298 shares at A$0.047 per share via placement raising 

A$500,000. A placement to STM was completed on the same terms raising A$658,000. Triton was able to 

do so under its issuance capacity under ASX Listing Rule 7.1. 

On 31 October 2018, Triton completed a fully underwritten non-renounceable entitlement issue 

comprising of 60,376,718 shares issued at A$0.047 raising A$2.84 million before costs. Participants were 

issued a free attaching option for every share purchased (exercisable at A$0.10, expiring 30 September 

2020) The funds were to be used for development activities, namely, detailed design engineering and 

financing.  

On 12 December 2018, Triton announced it had re-lodged a prospectus outlining the placement of up to 

133,673,165 TONOD options at an issue price of A$0.0054 per option. The Company completed the 

placement of 133,673,165 options raising A$721,835 before costs on 4 February 2019. The Company stated 

the use of funds to be for development activities at the Ancuabe Project, including permitting, 

engineering, and financing.  

On 9 July 2019, Triton announced the facilitation of a A$2 million debt funding arrangement with 

Shandong Tianye Group Bid Co Pty Limited, an Australian entity associated with JHT and STM. The funding 

is to be used to progress pre-construction work with the EPC contractor and to provide working capital on 

an interim basis prior to Shareholder and regulatory approval for Jinan’s A$19.5 million investment in the 

Company. The loan is unsecured with an 11% annual interest rate. Interest is payable at the earlier of the 

receipt of funds by Triton from JHT under the Proposed Transaction or 31 March 2020.  
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5.4 Historical Statements of Financial Position 

The table below shows the historical consolidated statements of financial position as at 31 December 2018 

and 31 December 2017 for Triton:  

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position 

Audited as at Audited as at 

31-Dec-18 31-Dec-17 

A$ A$ 

CURRENT ASSETS     

Cash and cash equivalents 1,383,865  5,690,723  

Current receivables 16,948  110,564  

Prepayments 121,968  81,865  

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 1,522,781  5,883,152  

NON-CURRENT ASSETS     

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income 155,202  110,300  

Other receivables 698,771  443,150  

Prepayments 40,546  51,123  

Plant and equipment 103,410  146,759  

Exploration and evaluation assets 19,346,112  14,093,032  

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 20,344,041  14,844,364  

TOTAL ASSETS 21,866,822  20,727,516  

CURRENT LIABILITIES     

Trade and other payables 632,712  1,267,535  

Provisions 100,142  55,971  

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 732,854  1,323,506  

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES     

Provisions 573,702  60,001  

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 573,702  60,001  

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,306,556  1,383,507  

NET ASSETS 20,560,266 19,344,009 

EQUITY     

Contributed equity 87,019,826 79,096,870 

Reserves 7,364,470 8,625,784 

Accumulated losses (73,824,030) (69,849,449) 

Non-controlling interest -  1,470,804 

TOTAL EQUITY 
             

20,560,266  
             

19,344,009  

Source: Triton’s audited financial statements for the years ended 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017.   

We note for the year-end 31 December 2018 the independent auditor’s report includes an emphasis of 

matter relating to the existence of material uncertainty that may cast doubt about the Company’s ability 

to continue as a going concern. 
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Commentary on Historical Consolidated Statement of Financial Position   

Cash and cash equivalents  

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at bank and on hand and short term deposits. According to the 

audited financial statements as at 31 December 2018, all cash was available for use and comprised A$1.35 

million in cash at bank (on hand) and A$30,000 in short-term deposits. Total cash balances declined 

significantly from A$5.69 million one year earlier. The statement of cash flows can be seen below: 

  31-Dec-18 31-Dec-17 

Summarised consolidated statement of cash flows  A$ A$ 

Cash flows from operating activities (3,361,021) (1,124,831) 

Cash flows from investing activities  (5,275,490) (6,735,703) 

Cash flows from financing activities  4,343,035 6,671,363 

Net increase/(decrease) during the year  (4,293,476) (1,189,171) 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning  5,690,723 6,967,605 

Effect of foreign exchange rate fluctuation  (13,382) (87,711) 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end  1,383,865 5,690,723 

Source: Triton’s audited financial statements for the period ended 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017.   

Financial assets at fair value  

Triton adopted the new accounting standard AASB 9 Financial Instruments for the first time during the 

FY18 reporting period. As at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017, Triton’s financial assets comprised 

of investments in quoted equities that were carried as available for sale financial assets. During 2018, 

Triton irrevocably elected to present these assets as Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income 

(‘FVOCI’).   

Other receivables 

Other receivables balance of A$698,771 as at 31 December 2018 comprised of Mozambique sales tax of 

A$647,963 and bank guarantees of A$50,808. A claim for the sales tax refund has been lodged with the 

Mozambique tax authority. 

Exploration and evaluation assets 

Exploration and evaluation assets increased by A$5.3 million as at 31 December 2018 to reach A$19.3 

million. Recoverability is dependent on the successful development and commercialisation of the 

Company’s tenements and requires significant judgement for indications of impairment. Due to the size of 

the balance and the risk of impairment, this asset balance was a key audit matter for the Company’s 

auditor. Procedures followed by the auditor to evaluate the asset balance included: 

 Evaluating Triton’s assessment that there had been no indicators of impairment for its capitalised 

exploration and evaluation assets, including inquiries with management and directors; 

 Testing whether Triton retained right of tenure for all of its exploration licence areas by obtaining 

licence status records maintained by the relevant government authority in Mozambique; and 

 Considering the consistency of information provided with other available information, such as ASX 

releases made by the Company, and the provisional environmental approval obtained for the 

Ancuabe Project. 
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Trade and other payables 

Trade and other payables are comprised of A$289,180 trade payables and A$343,532 other payables and 

accruals. Trade and other payables are short term in nature, non-interest bearing and settled in 45 days 

on average. 

Non-current provisions 

 Total non-current provisions of A$573,702 as at 31 December were largely comprised of a provision 

for foreign tax of A$513,701. During the year, Triton recognised a provision of approximately 

US$350,000 to reflect the Group’s best estimate of the foreign capital gains tax liability relating 

to the purchase of the remaining 20% economic interest in its subsidiary Grafex. The likelihood 

and magnitude of the value of the provision was a key audit matter highlighted by the Company’s 

auditor, who performed the following procedures to evaluate the balance:  

 Enquired of management and directors to develop an understanding of the basis for the estimate; 

 Evaluated the Group’s assessment of the potential liability including the process by which it was 

estimated; and 

 Compared the key assumptions, being the applicable tax rate, the cost base of the asset and the 

currency in which the liability is denominated, to relevant external data. 

5.5 Historical Statement of Comprehensive Income  

The table below shows the historical consolidated statements of comprehensive income for the year-end 

31 December 2018 and 31 December 2017 for Triton: 

Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income 

Audited for the Audited for the 

year ended 31-Dec-18 year ended 31-Dec-17 

A$ A$ 

Expenses 
  

Directors and employee benefits expense (1,130,647) (1,533,542) 

Share based payments expense (860,583) (441,717) 

Administration expenses (389,609) (425,399) 

Corporate and marketing costs (1,501,991) (874,103) 

Depreciation expense (34,894) (32,796) 

Exploration and evaluation expenditure (22,197) (143,841) 

Settlement of Creditor Trust - (9,034) 

Loss on disposal of plant and equipment (18,175) - 

Foreign currency gain/ (loss) (99,200) (6,628) 

Results from operating activities (4,057,296) (3,467,060) 

Financial income 27,709 49,554 

Income tax expense - - 

Net loss for the year (4,029,587) (3,417,506) 

Foreign currency translation 394,483 245,802 

Changes in fair value of equity investments 44,902 - 

Total comprehensive loss attributable to: 
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Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income 

Audited for the Audited for the 

year ended 31-Dec-18 year ended 31-Dec-17 

A$ A$ 

Owners of Triton (3,533,321) (3,336,873) 

Non-controlling Interest (56,881) (80,633) 

Total comprehensive loss for the year (3,590,202) (3,171,704) 

Source: Triton’s audited financial statements for the years ended 31 December 2018, and 31 December 2017.   

We note for the year-ended 31 December 2018 the independent auditor’s report includes an emphasis of 

matter relating to the existence of material uncertainty that may cast doubt about the Company’s ability 

to continue as a going concern. 

Directors and employee benefits expense 

For the year-ended 31 December 2018, directors and employee benefits expense of A$1.13 million was 

incurred, compared to A$1.53 million for the previous year. These expenses cover directors’ fees and 

salaries to management and operational employees. The decrease in director and employee benefits 

expense is the result of capitalising salaries for further development at the Ancuabe Project and a 

decrease in the accrual of management incentives.  

Share based payments 

The share based payments expense amounted to A$0.86 million for the year-ended 31 December 2018. 

The expense for the year related to the movements of performance rights and share options issued during 

the year. During the year Triton: 

 granted 12 million listed options for A$0.26 million; 

 granted 9.5 million unlisted options for A$0.39 million; and 

 recognised expenses of A$0.22 million in relation to performance rights. 

The conversion of performance rights for Company personnel related to the following vesting conditions: 

 0.5 million performance rights vested upon completion of a Pre-Feasibility Study (‘PFS’) or the 

decision of the Board to convert the PFS into a full DFS prior to 31 December 2017. This milestone 

was achieved and the performance rights were converted in January 2018; 

 0.5 million performance rights vested upon completion of the DFS by 31 December 2018; and 

 7.5 million performance rights vested upon completion of a DFS and decision to mine and 

execution of offtake agreements for at least 50% of the production of the Ancuabe Project by 2 

March 2019. This vesting condition was achieved and the performance rights were converted in 

October 2018. 

Corporate and marketing costs 

For the year-ended 31 December 2018, corporate and marketing costs amounted to A$1,50 million. The 

balance comprised various legal, administrative, insurance, and investor related expenses.   

5.6 Capital Structure 

The share structure of Triton as at 25 July 2019 is outlined on the following page: 
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  Number 

Total Ordinary Shares on Issue 927,138,150 

Top 20 Shareholders 468,837,351 

Top 20 Shareholders - % of shares on issue 50.57% 

Source: Company share registry 

The range of shares held in Triton as at 25 July 2019 is as follows: 

Range of Shares Held 
No. of Ordinary 

Shareholders 
No. of Ordinary 

Shares 
% of Issued Capital 

1-1,000 284 48,115 0.01% 

1,001-5,000 622 1,868,571 0.20% 

5,001-10,000 537 4,347,157 0.47% 

10,001-100,000 1,763 66,578,837 7.18% 

100,001 – and over 848 854,295,470 92.14% 

TOTAL 4,054 927,138,150 100.00% 

Source: Company share registry 

The ordinary shares held by the most significant shareholders as at 25 July 2019 are detailed below: 

Name  
No of Ordinary 

Shares Held 
Percentage of 

Issued Shares (%) 

Shandong Tianye Mining Co Ltd 178,490,000 19.25% 

Citicorp Nominees Pty Ltd 104,578,210 11.28% 

HSBC Custody Nominees (Australia) Ltd 62,974,646 6.79% 

JP Morgan Nominees Australia Pty Ltd 13,012,285 1.40% 

Total Top 4 359,055,141 38.73% 

Others 568,083,009 61.27% 

Total Ordinary Shares on Issue 927,138,150 100.00% 

Source: Company share registry 

  

The options on issue as at 25 July 2019 are outlined below: 

Current Options on Issue  

Listed Options: Expiry 30-Sep-20, Exercise Price @ A$0.10 204,049,657 

Unlisted Options: Expiry 9-Jan-20, Exercise Price @ A$0.11 9,500,000 

Source: Company share registry 

Performance Rights on Issue  

Performance rights 7,500,000 

Source: Audited financial statements for the period ended 31 December 2018 

 

The vesting condition for the performance rights relate to the commencement of mining and processing of 

first ore by 2 December 2019.  
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6. Profile of Jinan 

Jinan is a wholly owned subsidiary of JHT. JHT was established in 2005 and is a wholly owned Chinese 

State-Owned Enterprise (‘SOE’), funded by the Jinan Innovation Zone Steering Committee. It is a multi-

billion-dollar group primarily involved in the building and infrastructure sectors and is headquartered in 

Jinan, China. JHT is involved in the construction of industrial parks, public security facilities, roads, 

sewerage networks and river projects. It is also involved in the development of urban complexes, 

commercial and residential buildings and other projects. JHT owns 100% of Jinan which is the party 

executing the share subscription agreement with Triton and the share transfer agreement with STM. 

7. Economic analysis 

7.1 Mozambique 

Domestic economy 

Mozambique is slowly recovering following a sustained period of elevated macroeconomic volatility that 

occurred primarily as a result of the 2016 hidden debt crisis that triggered a decline in investor and 

international donor support. The Mozambique economy quickly deteriorated following the debt crisis; 

government debt increased to unsustainable levels, the value of the Metical collapsed, and inflation 

reached 26% at its peak in late November 2016.  

Real gross domestic product (‘GDP’) growth was estimated at 3.3% during 2018, well below the 8% average 

GDP growth observed from 2005 to 2015. Macroeconomic factors remain a significant risk to Mozambique’s 

economy, which is reliant on its main exports of coal, aluminium, and tobacco, all of which are facing 

increasing price weakness. Private sector demand remains subdued, and low growth suggests a diminished 

capability within the private sector to generate jobs and drive investment.  

Although the government has implemented a range of initiatives to narrow its fiscal deficit, debt levels 

remain high. Exacerbated by the financing needs of state owned entities, government spending has also 

remained high due to ongoing public sector expenditure. 

Despite recent setbacks, early economic indicators suggest modest recoveries in the industries worst hit 

by the crisis, these being manufacturing, construction, and services, all of which posted increasing returns 

to growth during 2018.  Extractive industries remain a vital part of the Mozambique economy; however, 

their contribution is expected to be limited in the medium term following slower increase in coal 

production and price weakness in the sector. The World Bank forecasts project 4% real GDP growth by 

2020, with further upside should it progress and develop its current large pipeline of Liquefied Natural Gas 

(‘LNG’) projects. 

Unemployment 

Unemployment in Mozambique was estimated to be 24.9% in 2018. Although the unemployment rate 

remains high, the proportion of those employed in services industries was estimated to be above 24% in 

2015 compared to 9% in 1997. The shifting trend toward services industries, where the average 

productivity is over six times larger is promising for Mozambique’s future growth capacity, and is largely 

the product of the development of large-scale capital intensive projects advancing in the Rovuma basin.   

Inflation  

The hidden debt crisis triggered one of the most rapid devaluation and highest periods of inflation in the 

Metical’s history. A period of stability in the Metical has persisted since mid-2017, and has mitigated 
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inflation risk, supported by favourable movements in the South African Rand, a key determinant of the 

Metical’s value. Current levels of disinflation can be attributed to a cautious monetary policy stance and 

improved domestic food supply, which has contributed to stabilised prices. 

Source: The World Bank, African Development Bank, International Monetary Fund, Trading Economics   

Conflict in Cabo Delgado Province  

Conflict within the Cabo Delgado Province has escalated in recent years, attributable to clashes between 

armed groups, security forces and local residents. In May and July 2018, 39 people were killed and over 

1,000 displaced by attacks from suspected armed Islamist groups in the region. Sporadic attacks have 

continued through 2019, with 16 people killed during an attack on the Mozambique army in the Mocimboa 

da Praia District on 4 June 2019, and seven killed in the Nangade District on 6 July 2019. Currently, the 

Department of Foreign affairs recommends that Australians reconsider their need to travel to the region. 

Source: Australian Government Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Smart Traveller, Reuters  

7.2 Australia 

Domestic growth 

The Australian economy grew slightly above trend in 2018 despite slowing GDP growth in the last quarter 

of the year. Looking forward, the Reserve Bank of Australia (‘RBA’) is expecting GDP growth to be 3.0% in 

2019, before slowing in 2020 as mining production stabilises. Business investment conditions remain 

positive. Non-residential building and private infrastructure projects led growth in non-mining business 

investment, with the pipeline of work yet to be completed above recent year averages. While forecast 

GDP growth for the remainder of 2019 is supported by rising business investment and higher levels of 

public infrastructure spending. Both of which have been stimulated by accommodative monetary policy 

after the RBA lowered the cash rate 25 basis points to 1.0% during its July meeting. 

In the most recent March quarter, domestic consumption grew slightly below-trend at 1.8%. Consumption 

growth has remained flat impacted by low-income growth and declining house prices. Increasing 

infrastructure investment has offset these declines and an uptick in resource sector activity has bolstered 

domestic exports. Although uncertainty remains around domestic outlook for consumption, overall the 

economy remains in a reasonable state.  

Unemployment 

Conditions in the Australian labour market continued to be strong, with the unemployment rate averaging 

5.2% in the March quarter. While a small increase in private sector wage growth was observed during the 

period, overall wage growth remains low. Strong employment growth over the past year, coupled with low 

levels of real wage growth, suggests that the domestic economy has capacity to sustain lower rates of 

unemployment and underemployment. 

Inflation 

Domestic inflation remains low, stable and in line with Consumer Price Index forecasts - increasing by 1.8% 

over the past year. Underlying inflation is expected to gradually increase over the next couple of years. 

Inflation is expected to reach 2.00% by late-2019 and 2.25% by the end of 2020.   

Source: www.rba.gov.au Statement by Philip Lowe, Governor: Monetary Policy Decision 2 July 2019 and Statement on Monetary 

Policy May 2019 

http://www.rba.gov.au/
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7.3 Global growth outlook 

While conditions in the global economy remain positive, the outlook has become more uncertain. This is 

partly due to the difficulty predicting how global trade policies will evolve, particularly between China 

and the US. Trade tensions between China and the US remain high and this contributed to the sharp 

decline in exports between the two countries in late-2018.  Chinese GDP growth for 2018 was recorded at 

6.6%. China’s GDP growth is expected to moderate in 2019 due to tightening financial conditions. Recently 

targeted fiscal and monetary policies have partially offset any negative effects arising from trade 

tensions. However, growing trade tensions have led to considerable uncertainty around future growth in 

China and countries with strong trade links to its economy.  Chinese economic activity slowed in the March 

quarter with industrial production and fixed asset investment levels both declining. Although the Chinese 

authorities introduced additional measures to support growth during the period, including incentives for 

local governments to invest in infrastructure projects.  

Meanwhile, growth in output in the United States remains strong; orders in capital good slowed suggesting 

the stimulatory effects from tax cuts have largely run their course. Monetary risks have since been 

partially reversed, and it is worth noting that risk premiums remain low. Long term government bond 

yields have also declined in recent months, due to the scaling back of expectations over the frequency of 

central bank interest rate increases as well as a decline in inflation expectations. Monetary policy settings 

are expected to remain little unchanged globally for some time.   

Financial market conditions in most advanced economies tightened in late-2018. This followed a lengthy 

period of accommodative market conditions. The tightening of conditions resulted in: rising corporate 

funding costs, easing of new debt issuances, lower equity prices and rises in volatility in financial markets. 

In June financial markets responded positively to statements from the United States federal reserve which 

saw a stronger case for reducing the federal funds rate in 2019.  

Emerging market currencies have somewhat appreciated in recent months, along with increases in equity 

prices. Despite these positive indications, some risks remain in emerging markets, specifically in East Asia, 

where growth has eased over the past year due to softer external demand. GDP growth in emerging Asian 

economies is just below 5%. Below trend GDP growth for the year to date in the region can be attributed 

to a combination of weaker Chinese growth, and a downturn in global semi-conductor demand, however 

recent export data suggests conditions may be stabilising.  

Core inflation in advanced economies including the USA, Canada, Norway, Sweden and the UK is around 

central banks’ targets. In other advanced economies however, inflation remains noticeably below target. 

Headline inflation has decreased recently, and is expected to decline further due to falling oil prices.  

Although GDP growth rates are expected to ease in a number of advanced economies, ongoing capacity 

constraints are likely to put upward pressure on inflation. Once oil prices return to stable levels, inflation 

is expected to rebound slightly in European and Japan, whilst remaining close to target in the US.   

Source: www.rba.gov.au Statement by Philip Lowe, Governor: Monetary Policy Decision 2 July 2019 and Statement on Monetary 

Policy May 2019 

8. Industry analysis 

8.1 Graphite  

Graphite is one of the three allotropes of carbon, along with coal and diamonds. In its natural form, it is a 

very soft and low density mineral with a metallic lustre. Graphite has a unique combination of both 

metallic and non-metallic properties making it suitable for a variety of industrial and electronic end uses 

http://www.rba.gov.au/
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and in many cases, unable to be substituted. It is highly refractory, flexible, lubricant and chemically inert 

and is also considered to be the most electrically and thermally conductive of non-metals.   

Natural graphite occurs primarily in three forms, flake, amorphous, and vein graphite. Flake graphite 

occurs as carbon flakes which crystallise in metamorphic rocks and form large disseminated deposits, 

while amorphous graphite refers to smaller crystal-like particles found in similar geologies. Vein graphite 

is considered the most rare form of graphite and occurs in veins intruding igneous rocks. It is mined as 

solid lumps in small quantities, currently only in Sri Lanka. The majority of global graphite produced is 

flake and amorphous graphite. Graphite can also be recycled and some graphite powders synthetically 

manufactured.   

The majority of global graphite production is used for refractory applications in steelmaking and 

metallurgy, and to a lesser extent in a wide variety of applications for the automotive industry - in brake 

linings, spark plugs, bearings, gaskets, clutch materials and more. In the past decade however, growth in 

the graphite market has been driven primarily by emerging technologies including large-scale fuel cells, 

lithium-ion batteries, aerospace, pebble-bed nuclear reactors, solar power and to make graphene.   

Most portable electronic devices such as laptops, tablets and smartphones use lithium-ion batteries, with 

the average smartphone battery containing about 15 grams of graphite. Significant growth in the electric 

vehicle and battery storage industries have further driven demand for graphite for use in lithium-ion 

batteries, which contain approximately 10 times the amount of graphite as they do lithium. 

Global production & reserves 

Approximately 80% of the world’s 270 million tonnes of known graphite reserves are located in the just 

three countries. Turkey, Brazil and China host substantial reserves of 33%, 26% and 20% respectively, while 

Mozambique and Tanzania each hold 6% as shown below: 

                                    

Source: United States Geological Survey 2018 

China is the world’s leading producer of natural graphite, responsible for approximately 65% of global 

production in 2017. Together with India, Brazil, Canada, Mozambique and Russia, these six countries 

accounted for approximately 91% of total global production, as shown in the chart below: 
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Source: United States Geological Survey 2018 

Graphite pricing 

There is no spot or futures market for graphite, rather prices are set by private treaty on a contract basis. 

Graphite prices are determined based on particle (flake) size, carbon content (purity), shape, thickness 

(layers) and application.  

Traditionally, demand for graphite has been driven by the steel and automotive manufacturing industries 

and long-term contracts have characterised the industry. Following the global financial crisis (‘GFC’), as 

the global downturn was felt by these key consumption industries, demand decreased and graphite prices 

subsequently declined. A stronger than expected rebound in demand for graphite in 2010 and 2011 

however, saw prices peak well above pre-GFC levels and contract lengths shorten as consumers sought to 

lock in available supply.   

In the last decade, demand for graphite has continued to steadily increase, largely as the result of 

improving global economic conditions which have benefitted key consumption industries. Subsequent 

periods of under-supply have seen prices fluctuate, although global supply has also gradually increased. 

While this has allowed prices to stabilise, it has been at a new higher base, reflective of the growing 

global demand for graphite. 

While traditional industrial industries will continue to play a significant role in sustaining the demand for 

graphite, emerging technologies are expected to drive an increase in global demand going forward. 

Increasing investment in the manufacture of large-scale fuel cell and battery applications for energy 

storage and electric vehicles in particular, will require significant amounts of high-grade graphite. Tesla’s 

Nevada Gigafactory for example, is expected to produce 500,000 electric vehicles per year, with the 

average fully electric vehicle requiring approximately 50 kilograms of graphite. 

8.2 Vanadium 

Vanadium is a soft, ductile, silver-grey metal that is found in more than 60 minerals as a trace element in 

a number of different rock types. It does not occur naturally in its metallic form, rather is derived from 

mined ore, either as either a primary or co-product from direct mineral concentrates such as magnetite 

(approximately 30% of production), or as a by-product of steel making slags (approximately 70% of 

production). Vanadium can also be recovered from wastes such as fly ash, oil residues and waste solutions 

from the processing of uranium ores. The primary use for vanadium is in alloys, particularly high-strength 

steel and titanium production for the aerospace, construction and automobile industries. It is also used in 
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the production of ceramics and electronics, textile dyes, fertilisers, synthetic rubber, in welding, nuclear 

engineering and to a growing extent, in the development of fuel cells and vanadium redox flow batteries 

(‘VRB’).  VRB technology offers large-scale, light-weight, rechargeable and durable battery-store solutions 

which are being increasingly implemented in the renewable energy industry. VRBs also have considerable 

potential for use in the electric vehicle industry, with higher-voltage, superior energy density and longer 

life expectancy than lithium-ion batteries. 

Global production & reserves 

According to the USGS, world resources of Vanadium exceed 63 million tonnes, however as vanadium often 

occurs in minute amounts in various rocks or as a co-product or by-product of bauxite, coal, crude oil, 

shale oil and tar sands, resources are not full indicative of available supplies. The graph below shows the 

four countries which combined, host approximately 98% of the 20 million tonnes of vanadium reserves 

considered to be recoverable. China hosts approximately 45% of these global reserves, followed by Russia 

(25%), South Africa (18%) and Australia (11%). 

                            
Source: United States Geological Sruvey 2018  

China is the world’s largest vanadium producer and in 2017, was one of just four countries which recorded 

production. Total global vanadium production for the year was 80,000 tonnes, led by China (54%), Russia 

(20%), South Africa (16%) and Brazil (10%). 

                             
Source: United States Geological Sruvey 2018  
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Vanadium trading prices are difficult to verify, with no central market recording prices. 

The graph below shows trends in the vanadium spot price over the past decade, based on the Asian Metal 

Inc China Vanadium Pentoxide Flake 98% FOB Spot Price Index: 

 

In the past three years, tightening of environmental regulation in China has again seen a number of 

temporary and permanent mine closures, leading to a reduction in global stockpiles. The gradual impact 

of the closures was reflected in recent vanadium pentoxide prices, which increased slowly throughout 

2017, averaging US$5.20 per pound compared to US$3.38 per pound in 2016.  

The growing interest in vanadium for use in battery storage has also contributed to sustained growth in 

2018 and, combined with new policies prescribing a higher percentage of vanadium in steel rebar in China, 

saw prices peak at a decade long high. Following the announcement of the new policies in January 2018, 

vanadium prices surged to a decade long high, before reaching a near new record high in October 2018, 

prior to the policy’s introduction in November 2018.  

In the near future, steel production will continue to dominate demand for vanadium, which is forecast to 

increase driven largely by increased demand from China. The shift toward green technology and resulting 

interest vanadium redox batteries for renewable energy storage or in electric vehicles however, is 

expected to have considerable impact on the vanadium market going forward. For example, the battery 

mineral mining industry in Australia as a whole, is forecast to continue growing at 18.4% per annum 

through to 2024 to be worth A$3.8 billion, with minerals such as vanadium, high-purity alumina and 

graphene playing an increasingly prevalent role. 

Source: United States Geological Survey 2018, Bloomberg, IBIS World 

9. Valuation approach adopted  

There are a number of methodologies that can be used to value a business or the shares in a company.  

The principal methodologies that can be used are as follows: 

 Capitalisation of future maintainable earnings (‘FME’); 

 Discounted cash flow (‘DCF’); 

 Quoted market price basis (‘QMP’); 

 Net asset value (‘NAV’); and 

 Market based assessment, such as a Resource Multiple 

A summary of each of these methodologies is outlined in Appendix 2. 
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9.1 Valuation of Triton Shares prior to the Proposed Transaction 

Different methodologies are appropriate in valuing particular companies, based on the individual 

circumstances of that company and available information. In our assessment of the value of Triton shares 

prior to the Proposed Transaction, we have chosen to employ the following methodologies: 

 NAV on a going concern basis as our primary valuation methodology; and 

 QMP as a secondary methodology as this represents the value that a Shareholder can receive for a 

share if sold on market. 

We have chosen these methodologies for the following reasons: 

 Triton’s mineral assets do not currently generate any income nor are there any historical profits that 

could be used to represent future earnings, so the FME approach is not appropriate; 

 Snowden Mining Industry Consultants Pty Ltd (‘Snowden’) has chosen and  provided us with a 

valuation of the mineral assets which comprises the majority of the value of the Company; 

 Consequently, we have adopted the NAV approach as our primary valuation method. Triton’s mineral 

assets are currently not producing assets and no revenue or cash flows are currently generated by 

these assets. Therefore, we consider that the NAV approach is best suited for the valuation; and 

 We have adopted QMP as our secondary approach. The QMP basis is a relevant methodology to 

consider because Triton’s shares are listed on the ASX. This means there is a regulated and observable 

market where Triton’s shares can be traded. However, in order for the QMP methodology to be 

considered appropriate, the listed shares should be liquid and the market should be fully informed of 

the company’s activities 

Independent specialist valuation  

In valuing Triton’s mineral assets as part of our NAV valuation, we have relied on the independent 

specialist valuation performed by Snowden in accordance with the Australasian Code for Public Reporting 

of Technical Assessments and Valuations of Mineral Assets 2015 (‘the Valmin Code’) and the Australasian 

Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves 2012 (‘the JORC Code’).  

We are satisfied with the valuation methodologies adopted by Snowden which we believe are in 

accordance with industry practice and compliant with the requirements of the Valmin Code.  A copy of 

Snowden’s valuation report is attached in Appendix 3. 

9.2 Valuation of Triton Shares following the Proposed Transaction 

In our assessment of the value of Triton’s shares following the Proposed Transaction, we have chosen to 

employ the NAV (sum-of-parts) as our primary valuation methodology, having consideration for: 

 the value of Triton’s mineral assets in Mozambique (placing reliance on Snowden’s independent 

specialist valuation opinion); 

 the effect of the new shares issued as part of the Proposed Transaction; and 

 the effect of cash inflow resulting from the issue of new shares. 

We have also considered the price at which Jinan will acquire shares from STM as part of the Jinan 

Acquisition as a cross check on our values. 
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10. Valuation of Triton prior to the Proposed Transaction 

10.1 Net Asset Valuation of Triton 

The value of Triton assets on a going concern basis is reflected in our valuation below: 

 Note 
Audited as 

at 
31 –Dec-18 

Low Value 
A$ 

Preferred 
Value A$ 

High Value 
A$ 

CURRENT ASSETS      

Cash and cash equivalents 1 1,383,865  351,000  351,000  351,000  

Trade and other receivables  16,948  16,948  16,948  16,948  

Prepayments  121,968  121,968  121,968  121,968  

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS  1,522,781  489,916  489,916  489,916  

NON-CURRENT ASSETS          

Financial assets at fair value   155,202  155,202  155,202  155,202  

Other receivables  698,771  698,771  698,771  698,771  

Prepayments           40,546  40,546  40,546  40,546  

Plant and equipment 2 103,410  -    -    -    

Exploration and evaluation assets 3 19,346,112  32,000,000  55,000,000  79,000,000  

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS  20,344,041  32,894,519  55,894,519  79,894,519  

TOTAL ASSETS  21,866,822  33,384,435  56,384,435  80,384,435  

CURRENT LIABILITIES          

Trade and other payables  632,712  632,712  632,712  632,712  

Provisions  100,142  100,142  100,142  100,142  

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES  732,854  732,854  732,854  732,854  

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES                              

Provisions  573,702  573,702  573,702  573,702  

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES  573,702  573,702  573,702  573,702  

TOTAL LIABILITIES  1,306,556  1,306,556  1,306,556  1,306,556  

NET ASSETS  20,560,266 32,077,879 55,077,879 79,077,879 

Shares on issue (number)  927,138,150  927,138,150  927,138,150  927,138,150  

Value per share (A$)    $0.035 $0.059 $0.085 

Source: BDO analysis 

The table above indicates the net asset value of a Triton share is between A$0.035 and A$0.085, with a 

preferred value of $0.059.  

We have not undertaken a review of Triton’s unaudited accounts in accordance with Australian Auditing 

and Assurance Standard 2405 ‘Review of Historical Financial Information’ and do not express an opinion on 

this financial information. However, nothing has come to our attention as a result of our procedures that 

would suggest the financial information within the management accounts has not been prepared on a 

reasonable basis. 
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We have not made adjustments to the balances per the audited accounts apart from the adjustments 

detailed below. Where the above balances differ materially from the audited position at 31 December 

2018, we have obtained supporting documentation to validate the adjusted values used, which provides 

reasonable grounds for reliance on the unaudited financial information. 

The following adjustments were made to the net assets of Triton as at 31 December 2018 in arriving at our 

valuation.  

Note 1: Cash and cash equivalents 

Management has provided us with the bank balance at 30 June 2019, which we have verified by obtaining 

bank statements to support this balance. 

Note 2: Plant and equipment 

The majority of the balance of plant and equipment is comprised of geological equipment. Snowden’s 

valuation of the mineral assets comprises ‘real property, mining and exploration tenements held or 

acquired in connection with the exploration, the development of, and the production from those 

tenements, together with all plant, equipment and infrastructure owned or acquired for the 

development, extraction and processing of minerals in connection with those tenements’. We have 

therefore removed the value of the plant and equipment from our valuation as it is included in the value 

of exploration and evaluation assets. 

Note 3: Exploration and evaluation assets 

We instructed Snowden to provide an independent market valuation of the exploration assets held by 

Triton. Snowden considered a number of different valuation methods when valuing the exploration assets 

of Triton, including the use of the comparable market transaction methodology with a view to using 

comparable transactions involving graphite interests in Mozambique and Tanzania. However, Snowden 

found that the transactions identified were insufficiently described for the derivation of values. Snowden 

therefore applied the Comparable Market Value approach as its primary valuation methodology, supported 

by a discounted cash flow approach.   

The comparable market value method involves calculating a value per common attribute in comparable 

companies and applying that value to the subject asset. A common attribute could be the amount of 

resource or the size of a tenement. We consider the methods adopted to be appropriate in valuing 

Triton’s mineral assets.  

The range of values for each of Triton’s exploration assets as calculated by Snowden is set out below: 

Triton Low value Preferred value High value 

Mineral Asset Valuation A$m A$m A$m 

Ancuabe T12                      6                          16                      17  

Ancuabe T16                      5                           9                      14  

Nicanda West                      7                          13                      20  

Nicanda Hill                     10                          12                      21  

Cobra Plains                      3                           4                        6  

Total*                    32                         55                      79  

Source: Snowden independent valuation of the mineral assets of Triton dated 16 July 2019 

*numbers subject to rounding  
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Consideration of dilution from exercise of options and performance rights 

We have also addressed the impact on the valuation by considering the possible exercise of options and 

performance shares currently on issue. 

We note that the exercise price of the issued options is above the top of the range for the value of a Triton 

share and therefore we have not calculated a diluted price based on their exercise. 

The Company has 9.5 million outstanding performance rights outstanding that vest conditional upon 

mining and processing of first ore by 2 December 2019. As the Company is not close to production in the 

near term, we consider that these performance rights are unlikely to vest, and as such, we have not 

considered their conversion in our valuation.   

10.2 Quoted Market Prices for Triton Securities 

To provide a comparison to the valuation of Triton in Section 10.1, we have also assessed the quoted 

market price for a Triton share.  

The quoted market value of a company’s shares is reflective of a minority interest. A minority interest is 

an interest in a company that is not significant enough for the holder to have an individual influence in the 

operations and value of that company.  

RG 111.11 suggests that when considering the value of a company’s shares for the purposes of approval 

under Item 7 of s611 the expert should consider a premium for control.  An acquirer could be expected to 

pay a premium for control due to the advantages they will receive should they obtain 100% control of 

another company. These advantages include the following: 

 control over decision making and strategic direction; 

 access to underlying cash flows; 

 control over dividend policies; and 

 access to potential tax losses. 

Whilst Jinan will not be obtaining 100% of Triton, RG 111 states that the expert should calculate the value 

of a target’s shares as if 100% control were being obtained. The expert can then consider an acquirer’s 

practical level of control when considering reasonableness. Reasonableness has been considered in Section 

13.  

Therefore, our calculation of the quoted market price of a Triton share including a premium for control 

has been prepared in two parts.  The first part is to calculate the quoted market price on a minority 

interest basis.  The second part is to add a premium for control to the minority interest value to arrive at 

a quoted market price value that includes a premium for control. 

Minority interest value  

Our analysis of the quoted market price of a Triton share is based on the pricing prior to the 

announcement of the Proposed Transaction. This is because the value of a Triton share after the 

announcement may include the effects of any change in value as a result of the Proposed Transaction.  

However, we have considered the value of a Triton share following the announcement when we have 

considered reasonableness in Section 13.  

Information on the Proposed Transaction was announced to the market on 28 June 2019. Therefore, the 

following chart provides a summary of the share price movement over the 12 months to 25 June 2019, 

which was the last trading day prior to the announcement.  
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Source: Bloomberg 

The daily price of a Triton share from 28 June 2018 to 25 June 2019 has traded within a range of A$0.028, 

which demonstrates a moderate level of price volatility, although as indicated in the table above, this 

range has been influenced by a number of short-term peaks. 

During this period, a number of announcements were made to the market.  The key announcements are 

set out below:  

Date Announcement 

Closing Share Price 
Following 

Announcement 

Closing Share Price 
Three Days After 
Announcement 

A$ (movement) A$ (movement) 

06/05/2019 Reinstatement to Official Quotation 0.049  11.4% 0.043  12.2% 

06/05/2019 Ancuabe Mining Concession Granted 0.049  11.4% 0.043  12.2% 

02/05/2019 Suspension from Official Quotation 0.044  0.0% 0.045  2.3% 

30/04/2019 Trading Halt 0.044  0.0% 0.044  0.0% 

29/04/2019 Quarterly Activities Report 0.044  10.0% 0.044  0.0% 

29/04/2019 Quarterly Cashflow Report 0.044  10.0% 0.044  0.0% 

14/03/2019 Project Investment, Financing and Offtake MoU 0.044  2.3% 0.044  0.0% 

31/01/2019 Quarterly Activities Report 0.050  4.2% 0.048  4.0% 

31/01/2019 Quarterly Cashflow Report 0.050  4.2% 0.048  4.0% 

30/01/2019 Strong Support for Option Placement 0.048  4.3% 0.047  2.1% 

-
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Date Announcement 

Closing Share Price 
Following 

Announcement 

Closing Share Price 
Three Days After 
Announcement 

A$ (movement) A$ (movement) 

14/12/2018 Ancuabe Permitting Update 0.044  12.8% 0.042  4.5% 

12/12/2018 Lodgement of Prospectus (Prospectus Attached) 0.040  0.0% 0.044  10.0% 

11/12/2018 Updated Placement of Options 0.040  4.8% 0.044  10.0% 

07/12/2018 Supplementary Prospectus 0.042  0.0% 0.040  4.8% 

07/12/2018 Trading Halt 0.042  0.0% 0.040  4.8% 

07/12/2018 Placement of Options Update 0.042  0.0% 0.040  4.8% 

05/12/2018 Lodgement of Prospectus  0.041  2.4% 0.042  2.4% 

30/11/2018 Expiry of TONOC Options 0.041  0.0% 0.041  0.0% 

30/11/2018 Placement of Options  0.041  0.0% 0.041  0.0% 

14/11/2018 Technology and Low Emission Minerals Conference 
(Amended) 

0.043  0.0% 0.043  0.0% 

14/11/2018 Technology and Low Emission Minerals Conference  0.043  0.0% 0.043  0.0% 

08/11/2018 Graphite Price Information 0.043  6.5% 0.043  0.0% 

07/11/2018 MoU with China's Largest Building Materials Group 0.046  7.0% 0.044  4.3% 

31/10/2018 Entitlement Offer Completed 0.043  0.0% 0.043  0.0% 

30/10/2018 Quarterly Activities Report  0.043  2.3% 0.044  2.3% 

30/10/2018 Quarterly Cashflow Report 0.043  2.3% 0.044  2.3% 

23/10/2018 Strong Support for Entitlement Offer 0.045  0.0% 0.044  2.2% 

15/10/2018 Caustic Soda Roasting Produces High Purity Flake 
Graphite 

0.046  9.5% 0.046  0.0% 

12/10/2018 Placement to Cornerstone Investor Completed 0.042  4.5% 0.049  16.7% 

12/10/2018 Receipt of Strategic Placement Funds 0.042  4.5% 0.049  16.7% 

03/10/2018 Fully Underwritten Entitlements Issue Extension 0.046  0.0% 0.046  0.0% 

02/10/2018 Corporate Presentation 0.046  0.0% 0.047  2.2% 

26/09/2018 Fully Underwritten Entitlements Issue Update 0.046  0.0% 0.046  0.0% 

24/09/2018 EPC Contract Signed For Ancuabe Processing Facility  0.047  4.4% 0.047  0.0% 

31/08/2018 Lodgement of Prospectus (Amended) 0.047  4.1% 0.046  2.1% 
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Date Announcement 

Closing Share Price 
Following 

Announcement 

Closing Share Price 
Three Days After 
Announcement 

A$ (movement) A$ (movement) 

31/08/2018 Lodgement of Prospectus 0.047  4.1% 0.046  2.1% 

31/08/2018 Reinstatement to Official Quotation 0.047  4.1% 0.046  2.1% 

31/08/2018 Option Holder Letter 0.047  4.1% 0.046  2.1% 

31/08/2018 Cornerstone Investor Leads A$4.0m Capital Raising 0.047  4.1% 0.046  2.1% 

28/08/2018 Suspension from Official Quotation 0.049  0.0% 0.047  4.1% 

24/08/2018 Trading Halt 0.049  0.0% 0.049  0.0% 

24/08/2018 Pause in Trading 0.049  0.0% 0.049  0.0% 

01/08/2018 Receipt of Refundable R&D Tax Offset  0.061  0.0% 0.058  4.9% 

31/07/2018 Quarterly Activities Report 0.061  1.6% 0.058  4.9% 

31/07/2018 Quarterly Cashflow Report 0.061  1.6% 0.058  4.9% 

05/07/2018 MCC Appointed EPC Contractor for Ancuabe Graphite 
Project 

0.061  6.2% 0.061  0.0% 

 Source: Bloomberg  

 

On 5 July 2018, Triton announced it had signed a Letter of Intent with MCC for the engineering, 

procurement and construction (‘EPC’) of the mineral processing facility and other infrastructure at the 

Ancuabe Project. On the date of the announcement, the Triton share price declined 6.2% to close at 

A$0.061, and remained at A$0.061 over the subsequent three-day trading period.  

On 31 July 2018, the following announcements were made:  

 Triton released its Quarterly Activities Report. The report highlighted the Ancuabe Project had 

received approval for development in addition to binding offtake agreements had been signed 

with two major Chinese graphite producers. Further, the Nicanda Project was to be fast tracked 

following an independent review by CSA Global and joint venture discussions were underway; and  

 the Company released its Quarterly Cashflow Report. The Company had cash and cash equivalents 

at the end of the quarter totalling A$1.285 million.  

On the date of the aforementioned announcements, the share price decreased by 1.6% to close at 

A$0.061, before decreasing a further 4.9% over the subsequent three-day trading period to close at 

A$0.058.  

On 1 August 2018, Triton announced it had received a refund of A$0.67 million that related to qualifying 

expenditure for the year ended 31 December 2017 under the federal government R&D Tax Incentive 
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Program. On the date of the announcement, the closing share price remained at A$0.061, before declining 

4.9% over the subsequent three-day trading period to close at A$0.058.  

On 31 August 2018, the following announcements were made:  

 the Company announced its largest shareholder STM had committed to a strategic placement of 

A$1.2 million followed by participation in an entitlement issue of A$2.8 million. Following the 

placement and entitlement issue, STM’s ownership in Triton increased to 19.4%; 

 Triton released its non-renounceable entitlement offering shareholders the opportunity to acquire 

fully paid ordinary shares in the Company through the issue of 1 share for every 14 shares at an 

issue price of A$0.047 per share to raise up to A$2.88 million before costs  

 Triton was reinstated to the Official Quotation; and 

 the Company released its Prospectus for the non-renounceable entitlement.  

On the date of the aforementioned announcements, the closing price of Triton decreased 4.1% to close at 

A$0.047, before declining a further 2.1% over the subsequent three-day trading period to close at 

A$0.046.  

On 24 September 2018, Triton announced the EPC contract had been signed with MCC International for the 

Ancuabe Project. On the date of the announcement, the share price increased 4.4% to close at A$0.047, 

and remained at A$0.047 over the subsequent three-day trading period.  

On 2 October 2018, the Company released its corporate presentation to shareholders. On the date of the 

announcement, there was no change in the Company’s closing share price at A$0.046, prior to increasing 

2.2% to close at A$0.047 over the subsequent three-day trading period.  

On 12 October 2018, Triton announced it had issued 14,000,000 ordinary shares at an issue price of 

A$0.047 per share to STM to complete the Strategic Placement. In addition, the Company was notified by 

STM  it had paid A$0.44 million for 9,397,179 ordinary shares in relation to the Entitlement Issue. On the 

date of the announcements, the share price decreased 4.5% to close at A$0.042, before increasing 16.7% 

over the subsequent three-day trading period to close at A$0.049.  

On 15 October 2018, Triton announced test work had demonstrated that high purity natural flake graphite 

of up to 99.94% could be produced from the Ancuabe Project. On the date of the announcement, the 

share price increased 9.5% to close at A$0.046, and remained at A$0.046 over the subsequent three-day 

trading period.  

On 30 October 2018, the following announcements were made:  

 Triton released its Quarterly Activities Report. The report highlighted the EPC contract had been 

signed by MCC International for the Ancuabe Project, and STM committed to the Strategic 

Placement and Entitlement Issue; and  

 the Company released its Quarterly Cashflow Report. The Company had cash and cash equivalents 

at the end of the quarter totalling A$0.53 million.  

On the date of the aforementioned announcements, the share price decreased 2.3% to close at A$0.043, 

before increasing 2.3% over the subsequent three-day trading period to close at A$0.044.  

On 7 November 2018, Triton announced it had signed a non-binding memorandum of understanding with 

Suzhou Sinoma Design and Research Institute of Non-metallic Minerals Industry Co. Ltd to participate in 
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debt financing the development of the Ancuabe Project. On the date of the announcement, the share 

price increased 7.0% to close at A$0.046, before decreasing 4.3% over the subsequent three-day trading 

period to close at A$0.044.  

On 8 November 2018, the Company released graphite price information on its website sourced from 

Benchmark Minerals Intelligence. On the date of the announcement, the share price decreased 6.5% to 

close at A$0.043, and remained at A$0.043 over the subsequent three-day trading period.  

On 5 December 2018, Triton announced lodgement of its prospectus outlining the issue of up to 

133,673,165 TONOD Options at an issue price of A$0.0054 per option on the basis of 1 TONOD Option for 

every 1 TONOB Option held on 30 November 2018 and every 1 TONOC Option held on 11 December 2018. 

Each TONOD Option has an exercise price of A$0.010 and expires on 30 September 2020, to raise up to 

A$0.72 million before costs. On the date of the announcement, the share price of the Company decreased 

2.4% to close at A$0.041, before increasing 2.4% to close at A$0.042 over the subsequent three-day trading 

period.  

On 11 December 2018, the Company released updated terms for the TONOD Underwritten Placement, for 

the placement of 133,676,290 TONOD Options at an issue price of A$0.0054 to raise between A$0.53 

million and A$0.72 million before expenses. On the date of the announcement the share price of Triton 

decreased 4.8% to close at A$0.040, before increasing 10.0% over the subsequent three-day trading period 

to close at A$0.044.  

On 14 December 2018, Triton announced it had received confirmation from the Mozambique Ministry of 

Mines that the Ancuabe Project mining concession application had been approved. On the date of the 

announcement, the share price increased 12.8% to close at A$0.044, before decreasing 4.5% to close at 

A$0.042 over the subsequent three-day trading period.  

On 31 January 2019, the following announcements were made:  

 Triton released its Quarterly Activities Report. The report highlighted the Ancuabe Project was 

preparing to move into construction, following approval of the mining concession application, ad 

MoU signed with Suzhou; and  

 the Company released its Quarterly Cashflow Report. The Company had cash and cash equivalents 

at the end of the quarter totalling A$1.44 million.  

On the date of the aforementioned announcements, the share price increased 4.2% to close at A$0.050, 

before declining 4.0% to close at A$0.048 over the subsequent three-day trading period.  

On 14 March 2019, Triton announced it had executed an MoU with Qingdao Jinhui Graphite Co. Ltd 

(‘Jinhui’) in relation to development of the Ancuabe Project. On the date of the announcement, the share 

price increased 2.3% to close at A$0.044, and remained to close at A$0.044 over the subsequent three-day 

trading period.  

On 29 April 2019, the following announcements were made:  

 Triton released its Quarterly Activities Report. The report highlighted the Ancuabe Project 

investment, financing and offtake MoU had been signed with Jinhui and successful completion of 

TONOD Options raising a total of A$0.72 million before costs; and  

 the Company released its Quarterly Cashflow Report. The Company had cash and cash equivalents 

at the end of the quarter totalling A$0.80 million.  
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On the date of the aforementioned announcements, the share price increased 10.0% to close at A$0.044, 

and remained at A$0.044 over the subsequent three-day trading period.   

On 6 May 2019, the following announcements were made: 

 the Company announced the Mozambique government had granted a mining concession for the 

Ancuabe Project for production of up to 60,000 tonnes per annum of graphite concentration; and 

 Triton was reinstated to the Official Quotation. 

To provide further analysis of the market prices for an Triton share, we have also considered the weighted 

average market price for 10, 30, 60 and 90 day periods to 25 June 2019. 

 

            
Share Price per unit 25-Jun-19 10 Days 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days 

Closing price $0.050         
Volume weighted average price 
(VWAP)   $0.053 $0.054 $0.051 $0.049 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BDO analysis 

The above weighted average prices are prior to the date of the announcement of the Proposed 

Transaction, to avoid the influence of any increase in price of Triton shares that has occurred since the 

Proposed Transaction was announced.   

An analysis of the volume of trading in Triton shares for the twelve months to 25 June 2019 is set out 

below:  

Trading days 
Share price Share price 

Cumulative 
volume 

As a % of 

  
 low  high  traded 

 Issued 
capital 

1 Day $0.049 $0.052 822,855 0.09% 

10  Days $0.048 $0.059 10,866,524 1.17% 

30  Days $0.040 $0.067 44,144,646 4.76% 

60  Days $0.040 $0.067 65,789,973 7.10% 

90  Days $0.040 $0.067 86,525,598 9.33% 

180  Days $0.037 $0.067 167,680,217 18.09% 

1 Year $0.037 $0.067 239,410,699 25.82% 

Source: Bloomberg, BDO analysis 

This table indicates that Triton’s shares display a low level of liquidity, with 25.82% of the Company’s 

current issued capital being traded over a 12-month period. RG 111.69 states that for the quoted market 

price methodology to be an appropriate methodology there needs to be a ‘liquid and active’ market in the 

shares and allowing for the fact that the quoted price may not reflect their value should 100% of the 

securities not be available for sale. We consider the following characteristics to be representative of a 

liquid and active market:  

 Regular trading in a company’s securities; 

 Approximately 1% of a company’s securities are traded on a weekly basis; 

 The spread of a company’s shares must not be so great that a single minority trade can significantly 

affect the market capitalisation of a company; and 

 There are no significant but unexplained movements in share price. 
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A company’s shares should meet all of the above criteria to be considered ‘liquid and active’, however, 

failure of a company’s securities to exhibit all of the above characteristics does not necessarily mean that 

the value of its shares cannot be considered relevant. 

In the case of Triton, we consider the shares to display a low level of liquidity, on the basis that on 

average less than 1% of Triton’s capital has been traded per week, with 25.82% of the Company’s issued 

capital being traded over a 12-month period.  

Our assessment is that a range of values for Triton shares based on market pricing, after disregarding post 

announcement pricing, is between A$0.045 and A$0.055.  

Control Premium  

The quoted market price per share reflects the value to minority interest shareholders. In order to value a 

Triton share on a control basis, we have added a control premium that is based on our analysis set out 

below. 

We have reviewed control premiums on completed transactions, paid by acquirers of non-ferrous mining 

companies, general mining companies and all ASX-listed companies. In assessing the appropriate sample of 

transactions from which to determine an appropriate control premium, we have excluded transactions 

where an acquirer obtained a controlling interest (20% and above) at a discount (i.e. less than a 0% 

premium).  

We have summarised our findings below:   

 

Non-Ferrous metals mining companies  

Year Number of Transactions Average Deal Value (AUA$m) Average Control Premium (%) 

2019 1 56.93 52.48 

2018 0 0.00 0.00 

2017 0 0.00 0.00 

2016 0 0.00 0.00 

2015 1 28.13 34.66 

2014 2 7.45 23.51 

2013 2 102.98 72.05 

2012 2 17.96 52.67 

2011 4 322.93 45.57 

2010 0 0.00 0.00 

2009 1 77.93 43.56 

Source: Bloomberg 

 
 

General mining companies  

Year Number of Transactions Average Deal Value (AUA$m) Average Control Premium (%) 

2019 6 94.90 35.06 

2018 10 96.04 56.52 

2017 4 15.68 28.55 
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Year Number of Transactions Average Deal Value (AUA$m) Average Control Premium (%) 

2016 13 59.54 74.92 

2015 9 340.82 57.86 

2014 15 118.46 47.88 

2013 17 117.99 63.99 

2012 18 207.01 52.45 

2011 21 811.55 37.42 

2010 21 555.11 50.61 

2009 15 144.74 54.19 

Source: Bloomberg 

All ASX listed companies 

Year Number of Transactions Average Deal Value (AUA$m) Average Control Premium (%) 

2019 21 5837.55 30.19 

2018 40 1228.74 41.96 

2017 28 1009.47 42.67 

2016 42 718.51 49.58 

2015 33 850.04 33.23 

2014 45 518.59 40.00 

2013 41 128.21 50.99 

2012 52 472.10 51.68 

2011 67 719.92 44.74 

2010 53 574.61 44.37 

2009 37 623.42 53.13 

Source: Bloomberg 

The mean and median of the entire data sets comprising control transactions from 2009 onwards for non-

ferrous metals mining companies, general mining companies and all ASX listed companies, respectively, is 

set out below. 

  ASX listed companies General Mining Companies Non-Ferrous mining companies 

 
Average Deal 

Value (A$m) 

Average Control 

Premium (%) 

Average Deal 

Value (A$m) 

Average Control 

Premium (%) 

Average Deal 

Value (A$m) 

Average Control 

Premium (%) 

Mean 900.80 44.83 295.93 52.32 131.65 46.88 

Median 101.51 35.13 41.23 43.56 45.48 34.66 

Source: Bloomberg 

In arriving at an appropriate control premium to apply we note that observed control premiums can vary 

due to the: 

 Nature and magnitude of non-operating assets; 

 Nature and magnitude of discretionary expenses; 

 Perceived quality of existing management; 

 Nature and magnitude of business opportunities not currently being exploited; 
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 Ability to integrate the acquiree into the acquirer’s business; 

 Level of pre-announcement speculation of the transaction; and 

 Level of liquidity in the trade of the acquiree’s securities. 

When performing our control premium analysis, we considered completed transactions where the acquirer 

held a controlling interest, defined at 20% or above, pre-transaction or proceeded to hold a controlling 

interest post-transaction in the target company. 

The table above indicates that the long term average control premium paid by acquirers of non-ferrous 

metals mining companies, general mining companies and all ASX listed companies is approximately 

46.88%, 52.32% and 44.83%, respectively. However, in assessing the transactions included in the table, we 

noted transactions that appear to be extreme outliers. These outliers included 2 non-ferrous mining 

transactions, 17 general mining transactions and 34 ASX listed company transactions in total, for which the 

announced premium was in excess of 100%.  

In a population where there are extreme outliers, the median often represents a superior measure of 

central tendency compared to the mean. We note that the median announced control premium over the 

last ten years was approximately 34.66% for non-ferrous metals companies, 43.56% for general mining 

companies and 35.13% for all ASX listed companies. 

Based on the above analysis, we consider an appropriate premium for control to be between 30% and 40%.  

Quoted market price including control premium 

Applying a control premium to Triton’s quoted market share price results in the following quoted market 

price value including a premium for control:  

 
Low 

A$ 

Midpoint 

A$ 

High 

A$ 

Quoted market price value A$0.045 A$0.050 A$0.055 

Control premium 30% 35% 40% 

Quoted market price valuation including a premium for control A$0.058 A$0.067 A$0.077 

Source: BDO analysis 

Therefore, our valuation of a Triton share based on the quoted market price method and including a 

premium for control is between A$0.058 and A$0.077, with a midpoint value of A$0.067.  
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10.3 Assessment of value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction 

The results of the valuations performed are summarised in the table below: 

  Low Preferred High 

  $ $ $ 

NAV method (Section 10.1)  0.035 0.050 0.085 

QMP method (Section 10.2) 0.058 0.067 0.077 

Source: BDO analysis 

Based on the results above we consider the value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction to be 

between $0.035 and $0.085. We consider the NAV method to be the most appropriate approach to value 

Triton as it includes an independent market valuation of the mineral assets by Snowden. Further, as 

detailed in section 10.2, Triton shares display a low level of liquidity; therefore, we do not consider it 

appropriate to rely on the QMP as a primary valuation approach.  

We note that the value of a Triton share derived from the QMP approach is within our NAV of a Triton 

share and accordingly supports it. We further note: 

 The core value of our NAV lies in the value of Triton’s mineral assets. The value of these mineral 

assets is based on Snowden’s technical and market assumptions. The quoted market price range 

falls within the higher end of the NAV range. This may be based on more optimistic views of 

technical and/ or economic assumptions; and 

 As detailed in section 10.2, the shares of Triton display a low level of liquidity, with only 25.82% 

of Triton’s issued capital being traded in the twelve months prior to the announcement of the 

Proposed Transaction. Therefore, the quoted market price may not accurately reflect the 

underlying value of the Company’s shares. 
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11. Valuation of Triton following the Proposed Transaction 

11.1 Sum-of-Parts 

We employed the Sum-of-Parts method in estimating the fair market value of a Triton share following the 

Proposed Transaction by aggregating the estimated fair market value of its underlying assets and liabilities 

as set out below: 

    Low value 
Preferred 

value 
High value 

Valuation summary Note A$000 A$000 A$000 

Value of Triton’s mineral assets 11.1.1 32,000  55,000  79,000  

Add/(less): value of other assets and liabilities 11.1.2 78 78 78 

Add: cash received from placement 11.1.3 8,500  8,500  8,500  

Less: Costs of implementing the Proposed Transaction 11.1.4 (105) (105) (105) 

Value of Triton on a controlling basis  40,473  63,473  87,473  

Number of Triton shares on issue (000) 11.1.5 1,134,455  1,134,455  1,134,455  

Value per share $A (controlling basis)  0.036 0.056 0.077 

Minority interest discount 11.1.6 29% 26% 23% 

Value per share $A (minority basis)  0.025 0.041 0.059 

 

11.1.1. Value of Triton’s mineral assets 

As outlined in section 10.1, we commissioned Snowden to provide an independent market valuation of 

Triton’s mineral assets. Snowden has relied upon the comparable market value approach supported by the 

discounted cash flow approach, which we consider appropriate. The range of values for Triton’s mineral 

assets, as assessed by Snowden, is set out below: 

Triton Low value Preferred value High value 

Mineral Asset Valuation A$M A$M A$M 

Ancuabe T12                      6                          16                      17  

Ancuabe T16                      5                           9                      14  

Nicanda West                      7                          13                      20  

Nicanda Hill                     10                          12                      21  

Cobra Plains                      3                           4                        6  

Total*                    32                         55                      79  

Source: Snowden independent valuation of the mineral assets of Triton dated 16 July 2019 

*numbers subject to rounding  

 

11.1.2. Value of Triton’s other assets and liabilities 

Other assets and liabilities of Triton represent the non-operating assets and liabilities. From our 

discussions with Triton and analysis of these other assets and liabilities, outlined in the table below, we do 
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not believe that there is a material difference between their book value and their fair value unless an 

adjustment has been noted below.  

The table below represents a summary of the assets and liabilities identified. 

  Note 
Audited as at 

Adjusted balance 
31-Dec-18 

   $ $ 

CURRENT ASSETS      

Cash and cash equivalents a) 1,383,865 351,000 

Other current assets  138,916 138,916 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS  1,522,781 489,916 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS      

Plant and equipment  b) 103,410 - 

Other non-current assets  894,519 894,519 

Exploration and evaluation assets c) 19,346,112  -  

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS  20,344,041 894,519 

TOTAL ASSETS  21,866,822 1,384,435 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES  732,854 732,854 

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES  573,702 573,702 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  1,306,556 1,306,556 

NET ASSETS  20,560,266 77,879 

Source: Audited financial statements of Triton for the year ended 31 December 2018, management accounts as at 30 June 2019 and 

BDO analysis.  

We have not undertaken a review of Triton’s unaudited accounts in accordance with Australian Auditing 

and Assurance Standard 2405 ‘Review of Historical Financial Information’ and do not express an opinion on 

this financial information. However, nothing has come to our attention as a result of our procedures that 

would suggest the financial information within the management accounts has not been prepared on a 

reasonable basis. 

We have not adjusted the balances per the audited accounts apart from the adjustments detailed below. 

Where the above balances differ materially from the audited position at 31 December 2018, we have 

obtained supporting documentation to validate the adjusted values used, which provides reasonable 

grounds for reliance on the unaudited financial information. 

Note a) Cash and cash equivalents 

Management has provided us with the bank balance at 30 June 2019, which we have verified by obtaining 

bank statements to support this balance. 

Note b) Plant and equipment 

We have excluded the value of plant and equipment in our valuation as this is included in the value of the 

mineral assets at 11.1.1. 
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Note c) Exploration and evaluation assets 

The book value of exploration and evaluation assets relates to capitalised historical expenditure. We have 

adjusted the exploration and evaluation assets balance of $19.346 million at 31 December 2018 to nil as 

we have separately valued the Company’s mineral assets in our Sum-of-Parts valuation.  

11.1.3. Cash received from placement 

The Proposed Transaction relates to the issue of 207,317,073 fully paid ordinary shares at 4.1 cents per 

share, for a total consideration of $8,500,000. Management has advised that there are no costs associated 

with the placement. 

11.1.4. Costs associated with the Proposed Transaction 

Management has advised that the costs associated with implementing the Proposed Transaction will be 

$105,000, which comprises legal fees and the costs associated with this Independent Expert’s Report. 

11.1.5. Number of Triton shares on issue 

The adjustment to the number of shares currently on issue is set out in the table below: 

     

Number of shares on issue Section  

Triton shares on issue at the date of our Report 5.6 927,138,150 

Shares to be issued under the Proposed Transaction 4 207,317,073 

Total number of shares on issue following the Proposed Transaction  1,134,455,223 

Source: Share registry reports and BDO analysis 

11.1.6. Minority discount 

The value of a Triton share derived under the Sum-of-Parts method is reflective of a controlling interest. 

This suggests that the acquirer obtains an interest in the company, which allows them to have an 

individual influence in the operations and the value of that company. However, if the Proposed 

Transaction is approved, the current Shareholders will be minority holders in Triton, meaning that their 

individual holdings will not be considered significant enough to have an individual influence in the 

operations and the value of that company. 

Therefore, we have adjusted our valuation of a Triton share following the Proposed Transaction to reflect 

the minority interest holding. The minority discount is based on the inverse of the control premium and is 

calculated using the formula 1-1/(1+control premium). 

As discussed in section 10.2 of our Report, we consider an appropriate control premium for Triton to be in 

the range of 30% to 40%, giving rise to a minority interest discount in the range of 23% to 29%. 
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11.2 Acquisition price of STM shares 

We note that Jinan has agreed to acquire STM’s 19.3% shareholding in Triton at $0.062 per share, for a 

total consideration of A$11.0 million. The Jinan Acquisition is not a control transaction, as Jinan will not 

obtain a controlling interest as a result, however the shareholding being acquired is larger than a 

marketable parcel of shares, and as such, it is reasonable to expect that the acquisition of such a 

significant shareholding may attract a higher price than a marketable parcel of shares. As the $0.062 per 

share falls within our assessed value range on a control basis, we believe the acquisition price supports our 

value range. 

12. Is the Proposed Transaction fair?  

The value of a Triton share on a control basis before the Proposed Transaction and on a minority interest 

basis following the Proposed Transaction is compared below: 

 Ref 
Low 

A$ 

Preferred 

A$ 

High 

A$ 

Value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction on a 

control basis 

10 0.035 0.050 0.085 

Value of a Triton share following the Proposed Transaction on 

a minority interest basis 

11 0.025 0.041 0.059 

We note from the table above that the value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction on a 

control basis is higher than the value of a Triton share following the Proposed Transaction on a minority 

basis. Therefore, we consider that the Proposed Transaction is not fair.   
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13. Is the Proposed Transaction reasonable? 

13.1 Issue price of the placement 

Although the value of a Triton share prior to the Proposed Transaction on a control basis is higher than the 

value of a Triton share following the Proposed Transaction on a minority basis; we note that the preferred 

value of a Triton share on a minority basis is equivalent to the issue price that Jinan is paying to acquire 

its controlling interest in Triton. 

13.2 Alternative Proposal 

We are unaware of any alternative proposal that might offer the Shareholders of Triton a premium over 

the value resulting from the Proposed Transaction. 

13.3 Practical Level of Control 

If the Proposed Transaction is approved then Jinan will hold an undiluted interest of approximately 34.01% 

in Triton.  

When shareholders are required to approve an issue that relates to a company there are two types of 

approval levels. These are general resolutions and special resolutions. A general resolution requires 50% of 

shares to be voted in favour to approve a matter and a special resolution required 75% of shares on issue 

to be voted in favour to approve a matter. If the Proposed Transaction is approved then Jinan will be able 

to block special resolutions. 

At present, the Triton board of Directors (‘Board’) comprises a total of six directors. Following the 

Proposed Transaction, three directors may be nominated by Jinan and it will have the right to appoint one 

of its nominee directors as chairperson of the Board. Alternatively, Jinan and the Company can agree to 

reduce the Board to four directors, in which case two directors will be nominated by Jinan and two by the 

Company.  

The Notice of Meeting to be provided to the Shareholders relating to the Proposed Transaction also 

includes a resolution relating to the amendment of the Triton constitution to remove the casting vote of 

the chairperson of the Board. Jinan’s rights relating to Board representation remain for as long as its 

shareholding in Triton remains above 28%. Should Jinan’s interest in Triton be reduced to between 15% 

and 28%, it will have the right to appoint one nominee director. 

Jinan’s control of Triton following the Proposed Transaction will be significant when compared to all other 

shareholders. Jinan will hold 34.01% on an undiluted basis and have a director nominated to the Board. 

Therefore, in our opinion, while Jinan will be able to significantly influence the activities of Triton, it will 

not be able to exercise a similar level of control as if it held 100% of Triton.   

13.4 Consequences of not Approving the Proposed Transaction 

Funding 

If the Proposed Transaction is not approved, Triton will have to reassess its funding options for the 

development of the Ancuabe Project. In addition to subscribing for the equity placement, Jinan has 

committed to providing financing support for the EPC package debt funding, and has commenced 

discussions with Chinese banks, which Triton expects will provide funding on attractive terms. If the 

Proposed Transaction is not approved, the fundraising for the debt component will also need to be 
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recommenced. There is no certainty that the Company will be successful in obtaining the funding it 

requires for the development of the Ancuabe Project, and may not be in a position to negotiate funding on 

similar terms. 

Potential decline in share price 

We have analysed movements in Triton’s share price since the Proposed Transaction was announced on 28 

June 2019.  A graph of Triton’s share price since the announcement is set out below. 

Source: Bloomberg 

On the day of the announcement 11.5 million shares were traded, which was the highest volume traded 

for 2019 and represented approximately 1.24% of the Company’s total capital. Triton’s shares price 

reached an intra-day high of A$0.062 before closing at A$0.058. On 1 July 2019, the first day of trading 

after the announcement, the share price closed down to A$0.054 with 0.69 million shares traded. Since 

the announcement of the Proposed Transaction the share price of Triton has remained in a steady trading 

range between A$0.054 and A$0.058.  

The table below details the Volume Weighted Average Price (‘VWAP’) of Triton shares for 10 day periods 

before and after the announcement of the Proposed Transaction on 28 July 2019 (excluding the day of the 

announcement).  

  
      

Share Price per unit 28 June 2019 10 days prior 10 days post 

Closing price       

Volume weighted average price (VWAP) A$0.059 A$0.052 A$0.056 

Source: Bloomberg 

Following the announcement of the Proposed Transaction, Triton’s share price has increased from a VWAP 

of A$0.052 over the ten days prior to the announcement to A$0.056 over the ten days post the 

announcement (excluding the day of the announcement). Since then, the Triton share price has continued 

to stay above the pre-announcement pricing. The above data suggests that, should Shareholders not 

-
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approve the Proposed Transaction, Triton’s share price may decline to pre-announcement prices. We note 

that since the announcement of the Proposed Transaction, Triton announced the facilitation of debt 

funding of $2m by Jinan to assist with construction work with the EPC contractor and provide working 

capital on an interim basis prior to approval of the Proposed Transaction. This announcement, however, 

falls outside of the period covered by the analysis above. 

13.5 Advantages of Approving the Proposed Transaction 

We have considered the following advantages when assessing whether the Proposed Transaction is 

reasonable: 

Advantage Description 

Provision of financing support for the 

engineering, procurement, and construction 

package debt funding 

The Subscription Agreement includes a clause outlining that Jinan 

will use its reasonable endeavours to assist the Company in the 

finalisation of the debt or other financing facilities required to 

construct the Ancuabe Project. This will include introducing the 

Company to potential strategic investors, financiers or other 

providers of capital who may be interested in providing capital to 

the Company. On 9 July 2019, Triton announced that it had 

facilitated a $2 million interim loan for the Company for working 

capital purposes. 

Funds raised will enable the further 

development of the Ancuabe Project 

The Ancuabe Project is the Company’s flagship project. Jinan’s 

investment provides the cornerstone equity component of the 

development funding and paves the way for the finalisation of the 

debt funding for the development of the Ancuabe Project. 

 

13.6 Disadvantages of Approving the Proposed Transaction 

If the Proposed Transaction is approved, in our opinion, the potential disadvantages to Shareholders 

include those listed in the table below: 

Disadvantage Description 

Restriction on special 

resolutions 

Since Jinan will hold more than a 25% shareholding of the Company, this may 

restrict the remaining shareholders’ ability to take decisions requiring Special 

Resolutions without the approval of Jinan. 

Dilution of existing 

shareholders’ interests 

Whilst the new issue of Triton shares as part of the Proposed Transaction is dilutive 

to the current Shareholders, this provides necessary financing to realise cash flows 

from the development of the Ancuabe Project and move a step closer to actual 

production. 
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14. Conclusion 

We have considered the terms of the Proposed Transaction as outlined in the body of this report and have 

concluded that the Proposed Transaction is not fair but reasonable to the Shareholders of Triton.  

15. Sources of information 

This report has been based on the following information: 

 Draft Notice of General Meeting and Explanatory Statement on or about the date of this report; 

 Audited financial statements of Triton for the years ended 31 December 2017 and 31 December 2018 

 Unaudited management accounts of Triton for the period ended 30 May 2019; 

 Independent Valuation Report of Triton mineral assets dated 16 July 2019 performed by Snowden; 

 Subscription agreement between Triton and Jinan dated 25 June 2019; 

 Share Transfer Agreement between STM and Jinan dated 24 June 2019; 

 Share registry information; 

 Information in the public domain; and 

 Discussions with Directors and Management of Triton. 

16. Independence 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd is entitled to receive a fee of A$30,000 (excluding GST and 

reimbursement of out of pocket expenses).  The fee is not contingent on the conclusion, content or future 

use of this Report.  Except for this fee, BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd has not received and will not 

receive any pecuniary or other benefit whether direct or indirect in connection with the preparation of 

this report. 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd has been indemnified by Triton in respect of any claim arising from 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd's reliance on information provided by the Triton, including the non-

provision of material information, in relation to the preparation of this report. 

Prior to accepting this engagement BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd has considered its independence 

with respect to Triton and JHT and any of their respective associates with reference to ASIC Regulatory 

Guide 112 ‘Independence of Experts’. In BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd’s opinion it is independent 

of Triton and JHT and their respective associates. 

Neither the two signatories to this report nor BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd, have had within the 

past two years any professional relationship with Triton, or their associates, other than in connection with 

the preparation of this report. 

A draft of this report was provided to Triton and its advisors for confirmation of the factual accuracy of its 

contents. No significant changes were made to this report as a result of this review. 

BDO is the brand name for the BDO International network and for each of the BDO Member firms. 

BDO (Australia) Ltd, an Australian company limited by guarantee, is a member of BDO International 

Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of 

Independent Member Firms.  BDO in Australia, is a national association of separate entities (each of which 

has appointed BDO (Australia) Limited ACN 050 110 275 to represent it in BDO International). 
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17. Qualifications 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd has extensive experience in the provision of corporate finance 

advice, particularly in respect of takeovers, mergers and acquisitions. 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd holds an Australian Financial Services Licence issued by the Australian 

Securities and Investment Commission for giving expert reports pursuant to the Listing rules of the ASX 

and the Corporations Act. 

The persons specifically involved in preparing and reviewing this report were Sherif Andrawes and Adam 

Myers of BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd. They have significant experience in the preparation of 

independent expert reports, valuations and mergers and acquisitions advice across a wide range of 

industries in Australia and were supported by other BDO staff. 

Sherif Andrawes is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales and a Fellow of 

Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand.  He has over 30 years’ experience working in the audit 

and corporate finance fields with BDO and its predecessor firms in London and Perth.  He has been 

responsible for over 300 public company independent expert’s reports under the Corporations Act or ASX 

Listing Rules and is a CA BV Specialist. These experts’ reports cover a wide range of industries in Australia 

with a focus on companies in the natural resources sector.  Sherif Andrawes is the Corporate Finance 

Practice Group Leader of BDO in Western Australia, the Global Natural Resources Leader for BDO and a 

former Chairman of BDO in Western Australia. 

Adam Myers is a member of the Australian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Adam’s career spans 20 

years in the Audit and Assurance and Corporate Finance areas.  Adam is a CA BV Specialist and has 

considerable experience in the preparation of independent expert reports and valuations in general for 

companies in a wide number of industry sectors. 

18. Disclaimers and consents 

This report has been prepared at the request of Triton for inclusion in the Explanatory Memorandum that 

will be sent to all Triton Shareholders. Triton engaged BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd to prepare an 

independent expert's report to consider the Proposed Transaction, whereby Jinan has agreed, subject to 

shareholder approval, to subscribe for 207,317,073 Triton shares at 4.1 cents per share in a strategic 

placement, for a total consideration of A$8.5 million. 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd hereby consents to this report accompanying the above Explanatory 

Memorandum. Apart from such use, neither the whole nor any part of this report, nor any reference 

thereto may be included in or with, or attached to any document, circular resolution, statement or letter 

without the prior written consent of BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd. 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd takes no responsibility for the contents of the Explanatory 

Memorandum other than this report. 

We have no reason to believe that any of the information or explanations supplied to us are false or that 

material information has been withheld. It is not the role of BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd acting as 

an independent expert to perform any due diligence procedures on behalf of the Company.  The Directors 

of the Company are responsible for conducting appropriate due diligence in relation to JHT. BDO 

Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd provides no warranty as to the adequacy, effectiveness or completeness 

of the due diligence process.  
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The opinion of BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd is based on the market, economic and other conditions 

prevailing at the date of this report.  Such conditions can change significantly over short periods of time. 

With respect to taxation implications it is recommended that individual Shareholders obtain their own 

taxation advice, in respect of the Proposed Transaction, tailored to their own particular circumstances. 

Furthermore, the advice provided in this report does not constitute legal or taxation advice to the 

Shareholders of Triton, or any other party. 

BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd has also considered and relied upon independent valuations for 

mineral assets held by Triton. 

The valuer engaged for the mineral asset valuation, Snowden, possess the appropriate qualifications and 

experience in the industry to make such assessments. The approaches adopted and assumptions made in 

arriving at their valuation is appropriate for this report. We have received consent from the valuer for the 

use of their valuation report in the preparation of this report and to append a copy of their report to this 

report. 

The statements and opinions included in this report are given in good faith and in the belief that they are 

not false, misleading or incomplete. 

The terms of this engagement are such that BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd is required to provide a 

supplementary report if we become aware of a significant change affecting the information in this report 

arising between the date of this report and prior to the date of the meeting or during the offer period. 

 

Yours faithfully 

BDO CORPORATE FINANCE (WA) PTY LTD 

 

 

Sherif Andrawes 

Director 

Adam Myers 

Director 

 

 

Jacques.Rousset
Stamp

Jacques.Rousset
Stamp
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Appendix 1 – Glossary of Terms 

Reference Definition 

The Act The Corporations Act 2001 Cth 

Ancuabe Project The Ancuabe Project comprising of licences: EL5380, EL5336, EL5305, EL6537, 

EL5934 

APES 225 Accounting Professional & Ethical Standards Board professional standard APES 225 

‘Valuation Services’ 

ASIC Australian Securities and Investments Commission 

ASX Australian Securities Exchange 

Balama North Project The Balama North Project comprising of licences: EL5966, EL5365 

Balama South Project The Balama South Project comprising of licence EL5304 

BDO  BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd 

Board The Triton Board of Directors 

Cobra Plains Prospect A prospect within the Balama North Project located on mining tenement EL5365 

The Company Triton Minerals Limited 

Corporations Act The Corporations Act 2001 Cth 

DCF Discounted Future Cash Flows 

DFS Definitive Feasibility Study 

EBIT Earnings before interest and tax 

EBITDA Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation 

EPC Engineering Procurement & Construction 

FME Future Maintainable Earnings 

FOS Financial Ombudsman Service 

FVOCI Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income 
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Reference Definition 

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

Grafex Grafex Limitada: 100% owned subsidiary of Triton 

Jinan Jigao International Investment Development Co., Ltd 

Jinan Acquisition Agreement for Jinan to acquire 178,490,000 shares and 7,300,000 options from STM 

at 6.2 cents per share, for a total consideration of 52,044,500 Chinese Yuan 

Jinhui Qingdao Jinhui Graphite Co. Ltd 

JORC Code The Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and 

Ore Reserves (2012 Edition) 

JHT Jinan Hi-Tech Holding Group Limited 

Km Kilometres 

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas 

MCC International MCC International Incorporation Limited 

MOU Memorandum of Understanding 

NAV Net Asset Value 

Nicanda Hill Prospect A prospect within the Balama North Project located on mining tenement EL966 

Nicanda West Prospect A prospect within the Balama North Project located on mining tenement EL966 1.4 

kilometres north west of the Nicanda Hill Prospect 

Post Announcement Trading 

Period 

From 1 July 2019 to 16 July 2019 

The Proposed Transaction Jinan to subscribe for 207,317,073 Triton shares at 4.1 cents per share in a strategic 

placement, for a total consideration of A$8.5 million. 

QMP Quoted market price 

RBA Reserve Bank of Australia 

Regulations Corporations Act Regulations 2001 (Cth) 

Our Report This Independent Expert’s Report prepared by BDO  

RG 111 Content of expert reports (March 2011) 
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Reference Definition 

RG 112 Independence of experts (March 2011)  

Section 411 Section 411 of the Corporations Act 

Section 606 Section 606 of the Corporations Act  

Section 611 Section 611 of the Corporations Act 

SOE State-Owned Enterprise 

STM Shandong Tianye Mining Group Co. Ltd 

Shareholders Shareholders of Triton not associated with JHT 

Sum-of-Parts A combination of different methodologies used together to determine an overall 

value where separate assets and liabilities are valued using different methodologies 

TAR Technical Assessment Report 

TGC Total Graphitic Carbon 

Triton Triton Minerals Limited 

Valmin Code Australasian Code for Public Reporting of Technical Assessments and Valuations of 

Mineral Assets (2015 Edition) 

Valuation Engagement An Engagement or Assignment to perform a Valuation and provide a Valuation 

Report where the Valuer is free to employ the Valuation Approaches, Valuation 

Methods, and Valuation Procedures that a reasonable and informed third party 

would perform taking into consideration all the specific facts and circumstances of 

the Engagement or Assignment available to the Valuer at that time. 

VRB Vanadium Redox Batteries 

VWAP Volume Weighted Average Price 

Copyright © 2019 BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd 

All rights reserved.  No part of this publication may be reproduced, published, distributed, displayed, 

copied or stored for public or private use in any information retrieval system, or transmitted in any form 

by any mechanical, photographic or electronic process, including electronically or digitally on the Internet 

or World Wide Web, or over any network, or local area network, without written permission of the author.  

No part of this publication may be modified, changed or exploited in any way used for derivative work or 

offered for sale without the express written permission of the author.  

For permission requests, write to BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd, at the address below:  

The Directors 
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BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd 

38 Station Street 

SUBIACO, WA 6008 

Australia 
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Appendix 2 – Valuation Methodologies 

Methodologies commonly used for valuing assets and businesses are as follows: 

1 Net asset value (‘NAV’) 

Asset based methods estimate the market value of an entity’s securities based on the realisable value of 

its identifiable net assets.  Asset based methods include: 

 Orderly realisation of assets method 

 Liquidation of assets method 

 Net assets on a going concern method 

The orderly realisation of assets method estimates fair market value by determining the amount that 

would be distributed to entity holders, after payment of all liabilities including realisation costs and 

taxation charges that arise, assuming the entity is wound up in an orderly manner. 

The liquidation method is similar to the orderly realisation of assets method except the liquidation 

method assumes the assets are sold in a shorter time frame.  Since wind up or liquidation of the entity 

may not be contemplated, these methods in their strictest form may not be appropriate.  The net assets 

on a going concern method estimates the market values of the net assets of an entity but does not take 

into account any realisation costs. 

Net assets on a going concern basis are usually appropriate where the majority of assets consist of cash, 

passive investments or projects with a limited life.  All assets and liabilities of the entity are valued at 

market value under this alternative and this combined market value forms the basis for the entity’s 

valuation. 

Often the FME and DCF methodologies are used in valuing assets forming part of the overall Net assets on 

a going concern basis.  This is particularly so for exploration and mining companies where investments are 

in finite life producing assets or prospective exploration areas. 

These asset based methods ignore the possibility that the entity’s value could exceed the realisable value 

of its assets as they do not recognise the value of intangible assets such as management, intellectual 

property and goodwill.  Asset based methods are appropriate when an entity is not making an adequate 

return on its assets, a significant proportion of the entity’s assets are liquid or for asset holding 

companies. 

2 Quoted Market Price Basis (‘QMP’) 

A valuation approach that can be used in conjunction with (or as a replacement for) other valuation 

methods is the quoted market price of listed securities.  Where there is a ready market for securities such 

as the ASX, through which shares are traded, recent prices at which shares are bought and sold can be 

taken as the market value per share.  Such market value includes all factors and influences that impact 

upon the ASX.  The use of ASX pricing is more relevant where a security displays regular high volume 

trading, creating a liquid and active market in that security. 

3 Capitalisation of future maintainable earnings (‘FME’) 

This method places a value on the business by estimating the likely FME, capitalised at an appropriate rate 

which reflects business outlook, business risk, investor expectations, future growth prospects and other 

entity specific factors. This approach relies on the availability and analysis of comparable market data. 
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The FME approach is the most commonly applied valuation technique and is particularly applicable to 

profitable businesses with relatively steady growth histories and forecasts, regular capital expenditure 

requirements and non-finite lives. 

The FME used in the valuation can be based on net profit after tax or alternatives to this such as earnings 

before interest and tax (‘EBIT’) or earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation 

(‘EBITDA’). The capitalisation rate or ‘earnings multiple’ is adjusted to reflect which base is being used 

for FME. 

4 Discounted future cash flows (‘DCF’) 

The DCF methodology is based on the generally accepted theory that the value of an asset or business 

depends on its future net cash flows, discounted to their present value at an appropriate discount rate 

(often called the weighted average cost of capital). This discount rate represents an opportunity cost of 

capital reflecting the expected rate of return which investors can obtain from investments having 

equivalent risks. 

Considerable judgement is required to estimate the future cash flows which must be able to be reliably 

estimated for a sufficiently long period to make this valuation methodology appropriate. 

A terminal value for the asset or business is calculated at the end of the future cash flow period and this is 

also discounted to its present value using the appropriate discount rate. 

DCF valuations are particularly applicable to businesses with limited lives, experiencing growth, that are 

in a start up phase, or experience irregular cash flows. 

5 Market Based Assessment  

The market based approach seeks to arrive at a value for a business by reference to comparable 

transactions involving the sale of similar businesses.  This is based on the premise that companies with 

similar characteristics, such as operating in similar industries, command similar values.  In performing this 

analysis it is important to acknowledge the differences between the comparable companies being analysed 

and the company that is being valued and then to reflect these differences in the valuation. 
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24 July 2019

Mr Sherif Andrawes
Partner, Corporate Finance
Global & National Practice Leader - Natural Resources
BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd
38 Station Street
Subiaco, WA 6008

Via email: sherif.andrawes@bdo.com.au

Dear Sherif

INDEPENDENT VALUATION OF THE MINERAL ASSETS OF TRITON MINERALS
LIMITED

Snowden Mining Industry Consultants (Snowden) has been requested by BDO Corporate Finance (WA)
Pty Ltd (BDO) to prepare an Independent Valuation (Valuation) of the Mineral Assets of Triton Minerals
Limited (TON) located in Mozambique. Snowden understands this Valuation is to be used by BDO for
inclusion with a Notice of Meeting to assist the shareholders of Triton.
opinion to Triton shareholders and as such it will be a public document.

The Mineral Assets are graphite exploration and development tenements operated by TON, and
Snowden has requested but not sighted legal documents that confirm ownership by TON but has relied
on public statements made by TON and on 16 July 2019, an examination of the publicly available
Mozambican mining tenure1.

This Valuation is prepared in accordance with the guidelines of the VALMIN Code2 and has a Valuation
Date of 16 July 2019; this being the date on which no further material information was supplied by Triton
to Snowden.

The Mineral Assets being valued are in Mozambique and comprise extensive mineral tenements for three
project areas at various stages of development (Table 1).

Table 1 TON projects

Project Prospect Status

Ancuabe T12, T16 2017 Feasibility Study, Ore Reserve

Balama North

Nicanda Hill
2017 Mineral Resource estimate, 2014 Scoping Study

Nicanda West

Cobra Plains 2014 Mineral Resource estimate

Balama South - Early exploration

A draft version of this report was provided to BDO and TON, along with a request to confirm that there
are no material errors or omissions in the report and that the information in the report is factually accurate.

Confirmation of those terms has been provided in writing and has been relied upon by Snowden.

This report is provided subject to the following assumptions and qualifications:

 TON has made available to Snowden all material information that was requested by Snowden in
relation to the technical, development, mining and financial aspects of the project areas and that it
has not withheld any material information and that information is accurate and up to date in all
material respects.

1  http://portals.flexicadastre.com/mozambique/en/
2  Australasian Code for Public Reporting of Technical Assessments and Valuations of Mineral Assets (The VALMIN Code), 2015 Edition,

prepared by the VALMIN Committee of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the Australian Institute of Geoscientists.
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 All reports and other technical documents provided by TON correctly and accurately record the result
of all geological and other technical activities and testwork conducted to date in relation to the project
areas and accurately record any advice from relevant technical experts.

 TON has good and valid title to all tenements or other land tenure required to explore, develop, mine
and operate within the project areas in the manner proposed.

 All necessary governmental consents and approvals (including those regarding environmental
issues) required to manage future mineral production from the project areas have been obtained or
will be forthcoming without any material delay and on terms which will not cause any material change
to any mining, exploration or other activities proposed and which will not cause any material change
to the costs of such activities.

 All the information provided by TON pertaining to the project area or its history or any potential
 future intentions, financial forecasting or the effect of relevant agreements is correct and

accurate in all material respects .

 In assessing TON  and Ore Reserves, Snowden has relied on reported
information provided and has not undertaken independent audits of the data used to prepare the
Mineral Resource estimates but has applied its judgement and experience in such matters to arrive
at an opinion on the veracity of the estimates.

In relation to the above qualifications, Snowden did not undertake any independent enquiries or audits to
verify that the assumptions are correct and gives no representation that they are correct. Snowden has
not carried out any type of audit of TON
provided. Snowden has however endeavoured, by making reasonable enquiry of TON and the

Mozambican government website, to ensure that all material information in the possession of TON has
been fully disclosed to Snowden.

Executive summary

A$32 million to
A$79 million, with a preferred value at the midpoint of this range, of A$55 million.

Snowden has derived the above from an examination of the enterprise value of comparable companies
to TON and considers that this adequately captures both the value of the exploration potential and
identified mineralisation of the assets.

Snowden considers that the above is supported by a net present value valuation of the Ancuabe T12 and
T16 Ore Reserve and a higher-level examination of the enterprise values and market capitalisations of
comparable companies.

In arriving at this Valuation, Snowden has considered the risks associated in the classification of
mineralisation as Mineral Resources or Ore Reserves and the political risk associated with tenure in
Mozambique. Snowden has also considered the specific risk in marketability of the product in a
marketplace where a premium is placed on coarse product. This risk has historically significantly affected
the Nicanda Hill mineralisation but appears to be mitigated in relation to the Ancuabe T12 and T16
mineralisation, where the metallurgy indicates the presence of a coarse product.

Yours faithfully

Jeremy Peters
Principal Consultant  Mining Investment Governance
Snowden Mining Industry Consultants Pty Ltd

Email:  jpeters@snowdengroup.com
Phone: +61 8 9213 9213
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1

The Mineral Assets being valued are stated in publicly available documents to be beneficially owned by
Triton Minerals Limited (TON), which is a public company listed on the Australian Securities Exchange
(ASX) and is focused on developing graphite projects in Mozambique.

This document is prepared in accordance with the 2012 guidelines of the Australian Joint Ore Reserves
Committee (the JORC Code) and the 2015 Australasian Code for Public Reporting of Technical
Assessments and Valuations of Mineral Assets (the VALMIN Code). All references to the JORC or
VALMIN codes in this document are to the 2012 and 2015 editions, respectively, unless otherwise stated.

This Valuation is prepared to be used by BDO Corporate Finance (WA) Pty Ltd (BDO) for inclusion with
a Notice of Meeting to assist the shareholders of TON report is to provide an opinion to TON
shareholders and as such, it will be a public document.

Geologically, the high-grade metamorphic basement rocks of northeast Mozambique are amphibolite-
grade gneiss complexes, which are overlain by a series of erosional remnants of granulite-facies nappes
and klippen.

The Ancuabe Project area is underlain mainly by the Meluco Complex to the north and, to the south, by
the Lalamo Complex that that hosts the graphite deposits.

The Nicanda, Cobra Plains and Balama projects are in Neoproterozoic rocks of the Xixano Complex,
which is composed of largely amphibolite facies, predominantly mafic to intermediate orthogneiss, with
intercalations of paragneiss, meta-arkose, quartzite, marble and graphitic schist.

The Mineral Assets include Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimates by independent consultants
and reported here in conformance with the JORC Code. In 2017, a Feasibility Study (FS) was completed
on deposits T12 and T16 of the Ancuabe Project and Snowden considers this to be appropriately
prepared to support this Valuation.

1.1 Mineral Assets

The Mineral Assets that are the subject of this Valuation (Table 1.1) are granted tenements or applications
under Mozambican mining legislation, held by Grafe ozambican
operating company.

Snowden Mining Industry Consultants Pty Ltd (Snowden) notes that some of these licences have expired.
Snowden has been informed by TON that renewals are progressing through the administrative process
of Instituto Nacional de Minas de Moçambique (INAMI, the Mozambican national mining institute).
Snowden is advised by TON3 that the INAMI mining cadastral site4 confirms that all tenements are live
or pending. Snowden accepts this and has examined the INAMI cadastral site but disclaims any
endorsement of tenure.

3 Pers comm. David Edwards, TON Company Secretary, 16 July 2019
4 https://portals.landfolio.com/mozambique/en/
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Table 1.1  TON Mineral Assets

Project Licence type Licence no. Owner Application Grant Expiry Area (ha) Status

Ancuabe

Mining
Concession

9132
Grafex

Limitada
18/11/2017 27/02/2019 27/02/2044 10,274.70 Live

Exploration
Licence

5305 07/05/2012 30/05/2013 30/05/2018 19,985.71 Live

5934 23/11/2012 - - 3,436.97 Pending

5380 10/05/2012 08/11/2012 08/11/2017 19,426.19 Live

6357 30/05/2013 - - 8,248.90 Pending

5336* Cancelled, same as 9132

Balama
North

Exploration
licence

5365 Grafex
Limitada

10/05/2012 29/10/2012 29/10/2020 18,490.95 Pending

5966 05/12/2012 19/06/2013 19/06/2018 14,191.48 Live

Balama
South

Exploration
licence

5304
Grafex

Limitada
07/05/2012 13/02/2013 13/02/2018 2,270.93 Live

Note: Ancuabe T12 and T16 deposits, which are the subject of the 2017 FS, are located within Exploration Licence 5336,
which has now lapsed and forms part of Mining Concession 9132C

1.2 Qualifications of Practitioner

The Practitioner5 for preparation of this Valuation is Mr Jeremy Peters, BSc, BEng, FAusIMM, CP (Mining,
Geology), who is a dual qualified geologist and mining engineer with some 28
general experience in the mining industry since graduation. Mr Peters has been involved in the
preparation of Mineral Asset Valuations and Competent Persons Reports for Snowden since 2008 and

and has extensive exposure to and understanding of the JORC Code, the VALMIN Code, the public
policies of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and the Listing Rules of the
ASX.

Mr Peters has been assisted by Dr Andrew Scogings, MSc, PhD Geology, MAIG, MAusIMM, RPGeo.
(Industrial Minerals), an Associate Principal Consultant of Snowden. Dr Scogings has more than 25
experience in industrial minerals exploration, product development and sales management. He was
recently senior author of two significant reviews: Natural Graphite Report  strategic outlook to 2020
and Drilling Grade Barite  Supply, Demand & Markets , published in 2015 by Industrial Minerals
Research (UK). Dr Scogings is a Registered Professional Geoscientist (Industrial Minerals) with the
Australian Institute of Geoscientists.

1.3 Effective date and no material change

The effective date of this report is 16 July 2019; this being the date at which no further information was
supplied to the author by TON, and the author is not aware of any material change in the status of the
projects in the period between receipt of data and completion of the report.

1.4 Sources of information and site visit

Unless otherwise stated, information and data contained in this report or used in its preparation has been
provided by TON or has been gathered from public sources.

Dr Andrew Scogings visited the Project areas in April 2016 and has extensive professional experience
with graphite projects. Mr Peters has relied on Dr Scogings  observations and opinions in preparing this
Valuation. Snowden considers that this site visit is recent for the purposes of this Valuation and that the
Projects are in the exploration phase and that there has been no material change in the sites since the
time of this visit.

5  Refer VALMIN, Clause 2.
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In preparing this report, Mr Peters has relied extensively on information collated by other parties, as
described in Section 1.8 below. Mr Peters has critically examined this information, made his own enquiries
and applied his general geological competence to conclude that the information presented in this
Valuation complies with the definitions and guidelines of the JORC Code. Mr Peters considers that the
technical information reviewed has been competently prepared and he has reasonable grounds to use it
for the purposes of this Valuation.

The responsibility of the author is provided in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Responsibilities of the author

Author Responsible for sections

Jeremy Peters, FAusIMM CP (Min, Geo) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Unless otherwise stated, all currencies are expressed in Australian dollars (A$) and units of measurement
are metric. Historical units have been converted to metric units.

Snowden is responsible for this report as part of BDO s activities and declares that it has taken all
reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this report is, to the best of its knowledge, in
accordance with the facts and contains no material omissions.

1.5 Limitations

 commercial Terms and Conditions and the
contents o 9.

TON has confirmed in writing to Snowden that, to its knowledge, the information provided (when provided)
was complete and not incorrect or misleading in any material respect. Snowden has no reason to believe
that any material facts have been withheld and TON has confirmed in writing to Snowden that it believes
that it has provided all material information available to it.

1.6 Reliance on information

Snowden believes that its opinion must be considered as a whole, and that selection of portions of the
analysis or factors considered by it, without considering all factors and analyses together, could create a
misleading view of the process underlying the opinions presented in this Valuation. The preparation of a
Valuation is a complex process and does not lend itself to partial analysis or summary.

1.7 Declaration

Snowden will receive a fee of approximately $25,000 for the preparation of this report in accordance with
normal professional consulting practice. This fee is not contingent on the outcome of the Valuation and
Snowden will receive no other benefit for the preparation of this report. Snowden does not have any
pecuniary or other interests that could reasonably be regarded as capable of affecting its ability to provide
an unbiased opinion in relation to the assets and the projections and assumptions included in the various
technical studies completed by TON, opined upon by Snowden and reported herein.

Neither Snowden, the Competent Person, Mr Peters, who is responsible for authoring this Valuation, nor
any Directors of Snowden have at the date of this report, nor have had any present or contingent interest
in BDO, TON, the Mineral Assets or any of their advisors or related parties. Consequently, Snowden,
Mr Peters and the Directors of Snowden consider themselves to be independent of BDO, TON and their
related parties report.

1.7.1 Consent

Snowden has given and has not withdrawn its written consent to the use by BDO of this Valuation for
commercial purposes.
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Where any information in the Valuation has been sourced from a third party, such information has been
accurately reproduced and no facts have been omitted that would render the reproduced information
inaccurate or misleading. Illustrations and information in the document have been sourced from publicly
available documents, which are referenced throughout the report or subscription databases and is used
within the parameters of the agreements attached to these.

1.7.2 Copyright

Copyright of all text and other matter in this document, including the manner of presentation, is the
exclusive property of Snowden.

It is an offence to publish this document or any part of the document under a different cover, or to
reproduce and/or use, without written consent, any proprietary technical procedure and/or technique
contained in this document. The intellectual property reflected in the contents resides with Snowden and
shall not be used for any activity that does not involve Snowden, without the written consent of Snowden.

1.8 Reliance on other experts

In preparing this report, Snowden has been reliant on information provided by TON and publicly available
information regarding geology and operations in the relevant project area.

The principal source of information regarding TON Mineral Assets is private reports that have been
prepared by TON staff and others.

Snowden has also relied on the opinions and assessments of  consultants, CSA Global Pty Ltd.
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2

2.1 Triton Minerals

Triton Minerals Limited was incorporated as Australia Minerals Fields Limited in July 2007, changing its
name to Triton Gold Limited. It listed on the ASX in August 2009 and announced that it had acquired
rights to graphite exploration projects in Mozambique on 20 June 2012. Triton Gold changed its name to
Triton Minerals Limited in February 2013.

TON entered into a Farm-in and Joint Venture Agreement in October 2012 with Grafex Limitada (Grafex),
a Mozambican registered entity and the registered holder of the Mozambique exploration licences
encompassing the areas of Ancuabe, Nicanda Hill, Cobra Plains, Nicanda West and Balama South. By
late 2014, TON held an 80% ownership in Grafex and in March 20186 announced that it had secured a
100% economic interest in Grafex and the Mozambican projects, subject to the approval of the
Mozambican Government.

TON , exploring the Nicanda Hill
Project. TON announced positive exploration results in

2013. In February 2014, TON announced an Inferred Mineral Resource estimate for the Cobra Plains
area, followed in October 2014 by an Indicated and Inferred Mineral Resource estimate for Nicanda Hill.
A positive Scoping Study for Nicanda Hill was completed in November 2014 and a FS commenced in
2015.

In May 2016, Inferred Resource estimates were announced for Nicanda West and Ancuabe. During this
time, TON TON entered voluntary administration in February 2016, with
uncertainty around funding.

By July 2016, re-capitalisation was led by Shandong Tianye Mining Co. Ltd, with a board restructure.
TON announced that it had embarked on a revised strategy to capitalise on the large flake size distribution
at Ancuabe and focus on the rapid development of the Ancuabe Graphite Project.

This new focus coincided with an improvement in the graphite industry market, supported by forecasts of
a rapidly developing battery and energy storage market and the significant environmental legislative
changes occurring in China.

TON relisted on the ASX in December 2016, following re-capitalisation.

A definitive feasibility study (DFS) completed in December 2017 confirmed the Ancuabe Project and in
June 2018, TON approved development.

2.2 Projects

TON has discovered several flake graphite deposits and prospects in northern Mozambique (Figure 2.1
and Figure 2.2). These are in three areas known as:

 Ancuabe (T12 and T16 deposits)

 Balama North (Cobra Plains deposit, Nicanda Hill deposit and Nicanda West deposit)

 Balama South.

Mineral Resource estimates have been reported for the Ancuabe T12, Ancuabe T16, Nicanda West,
Nicanda Hill and Cobra Plains Projects. No Mineral Resource has been estimated at Balama South.

The Ancuabe project is located within tenements 5305, 5934, 5336, 5380 and 6357 which surround the
Advanced Metallurgical Group NV (AMG) Graphit Kropfmühl (GK) Ancuabe Mine.

The Nicanda Hill and Nicanda West Projects are located within tenements 5365 and 5966, while the
Balama South Project is situated within tenement 5304.

6 TON ASX announcement, 13 March 2018
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Figure 2.1 Triton tenement location map

 Source: TON7

2.3 Individual projects

2.3.1 Ancuabe T12

Regional geology

The high-grade metamorphic basement rocks of northeast Mozambique are a collage of amphibolite-
grade gneiss complexes, which are overlain by a series of erosional remnants of granulite-facies nappes
and klippen (Boyd et al., 2010). The Ancuabe Project area is underlain mainly by the Meluco Complex to
the north and, to the south, by the Lalamo Complex that hosts the graphite deposits. The eastern portion
of tenement 6537 is underlain by Cretaceous sediments belonging to the Pemba Formation (Figure 2.2).

The Meluco Complex comprises orthogneisses mainly of granitic to granodioritic composition, with
tonalitic rocks as a subordinate component.

7 TON ASX announcement, Prospectus, 24 October 2016
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Figure 2.2 Regional geology of north-eastern Mozambique

Source: TON7

Project geology

The Ancuabe T12 graphite mineralisation occurs as gneissic layers within the Lalamo Complex, which is
predominantly comprised of various meta-supracrustal rocks, generally at amphibolite grade, and mainly
consists of biotite gneiss and graphite-bearing units, together with meta-sandstone, quartzite, marble,
amphibolite, and meta-igneous rocks of granitic to ultramafic compositions.

Disseminated graphite flakes occur in several layers up to approximately 20 m apparent thickness within
tonalitic gneisses. The mineralised zones dip at about 15° to 30° in a north-north-westerly direction and
outcrop on the southern and eastern ends of a low ridge.

The graphitic and other rocks are weathered to varying depths across the deposit and were classified as
fully oxidised, transitional or fresh. The oxidised domain is characterised by the oxidation of sulphide
minerals, notably pyrrhotite, and by the formation of secondary sulphate minerals such as jarosite.

The lower part of the package of graphite mineralisation is sometimes intruded by white or pink K-feldspar
and quartz pegmatitic material. A garnetiferous quartzo-feldspathic marker layer has been identified
within mineralisation Zone 2, especially in the eastern part of the deposit; this has been used to correlate
between holes.
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The package of graphitic mineralisation is generally underlain by a distinctive dark grey amphibolite,
which is a useful marker for correlating geology between drillholes. The amphibolite is in turn underlain
by a unit described as basement gneiss . The transition from amphibolite to basement gneiss is
sometimes marked by a garnetiferous zone up to about 1 m in thickness.

Narrow, low angle fault or shear zones marked by the development of breccia and mylonite were identified
in drill core, especially in the western part of T12 and along the basement gneiss contact below
mineralisation Zone 1. The shear zones are possibly related to competency contrast between graphitic
and felsic gneisses. Graphite appears to have been remobilised along slickenside structures in fault
zones, where a significant reduction in grain size is noted. Steeply dipping metamorphic fabric was noted
in several drillholes and indicates zones of ductile deformation.

Figure 2.3 Regional geology of Ancuabe

Source: TON8, tenements as at 30 November 2017. VTEM targets = red polygons. GK = Ancuabe mine. Based on
Mozambique government 1:250,000 scale geological maps 1239, 1240, 1339 and 1340;

Geophysics

A Versatile Time Domain Electromagnetic (VTEM) geophysical survey completed over the general
Ancuabe Project area revealed several electromagnetic (EM) targets related to graphite mineralisation
(Figure 2.4). Target 12 was interpreted as a tightly folded unit, with weakest conductance at the fold hinge
in the northwest and increasing conductance towards the southeast along each limb.

8 TON ASX Announcement 13 December 2017
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Figure 2.4 VTEM anomalies at the Ancuabe Project

Source: TON8, map grid 5 km x 5 km.

Figure 2.5 Ancuabe T12 drill collar location map on VTEM image

Source: TON8

A ground-based Fixed Loop Electromagnetic (FLEM) survey was completed over T12 and the modelled
plates were divided into several categories based on their modelled conductance (Figure 2.6). The main
mineralised part of T12 is characterised by the presence of very strong and strong conductors, which
were used to underpin the resource modelling process (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.6 T12 very strong  (pink) and strong  (orange) FLEM conductors

Source: TON8 Inferred and Indicated Resource outlines are shown as black or red polygons respectively. Map grid 200 m
by 200 m.

Mineral Resource estimate

The Mineral Resource estimate is based upon geological and analytical data from 97 reverse circulation
(RC) and diamond core (DD) drillholes completed in 2015, 2016 and 2017 (Figure 2.5).

Drill lines are nominally spaced 50 m apart over the eastern, better mineralised, two thirds of the deposit
with intersections down dip separated by approximately 50 m. Drill lines are nominally 100 m apart with
50 m nominal hole spacing along the lines over the less well mineralised western third of the deposit. The
modelling was extended to a maximum of roughly 190 m depth below surface.

The eight mineralisation wireframes (Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9) were modelled using a nominal lower
cut-off grade of 3% total graphitic carbon (TGC). The model is reported from all estimated and classified
blocks within the >3% TGC mineralisation domains, in accordance with the guidelines of the JORC Code.
This cut-off reflects a visually distinct occurrence of graphitic mineralised geological units and reflects a
natural geological cut-off. This cut-off is further supported by statistical analysis of the grade population.

A topographic surface was generated from the light detection and ranging (LiDAR) survey data provided.

Mineral Resource classification

The Mineral Resource was classified as Indicated and Inferred according to the guidelines of the JORC
Code (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.7).

Material that has been classified as Indicated was considered by the Competent Person to be sufficiently
informed by adequately detailed and reliable geological and sampling data to assume geological, grade
and quality continuity between data points. Inferred material was considered to be sufficiently informed
to imply geological, grade and quality continuity between data points.

Snowden considers that the Ancuabe T12 Mineral Resource estimate has been reasonably prepared,
commensurate with industry standards.
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Mineral Resource statement

Table 2.1 T12 Mineral Resource estimate as at 12 December 2017

Classification Weathering state Million tonnes TGC %

Indicated

Oxide 1.1 6.2 70

Transitional 1.3 6.1 80

Fresh 12.9 5.8 750

Indicated  total 15.4 5.8 900

Inferred

Oxide 0.4 4.7 20

Transitional 0.5 4.8 30

Fresh 9.0 5.0 450

Inferred  total  9.9 5.0 500

Total Indicated + Inferred 25.3 5.5 1,390

Source: TON8

Figure 2.7 Grade tonnage curve for T12

Source: TON8
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Figure 2.8 T12 cross section 617400E looking east, mineralisation wireframes and weathering
domains

Source: TON8

Figure 2.9 T12 long section 8565150N looking north, mineralisation wireframes

Source: TON8

Petrography

Petrographic studies showed that the graphitic gneiss is generally medium to coarse grained and consists
mainly of quartz and feldspar, with variable amounts of graphite and relatively minor amounts of mafic
minerals such as biotite, amphiboles, pyroxenes, or garnet and sulphides such as pyrite or pyrrhotite
(Figure 2.10).
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The gangue minerals are generally discrete and not significantly intergrown with graphite, which has
important implications for graphite liberation characteristics.

Snowden cautions that in situ size of graphite flakes as indicated by thin section studies may not reflect
the final size after crushing and flotation, such as typically used for flake graphite production.

Figure 2.10 Photomicrograph examples of coarse graphite flakes and gangue minerals in T12 core
samples

Source: TON8

Metallurgy

Metallurgical testwork confirmed the coarse graphite flakes of high purity could be liberated, with roughly
50 85% of the liberated flakes larger than 150 ades between approximately
95% and 98% Total Carbon (TC) at recoveries of around 90% (Table 2.2).

A sample from a mylonitic fault zone in hole IVD003 located to the west of the Indicated Mineral Resource
confirmed that graphite from fault zones is finer-grained than in the precursor rock type, but that graphite
concentrate of acceptable purity could be produced. Given the relatively limited thickness of such fault
zones (up to roughly 2 m), the Competent Person considered that mylonitic and brecciated rocks should
have little effect on overall product quality.

Table 2.2 T12 concentrate results minimum, average and maximum mass recovery, grade (TC)

Screen
(mesh)

Screen
(µm)

Average mass
distribution (%)

Minimum mass
distribution (%)

Maximum mass
distribution (%)

Average
TC (%)

Minimum
TC (%)

Maximum
TC (%)

32 500 11.0 4.4 20.1 97.15 95.60 98.90

48 300 25.2 18.1 29.6 98.27 96.90 99.40

80 180 22.4 18.3 24.7 98.23 95.50 99.53

100 150 8.8 6.7 10.9 97.90 94.30 99.35

140 106 8.3 6.2 10.8 98.04 94.00 99.10

200 75 6.4 4.7 8.6 97.79 94.90 99.50

-200 -75 17.8 11.8 23.6 94.57 91.91 97.37

Total 100.0   97.40

Source: TON8
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Product performance tests

Ancuabe T12 concentrates were submitted to a German laboratory for testing of suitability for use in
various markets and it was concluded that:

 High oxidation peaks indicate that the graphite is suitable for use in high temperature applications.

 Very low ash levels resulted in both alkaline and acid purification achieving 99.5% Fixed Carbon.

 X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was conducted to measure the d002 value (interlayer spacing) and
qualitative identification of the main gangue mineral phases still present. This study indicated a high
degree of graphitization for the Ancuabe graphite, calculated to be between 97% and 99%.

 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies showed that the flakes are generally very clean with
little or no gangue overgrowth visible.

 Expansion rates were comparable with or better than commercially produced expandable graphite
for use in foils and flame retardants.

2.3.2 Ancuabe T16

Regional geology

The high-grade metamorphic basement rocks of northeast Mozambique are a collage of amphibolite-
grade gneiss complexes, which are overlain by a series of erosional remnants of granulite-facies nappes
and klippen. The Ancuabe Project area is underlain mainly by the Meluco Complex to the north and, to
the south, by the Lalamo Complex that that hosts the graphite deposits. The eastern portion of tenement
6537 is underlain by Cretaceous sediments belonging to the Pemba Formation (Figure 2.3).

The Meluco Complex comprises orthogneisses mainly of granitic to granodioritic composition, with
tonalitic rocks as a subordinate component.

Project geology

The Ancuabe T16 deposit occurs as two shallow-dipping graphitic gneiss layers, provisionally interpreted
to define a reclined fold with limbs that diverge by up to around 150 m in the southwest.

The mineralised zones dip at about 15° to 25° in a north-northwest direction and crop out along a low
ridge. A gap in the mineralisation was identified by drilling in the southwest part of the deposit, roughly
along line 8,564,800 mN (Figure 2.11). This gap is about 50 m wide and coincides with a break in the
VTEM anomaly, possibly related to a structural feature.

The graphite mineralisation is typically disseminated or in networks of coarse flakes within two zones,
each up to approximately 25 m apparent thickness. The mineralisation may also occur within migmatitic
zones especially in the lower mineralised layer. Migmatites may be described as composite silicate
metamorphic rocks which consist typically of darker and lighter parts and are indicative of high
metamorphic temperatures in which the host rocks were partially melted.

The graphite and waste rocks are weathered to varying depths across the deposit and were classified as
fully oxidised, transitional or fresh. The oxidised domain is characterised by the oxidation of sulphide
minerals, notably pyrrhotite, and by the formation of secondary sulphate minerals such as jarosite.

The lower part of the package of graphitic mineralisation is generally an amphibole-bearing gneiss unit,
sometimes garnetiferous and frequently intruded by white or pink K-feldspar and quartz pegmatitic
material.

Narrow, low angle fault or shear zones marked by the development of breccia and mylonite were identified
in drill core, especially in the lower graphite layer and possibly related to competency contrast between
graphitic and felsic gneisses. Graphite has been remobilised along slickenside structures in fault zones
where a significant reduction in grain size is noted.

A steeply dipping metamorphic fabric was noted in several drillholes and indicates zones of ductile
deformation. The Competent Person noted that a combination of folding, faulting and intrusion by granitic
material may lead to some difficulties with correlation of rocks types between boreholes.
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Geophysics

A VTEM geophysical survey completed over the general Ancuabe Project area revealed several EM
targets related to graphite mineralisation. Target 16 was interpreted as an elongated, mid-late time
conductor with northeast-southwest strike direction and a northwest dip.

A ground based FLEM survey was completed over T16 and the EM plates were divided into several
categories based on their modelled conductance. The main mineralised part of T16 is characterised by
the presence of very strong conductors (Figure 2.12), which were used to underpin the resource
modelling process.

Figure 2.11 Ancuabe T16 drill collar location plan overlain on VTEM image

Source: TON9

Figure 2.12 T16 map, drill collars and very strong  FLTEM conductor plates

Source: TON9 Inferred and Indicated Resource outlines are shown as black or red polygons respectively. Map grid 200 m
by 200 m.

9 TON ASX Announcement, 14 December 2017
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Figure 2.13 T16 strike section looking northwest, mineralisation wireframes, weathering domains and
FLEM conductor plates

Source: TON9

Figure 2.14 T16 cross section 621150E looking east, mineralisation wireframes, weathering domains
and FLEM conductor plates

Source: TON9
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Mineral Resource estimate

The Mineral Resource estimate is based upon geological and analytical data obtained from 84 drillholes
completed in 2016 and 2017.

Drill lines are nominally spaced 50 m apart and intersections down dip are separated by approximately
50 m. The modelling was extended to a maximum of approximately 210 m vertical depth below surface.

The mineralisation wireframes (Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13) were modelled using a nominal lower cut-
off grade of 4% TGC. The model is reported from all estimated and classified blocks within the interpreted
TGC mineralisation domains in accordance with the guidelines of the 2012 JORC Code. The modelling
grade cut-off is supported by statistical analysis of the grade population of the total dataset. In most cases,
the nominal lower cut for interpretation is not required as mineralisation zone boundaries are naturally
defined by a distinct grade differential between low TGC grade waste and TGC grades higher than the
4% nominal cut.

A topographic surface was generated from the LiDAR survey data provided.

Two weathering profile surfaces representing the base of complete oxidation (BOCO) and top of fresh
rock (TOFR) were generated based on drillhole lithological logging information, core photographs, total
sulphur assay results and XRD mineralogy results from metallurgical composites. The oxidised domain
is characterised by the oxidation of sulphide minerals such as pyrrhotite, and by the formation of
secondary sulphate minerals like jarosite.

The four interpreted mineralisation zone wireframes were modelled by joining sectional interpretation
polygon strings based upon geological knowledge of the deposit, derived from drillhole logs, core
photographs, assay results, surface mapping and geophysical conductor plate modelling from the FLEM
surveys.

Mineral Resource classification

The Mineral Resource is classified as Indicated and Inferred according to the principles contained in the
JORC Code, only from within tenement 5336. Material that has been classified as Indicated was
considered by the Competent Person to be sufficiently informed by adequately detailed and reliable
geological and sampling data to assume geological and grade continuity between data points. Material
that has been classified as Inferred was considered by the Competent Person to be sufficiently informed
by geological and sampling data to imply geological and grade continuity between data points (Table 2.3).

Mineral Resource statement

Triton has released a Mineral Resource estimate (Table 2.3) and a grade tonnage curve (Figure 2.15) for
Ancuabe T16 in December 2017.

Snowden considers that the Ancuabe T16 Mineral Resource estimate has been reasonably prepared,
commensurate with industry standards.

Table 2.3 Mineral Resource estimate for T16 as at 12 December 2017

JORC classification Weathering state Million tonnes TGC % Contai

Indicated

Oxide 0.9 8.1 70

Transitional 1.0 7.9 80

Fresh 13.9 7.9 1,100

Indicated  total 15.7 7.9 1,250

Inferred

Oxide 0.4 8.0 30

Transitional 0.2 7.6 20

Fresh 4.5 7.9 350

Inferred  total  5.1 7.9 400

Total Indicated + Inferred 20.8 7.9 1,650

Source: TON8
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Figure 2.15 T16 Indicated Mineral Resource grade-tonnage curve

Source: TON9

Petrography

Petrographic studies by demonstrated that the graphitic gneiss is generally medium to coarse grained
and consists mainly of quartz and feldspar, with variable amounts of graphite and relatively minor
amounts of mafic minerals such as biotite, amphiboles, pyroxenes, or garnet and sulphides such as pyrite
or pyrrhotite (Figure 2.16). The gangue minerals are generally discrete and not significantly intergrown
with graphite, which has important implications for graphite liberation characteristics.

Snowden cautions that in-situ size of graphite flakes as indicated by thin section studies may not reflect
the final size after crushing and flotation, such as typically used for flake graphite production.
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Figure 2.16 T16 core photomicrograph, coarse graphite flakes and gangue

Source: TON9

Metallurgy

Metallurgical testwork confirmed the coarse graphite flakes of high purity could be liberated, with roughly
60 75% of the liberated flakes larger than 150
96% and 98% TC at recoveries of around 90% (Table 2.4).

Product performance tests

Ancuabe T16 concentrates were submitted to a German laboratory for testing of suitability for use in
various markets and it was concluded that:

 High oxidation peaks indicate that the graphite is suitable for use in high temperature applications.

 Very low ash levels resulted in both alkaline and acid purification achieving 99.5% Fixed Carbon.

 XRD analysis was conducted to measure the d002 value (interlayer spacing) and qualitative
identification of the main gangue mineral phases still present. This study indicated a high degree of
graphitization for the Ancuabe graphite, calculated to be between 97% and 99%.

 SEM studies showed that the flakes are generally very clean with little or no gangue overgrowth
visible.

 Expansion rates were comparable with or better than commercially produced expandable graphite
for use in foils and flame retardants.
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Table 2.4 T16 concentrate results minimum, average and maximum mass recovery, grade (TC)

Screen
(mesh)

Screen
(µm)

Average mass
distribution (%)

Minimum mass
distribution (%)

Maximum mass
distribution (%)

Average
TC (%)

Minimum
TC (%)

Maximum
TC (%)

32 500 11.9 1.0 22.1 96.85 94.88 98.51

48 300 23.0 11.2 30.6 97.66 96.40 99.16

80 180 21.3 17.9 26.7 97.57 96.30 99.70

100 150 9.2 6.8 15.9 97.48 95.60 98.90

140 106 9.1 6.0 18.0 97.27 94.60 99.60

200 75 7.1 4.7 13.4 97.16 94.80 99.60

-200 -75 18.6 12.4 24.4 93.40 90.20 97.50

Total 100.0   96.68

Source: TON9

2.3.3 Ancuabe Ore Reserve

In December 2017, TON released an Ore Reserve for the Ancuabe T12 and T16 Mineral Resources10,
premised on a FS that contemplates production of approximately 60,000 tonnes per annum (t/a) of
graphite concentrates for an Ore Reserve of 24.9 million tonnes (Mt) at 6.2% TGC, for 1.5 Mt of contained
graphite, reported in accordance with the JORC Code (Table 2.5).

Table 2.5 Ancuabe Ore Reserve

Reserve category Tonnes (Mt) Grade (TGC %)

Proved - - -

Probable 24.9 6.2% 1,544

Ore Reserves total 24.9 6.2% 1,544

Source: TON10

Snowden considers that the Ore Reserve has been competently prepared and the operating parameters
(Table 2.6) are reasonable.

Table 2.6 Ancuabe FS summary

Parameter Value

Evaluation period 27 years

Annual production Approximately 60,000 t/a graphite concentrate

Pre-production capital cost US$99.4 million, including contingency of US$9.3 million

Graphite concentrate basket price US$1,435/t graphite concentrate Free Carrier (FCA11) at the Port of Pemba

EBITDA US$298 million

Operating cost, excluding royalty US$634/t graphite concentrate (FCA Pemba)

Unleveraged pre-tax NPV6 US$298 million

Unleveraged pre-tax IRR 36.8%

Payback period 3.8 years from first production

Project free cash-flow (pre-tax) US$1,032 million

Project free cash-flow (post-tax) US$753 million

Source: TON10

Snowden comments that specific risks relating to the Ore Reserve include the passage of time, financing,
security of tenure and marketability of the product, each of which, excluding the of passage of time, has
been considered in the FS.

10 TON ASX Announcement, 15 December 2017
11 The seller arranges goods with invoice, packaging, export licence, customs formalities when exporting and costs up to delivery of the

goods to the carrier (the transport company), as stipulated by the buyer and in accordance with the mode of transport

(www.logisticsglossary)
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Snowden accepts the used in the model as being reasonable and commensurate with a FS level of
confidence.

2.3.4 Nicanda West

Regional geology

The Nicanda West graphite project is located within Neoproterozoic rocks of the Xixano Complex in north-
eastern Mozambique (Figure 2.2). The Xixano complex is composed of largely amphibolite facies,
predominantly mafic to intermediate orthogneiss, with intercalations of paragneiss, meta-arkose,
quartzite, marble and graphitic schist.

Figure 2.17 Nicanda west geology

Source: TON
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Project geology

The host rocks of the Nicanda West deposit consist of metamorphosed sedimentary rocks intruded by
thin gneissose granitoids which strike roughly parallel to the regional foliation (northeast to east-
northeast) and which dip between 40° and 60° to the northwest (Figure 2.17).

Geophysics

A VTEM geophysical survey completed over the Balama North Project shows several elongate EM
targets (Figure 2.18), some of which such as the Nicanda Hill deposit have been explored and confirmed
to be related to graphite mineralisation. The Nicanda West deposit is marked by a relatively subdued
northeast to southwest trending EM anomaly, which drilling has confirmed is graphite mineralisation. The
extent of the EM anomaly suggests that the mineralisation may extend further northeast of the drilled
area.

Figure 2.18 Nicanda deposits VTEM and structural trends

Source: TON12

Mineral Resource estimate

The Mineral Resource estimate is based on assay results from a total of 745.07 m of diamond core from
nine holes and 186 m of RC sampling from three holes which lie within the interpreted mineralisation
zones. A further two diamond holes were drilled but did not intersect the mineralisation. Two metre
downhole RC composite samples were collected and sent for analysis. The diamond core was
geologically logged and quarter split by diamond blade rock saw with sample intervals of 1 m or 2 m.
Some samples were extended to accommodate longer than 2 m sample lengths within geological zones
resulting in nominal sample lengths ranging between 0.4 m and 3 m. The drillhole assay intervals were
composited to 2 m within the mineralised wireframes for use in the Mineral Resource estimate.

A topographical surface was generated using LiDAR contour strings provided by TON. This surface was
subsequently found to be generally 3 m above a slight majority of drill collars, and to resolve this mismatch
the drill collar elevations were all matched to the topographic surface.

12 T Nicanda West Mineral Resource estimate
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The six mineralisation wireframes were modelled using a nominal lower cut-off grade of 3% TGC. The
model is reported from all estimated and classified blocks within the interpreted TGC mineralisation
domains in accordance with the guidelines of the JORC Code. The modelling grade cut-off is supported
by statistical analysis of the grade population of the total dataset. In most cases, the nominal lower cut
for interpretation is not required as mineralisation zone boundaries are naturally defined by a distinct
grade differential between low TGC grade waste and TGC grades higher than the 3% nominal cut.

Two weathering profile surfaces representing the BOCO and TOFR were generated based on drillhole
lithological logging information, core photographs, total sulphur assay results and XRD mineralogy results
from metallurgical composites. The oxidised domain is characterised by the oxidation of sulphide minerals
such as pyrrhotite.

The interpreted mineralisation zone wireframes (Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20) were modelled by joining
sectional interpretation polygon strings based upon geological knowledge of the deposit, derived from
drillhole logs, core photographs and assay results. Grades were estimated using inverse distance
squared (IDS) estimation, with ordinary kriging used as a check estimate.

Figure 2.19 Nicanda West cross section, mineralisation domains and weathering surfaces

Source: TON13

13 TON ASX Announcement, 17 May 2016
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Figure 2.20 Oblique view towards the northeast showing modelled graphite outcrops

Source: TON13

Mineral Resource classification

The Nicanda West deposit Mineral Resource estimate has been classified as Inferred and is based on
geophysical information, drillhole sample assay results, drillhole logging and some valid density
measurements which implies, but does not verify, geological and mineralisation continuity.

Petrographic data (limited) and metallurgical data support the classification of the Nicanda West Graphite
Project as a Mineral Resource, although there are no marketing agreements in place with prospective
customers.

Mineral Resource statement

The Nicanda West Mineral Resource estimate is reported for all blocks estimated within the >3% TGC
cut-off mineralised zones at the deposit (Table 2.7). The Mineral Resource estimate table also shows
tonnages estimated within the three different interpreted weathering states.

Although sulphur was estimated, it was not practical to separately estimate the sulphur within each zone
by weathering state. While indicative sulphur values were estimated, they were not considered to be
accurate enough to report.

A grade-tonnage table and grade-tonnage curve for all material in the Mineral Resource estimate at the
Nicanda West deposit (Figure 2.21).

Snowden considers that the Nicanda West Mineral Resource estimate (Table 2.7 and Figure 2.21) has
been reasonably prepared, commensurate with industry standards.
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Table 2.7 Inferred Mineral Resource estimate for Nicanda West deposit as at April 2016

Classification Weathering state Million tonnes TGC %

Inferred

Oxide 3.3 6.8 225

Transitional 2.5 7.0 176

Fresh 24.2 6.5 1,567

Grand total 30.0 6.6 1,968

Source: TON13

Figure 2.21 Nicanda West grade tonnage curve

Source: TON12

Petrography

A thin section petrographic study of 14 drill core samples demonstrated that the Nicanda West samples
are medium- to coarse-grained granoblastic schists and consist mainly of quartz, plagioclase, mica and
graphite (Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23). Accessory minerals include tourmaline. The gangue minerals
(e.g. sulphides, mica, quartz and feldspar) are generally discrete and not significantly intergrown with
graphite, which has important implications for liberation characteristics.

Graphite flakes were noted to have been split open in kaolinized material, which has implications for
mineral liberation during processing.

Snowden cautions that in-situ size of graphite flakes as indicated by thin section studies may not reflect
the final size after crushing and flotation, such as typically used for flake graphite production.
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Figure 2.22 GBND0056 64-66 m; split graphite flakes in kaolinized graphite schist

Source: TON13

Figure 2.23 GBND0058 112 115 m; graphite flakes up to 1 mm long with discrete pyrrhotite grains

Source: TON13

Metallurgy

TON submitted two core samples for flotation tests at IMO Laboratory, Perth (IMO) in 2016 (Table 2.8
and Table 2.9). However, the only material available at short notice were selected intervals from holes
GBND0056 and 0058, therefore may not be entirely representative of continuous graphite intersections.

demonstrated that:

 About 40 70% of the flakes were larger than 150 micron

 The final overall concentrate grades were approximately 97% TC

 TC recoveries were more than 90%.
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The Competent Person considered that the metallurgical tests from Nicanda West indicate that
production of high purity flake graphite across a wide range of flake sizes is possible and that such product
is likely to be marketable.

Table 2.8 Results for graphite concentrate from composite 1

Size fraction (micron) Mass retained (%)
Cumulative mass

retained (%)
Total carbon (%) LOI (%)

+500 3.68 3.68 98.20 98.16

+300 24.8 28.5 98.30 98.29

+180 34.1 62.6 98.00 98.03

+150 9.90 72.5 97.90 97.89

+106 12.1 84.6 97.80 97.75

+75 5.70 90.3 97.60 97.64

-75 9.73 100.0 95.90 95.91

Total/Calculated Head 100.0  97.82 97.82

Source: TON13

Table 2.9 Results for graphite concentrate from composite 2

Size (mesh)
Size fraction

(micron)
Mass retained

(%)
Cumulative mass

retained (%)
Total carbon

(%)

+35 +500 3.28 3.28 98.41

+48 +300 12.86 16.14 98.31

+80 +180 8.87 25.01 96.64

+100 +150 16.05 41.06 95.42

+150 +106 21.66 62.72 94.36

+200 +75 11.7 74.42 97.03

-200 -75 25.58 100 97.80

Total/Calculated Head  100.0  96.6

Source: TON13

2.3.5 Nicanda Hill

Regional geology

The Nicanda Hill graphite deposit is located within Neoproterozoic rocks of the Xixano Complex in north-
eastern Mozambique. The Xixano Complex is composed predominantly of mafic to intermediate
orthogneiss, with intercalations of paragneiss, meta-arkose, quartzite, marble and graphitic schist
(Figure 2.24). The metamorphic grade of the complex is mostly amphibolite facies.
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Figure 2.24 Nicanda Hill and Cobra Plains regional geology and drill collars

Source: TON7

Project geology

The host rocks of the Nicanda Hill deposit comprises metamorphosed sedimentary rocks intruded by thin
gneisses that strike roughly parallel to the regional foliation (northeast to east-northeast) and which dip
between 40° and 60° to the northwest (Figure 2.25). A priority zone of interest at Nicanda Hill is the Mutola
zone, which displays distinctive alteration and has a generally higher grade than other mineralised units.

Geophysics

A VTEM geophysical survey was completed over the Nicanda Hill deposit shows several elongate EM
targets (Figure 2.18)

Mineral Resource estimate

The Mineral Resource estimate is based on 87 RC drillholes for 10,649 m and 53 DD drillholes for
9,435.32 m and two RC/DD holes for 617.95 m. An additional 12 RC holes were used to assist in
interpretation but did not have analytical results available. The interpretation is based on the drilling data,
and results from surface mapping, including two costeans.

Two-metre composited drilling data was examined statistically and spatially; no TGC top cuts were
applied for grade estimation.

TON provided a detailed topographic surface based on LiDAR data. CSA Global Pty Ltd revised the
interpreted weathering boundary surfaces for the BOCO and TOFR, and revised average densities for
the mineralised and non-mineralised materials were applied to the model, based on these revised
surfaces. As weathering state was not used to control grade estimation, the grades in the Mineral
Resource estimate completed in October 2015 were not affected by the change in weathering domain.

The Mineral Resource estimate is based on mineralisation envelopes that were interpreted by TON,
based on a nominal 9% TGC cut-off grade, as a series of stacked tabular bodies (Table 2.10 and
Figure 2.25). A priority zone of interest identified at Nicanda Hill is the Mutola zone, which displays
distinctive carbonate alteration and has a generally higher grade than other mineralised units.
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The Mineral Resource was estimated within constraining wireframe solids defined above a nominal 9%
TGC cut-off. The resource is quoted from all classified blocks above 5% TGC within these wireframe
solids. Differences may occur due to rounding.

Figure 2.25 Representative section view through Nicanda Hill deposit

Source: TON7

Mineral Resource classification

Mineralisation classified as Indicated was based on adequately detailed and reliable geological and
sampling evidence, providing enough confidence to assume the geological and grade continuity between
data points. Petrographic and metallurgical studies from materials within this part of the deposit, provide
enough information to assume the likely product specifications that can be produced at Nicanda Hill.

Material classified as Inferred has more limited geological and sampling evidence that is sufficient to imply
but not verify the geological and grade continuity between data points. Similarly, the petrographic and
metallurgical data collected to date is enough to imply but not verify the properties of these materials.

Of the Inferred material roughly 55% was considered by the CP to be extrapolated beyond a nominal
50m from the drill sample data. The depth extents of the Inferred material were validated by means of a

classification wireframe does have reasonable prospects for eventual economic extraction.

Mineral Resource statement

Snowden considers that the Nicanda Hill Mineral Resource estimate (Table 2.10 and Figure 2.26) has
been reasonably prepared, commensurate with industry standards.

Table 2.10 Nicanda Hill Mineral Resource estimate as at August 2016

Classification Tonnes (Mt) TGC % Contained graphite (Mt)

Indicated 369 11.3 41.5

Inferred 1,062 11.1 117.3

Indicated + Inferred 1,430 11.1 158.9

Source: TON7
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Figure 2.26 Grade-tonnage curves for all classified material at Nicanda Hill

Source: TON14

Petrography

Fourteen core samples from drillhole TMBD0006 were submitted for petrographic analysis in 2014 to
evaluate in situ flake size. These samples included the Mutola Zone, in addition to some from the hanging
wall and footwall zones (Figure 2.27 and Figure 2.28). The study indicated that:

 The graphite had a flaky form and ranged from <0.05 mm to 0.7 mm length, with the majority of
samples appearing to have a maximum grainsize of 0.3 mm to 0.4 mm.

 The graphite commonly occurred in two populations: i) at intergranular sites with respect to quartz,
mica, sulphide and feldspar grains and ii) enclosed within mica or calc-silicates.

 Subsequent petrographic examination at another laboratory highlighted that 55 65% of the graphite
was smaller than 0.075 mm with the remainder in the range 0.075 mm to 0.15 mm.

Snowden cautions that in-situ size of graphite flakes as indicated by thin section studies may not reflect
the final size after crushing and flotation, such as typically used for flake graphite production.

14 266.2016, Nicanda Hill Mineral Resource estimate restatement
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Figure 2.27 Intergranular small graphite flakes in the Mutola Zone, TMBD0006 sample 37

Source: TON14

Figure 2.28 Aggregate of larger graphite flake population in the Mutola Zone, TMBD0006 sample 31

Source: TON14
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Metallurgy

Fresh and oxidised samples from geometallurgical domains 1 (Mutola Zone) and 3 (high-grade
hangingwall zones) were then tested by flotation at a laboratory in Perth during 2015:

 Nine drill core composites yielded concentrates with overall grades between 87.2% and 99.6% TC
content, while recoveries ranged from 70.4% to 92.9%

 Eight of the composite samples were tested for flake size distribution and purity during May 2016.
This demonstrated that approximately 90% of the domain 1 and 3 graphite concentrate is smaller
than 0.075 mm and most of the remainder is between 0.075 mm and 0.15 mm.

 The 0.075 mm to 0.15 mm fraction ranges from 95.4% to 98.5% TGC.

 The minus 0.075 mm fraction ranges from 85.6% to 96.7% TGC.

Based on the above information, the Competent Person was of the opinion that the Nicanda Hill deposit
should be capable of producing small and fine graphite flakes up to 0.15 mm in size, ranging up to about
97% TGC.

2.3.6 Nicanda Hill Scoping Study

In 2014, TON completed a Scoping Study on the Nicanda Hill mineralisation15 that returned a positive
result.

In 2015, TON commenced a Feasibility Study on the then-current 2014 Mineral Resource estimate. This
study was not completed Snowden has viewed an internal updated cash-flow model derived from this

work (refer Section 5.4.1 below). Snowden has discounted this model, considering that significant further
technical work is required.

2.3.7 Cobra Plains

Regional geology

The Cobra Plains Project is in northern Mozambique, approximately 230 km west of the coastal port of
Pemba on the Indian Ocean shoreline.

The Cobra Plains Project is located within Neoproterozoic rocks of the Xixano Complex in north-eastern
Mozambique. The Xixano complex is composed predominantly of ortho- and paragneiss, meta-arkose,
quartzite, marble and graphitic schist metamorphosed to amphibolite facies.

Project geology

The host rocks of the Cobra Plains deposit comprise metamorphosed sedimentary rocks intruded by thin
gneisses that strike roughly parallel to the northeast striking regional foliation and which dip steeply at
about 60° to the northwest.

Geophysics

A VTEM geophysical survey of the Cobra Plains deposit revealed several elongate EM conductor targets
following the stratigraphy in the northern part of the project (Figure 2.29). However, the southern part of
the Cobra Plains deposit is not characterised by any obvious VTEM conductors.

Mineral Resource estimate

Fourteen wireframes representing interpreted mineralisation lodes (Figure 2.30) based on a nominal
2.0% graphitic carbon cut-off, were derived from 59 RC and four DD holes (Figure 2.24).

15 TON ASX Announcement 26 Nivember 2014
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Mineral Resource classification

The Mineral Resource estimate was classified as Inferred based on confidence in geological and grade
continuity using the drilling density, geological model confidence, modelled grade continuity and
conditional bias measures (kriging efficiency). No Measured or Indicated Mineral Resources were
reported.

Mineral Resource statement

TON reported an Inferred Mineral Resource of 103 Mt at 5.5% graphitic carbon for the Cobra Plains
Project in February 2014 (Table 2.1and Table 2.11). The Mineral Resource estimate for the Cobra Plains
deposit was reported above a 2% graphitic carbon cut-off grade, and approximately 47% of the Inferred
Mineral Resource was extrapolated.

Snowden considers that the Cobra Plains Mineral Resource estimate has been reasonably prepared,
commensurate with industry standards.

Table 2.11 Cobra Plains Inferred Resource as at February 2014

Category Tonnes (Mt) Graphitic carbon (%) Graphitic carbon (Mt)

Inferred 103 5.5 5.7

Source: TON

Figure 2.29 VTEM map detail of Balama North showing general position of the Cobra Plains deposit

Source: TON7

Petrography

TON had 17 drill core samples from holes TMBD0001, 0002, 0003 and 0004 examined petrographically
to evaluate in situ flake size and mineral textures. The initial petrographic study indicated that:

 The graphite has a typical flaky shape and ranges from <0.05 mm to 0.7 mm length, although the
majority of samples appear to have a maximum grainsize of 0.3 mm to 0.4 mm. The average flake
size was estimated to be in the range of 0.1 mm to 0.2 mm (Figure 2.31).

 The graphite commonly occurs in two populations: i) at intergranular sites with respect to quartz,
mica, sulphide and feldspar grains and ii) commonly enclosed within mica (Figure 2.32).
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 Subsequent petrographic examination of a composite sample from TMBD0001 at another laboratory
showed that 38% of graphite was smaller than 0.075 mm, with a further 60% in the range of
0.075 mm to 0.15 mm.

Metallurgy

TON announced preliminary metallurgical tests results for a drill core composite from diamond hole
TMBD0001 in the northern part of the Cobra Plains deposit. The flotation testwork was conducted by ALS
laboratory and Snowden concludes from the data announced in April 2014 that:

 Close on 99% of the liberated flakes were smaller than 150 µm (Table 2.12).

 Approximately 72% of the flakes were smaller than 75 µm and overall purity was 97.5% graphitic
carbon.

Table 2.12 Flake size distribution of concentrate from 100 kg core sample (hole TMBD0001)

Size fraction (µm) Mass retained (%) Cumulative mass retained (%) Graphitic carbon (%)

+180 0

-180 +150 1.3 1.3 90.0

-150 +75 18.2 19.5 94.0

-75 +20 71.9 91.4 97.1

-20 8.6 100.0 86.5

Total 100.0  97.5

Source: TON

Figure 2.30 Cross section along Line 1 of the Cobra Plains deposit, looking north

Source: TON7
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Figure 2.31 Photomicrograph of graphite flakes with mica, quartz and pyrite in TMBD0001

Source: TON7

Figure 2.32 Small graphite flakes enclosed within mica in TMBD0003

Source: TON7
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2.3.8 Balama South

The Balama South Project is northern Mozambique approximately 250 km west of the coastal port of
Pemba on the Indian Ocean shoreline. The Project is located within tenement 5304.

Regional geology

The Project is located within Neoproterozoic rocks of the Xixano Complex in north-eastern Mozambique.
The Xixano complex is composed predominantly of ortho and paragneiss, meta-arkose, quartzite, marble
and graphitic schist. The metamorphic grade of the complex is largely amphibolite facies (Figure 2.33).

Project geology

Reconnaissance mapping around the Retata graphite occurrence indicated that the stratigraphy trends
northeast with local fold interference caused by northwest- to north-trending folds as highlighted by a
mapped unit of marble. Compositional banding in the gneisses and schists dips moderately to the
southeast, at around 20° to 40°.

An outcrop of augen gneiss has been mapped in the northwest of the mineral property. This gneiss dips
at about 45° to the southeast and if this rock is of magmatic origin, it may have caused contact
metamorphic effects in the graphite schist (e.g. increased flake size).

Figure 2.33 Balama South geology

Source: TON7 Location of metallurgical sample in tenement 5304; Map grid is 10 km x 10 km

Geophysics

A VTEM geophysical survey was completed over the Balama South tenement and shows several
elongate EM conductor targets that follow the stratigraphy (Figure 2.34). There are several VTEM
anomalies to the north and west of the metallurgical sample site; these anomalies may warrant further
investigation, especially near the augen gneiss outcrop.
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Figure 2.34 VTEM trends overlain on geology map

Source: TON7

Mineral Resource estimate

No Mineral Resource has been discovered.

Petrography

No petrographic data has been reported.

Metallurgy

TON collected a 32 kg outcrop chip sample from a location close to the Retata graphite occurrence
marked on the 1:250,000 Namuno geology map (Figure 2.33). The sample was submitted to Mintek,
South Africa for extractive metallurgical testing which concluded that:

 Double stage rod milling, with a 15-minute ceramic bead re-grind of the rougher concentrate, was
successful at upgrading the feed from 10.1% TGC to a calculated grade of 96.9% TGC.

 The highest concentrate grade achieved in this circuit was 97.5% Graphitic C at a 71.3% recovery.

(Table 2.13).

Snowden notes that this concentrate is coarser than the Cobra Plains or Nicanda Hill samples; however,
this sample is unlikely to be representative of graphite mineralisation across the Balama South tenement.
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Table 2.13 Flake size distribution of the Retata outcrop sample

Size fraction (µm) Mass retained (%) Cumulative mass retained (%) Graphitic carbon (%)

+180 21.5 21.5

-180 +150 12.6 34.1

-150 +106 23.3 57.4

-106 +75 17.3 74.7

-75 +53 11.2 85.9

-53 +38 7.4 93.3

-38 6.7 100.0

Total 100.0  97.5

Source: TON

2.3.9 Snowden opinion

Ancuabe T12 and T16

production of fine, medium and coarse flake concentrates for the foreseeable future (~3 Mt contained
graphite).

The deposits are expected to produce an average of around 50 60% flakes >180 micron, which is broadly
comparable with peers in Tanzania and is higher than most other projects in Mozambique. The broad
range of flake sizes should support sales into most markets including spherical graphite, expandable
graphite and refractories.

The Ancuabe deposits are hosted by the same lithological unit as the operational AMG graphite mine
and process plant which located ~10 km along strike to the west-southwest.

Snowden that there is exploration upside, as there are several graphite exposures with EM
anomalies not yet drill tested, or only partly drill tested.

The Ancuabe project has potentially favourable logistics, being situated closer to port than other projects
in Mozambique, such as those in the Balama-Montepuez graphite field.

Nicanda West

Snowden ranks this project second to Ancuabe in terms of potential product quality; with two drill samples
delivering 25% to 60% flakes >180 micron.

The Mineral Resource is classified as Inferred, which reflects uncertainties due to limited metallurgical
tests and limited drill data. It is unknown how representative the two metallurgy samples are of the
deposit.

Snowden that there is exploration upside, along VTEM anomalies to the northeast.

The project is in the Balama Montepuez graphite field about 150 km further inland than Ancuabe, hence
has less favourable logistics.

Nicanda Hill and Cobra Plains

Although these two projects account for the bulk of TON ources (~1,500 Mt), Snowden
opinion is that the potential products are very fine grained and likely to be difficult to market at an
acceptable price.

The Nicanda Hill Mineral Resource was previously classified as Inferred, Indicated and Measured but
was re-classified in September 2016 as Inferred and Indicated. This downgrade reflected uncertainties
mainly in geological domaining, metallurgical tests and likely product quality especially from the high-
grade Mutola Zone which appears to have very fine flake size associated with carbonate alteration.
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Metallurgical tests on composite drill cores indicated that the Nicanda Hill project should be capable of
producing small and fine graphite flakes up to 0.15 mm in size, ranging up to about 97% TGC. None of
the product is expected to be >180 micron.

The Cobra Plains Mineral Resource is classified as Inferred, which reflects uncertainties due to limited
metallurgical tests and limited drill data. Metallurgical tests on one drill core composite indicated that the
flakes are all less than 0.15 mm in size. None of the product is expected to be >180 micron.

The projects are in the Balama Montepuez graphite field about 150 km further inland than Ancuabe,
hence has less favourable logistics.

e and plant is located ~15 km along strike to the southwest of Cobra Plains
is currently producing ~85% of product described as fine flake, believed to be <150 micron. The average
weighted selling price for the Syrah basket of products  is reportedly around US$466/t for Q2 2019 sales
compared with US$469/t CIF in Q1 2019.

Snowden that products from Cobra Plains and Nicanda Hill could attract similar, or more likely
lower prices than Syrah.

Based on the above, Snowden has applied US$466/t for Nicanda Hill to its Valuation of the cash flow
model attached to this project.

Balama South

Snowden notes that a single (and probably selective) outcrop metallurgy sample yielded about 50% flakes
>180 micron, similar to Ancuabe and Nicanda West.

Snowden s opinion is that there is exploration upside, as there are several VTEM anomalies not yet
mapped or drill tested.

The project is about 35 km southwest
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3

3.1 Graphite properties and commercial forms

Graphite is a grey to black mineral, very soft (Mohs hardness of 1 2), has a low density (2.2 g/cm3) and
a metallic lustre. It is flexible and exhibits both metallic and non-metallic properties, making it suitable for
diverse industrial applications. Metallic properties include thermal and electrical conductivity, whereas
non-metallic properties include chemical inertness, high thermal resistance and lubricity. Natural graphite
occurs in three main commercial forms described as Flake, Amorphous and Vein.

3.2 Graphite Mineral Resources

Recent global exploration for graphite has been mainly aimed at flake graphite deposits. Australia,
Canada, Mozambique and Tanzania were the main hotspots , with the biggest resources discovered in
northern Mozambique and southern/central Tanzania. Other target countries included Brazil,
Madagascar, Malawi, Sweden and the US.

Publicly reported exploration has added approximately 5.4 billion tonnes to the global flake graphite
Mineral Resource base, at an average grade of close to 9% graphite for 466 Mt of contained graphite.

3.3 Graphite global production

Estimated global natural graphite production is ~1.2 Mt of which it is believed that flake accounted for
~0.8 Mt, amorphous was ~0.3 Mt and vein was about 0.004 Mt.

Global natural graphite production has risen from about 100,000 t/a in the early 1900s to approximately
1.2 Mt
of the market (~800,000 t/a), followed by Brazil (~80,000 t/a), India and Canada plus other minor
producers.

3.4 Graphite mining and processing

Most flake graphite deposits are mined opencast and contain approximately 5 15% graphite, whereas
underground mines have grades of around 20 30% graphite.

Most flake graphite is extracted by stage crushing, flotation, drying and screening to produce correctly
sized product, retain large flakes and to remove impurities. Such impurities may be removed using
additional milling or polishing, heat treatment or acid leaching methods.

3.5 Graphite specifications

Graphite is typically specified, at a minimum, by particle size and carbon content or purity according to
market requirements. There are no set industry specifications, although in countries such as China, the
government has established national standards. The specifications have a direct effect on price and
typically the larger flake size and higher purity products command the highest prices.

Other specifications include purity, bulk density, crystallinity, thermal stability, expandability and of
importance to battery anodes, the suitability of the graphite to be spheronized (made into tiny spheres
~10 micron diameter).

3.6 Graphite markets

The major usages of graphite are in refractories, batteries, expandable graphite, brake linings and foundry
operations.
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The largest end market for natural graphite is in refractories, foundries and crucibles for protective linings,
shapes or vessels used in high temperature environments such as steel production. These markets are
believed to account for around 35% of total natural graphite consumption; predominately consuming flake
and vein graphite. The refractories market requires a range of flake size distribution and purity vary
according to application.

Metallurgy is the second largest market for natural graphite, which is used in metal production, particularly
as a re-carburiser in steel and consuming mainly amorphous graphite or fine flake. This accounts for
approximately 25% of total graphite output.

Batteries are the third largest graphite market. Although only consuming around 13% of worldwide
graphite production, it is potentially the fastest growing market. Chinese producers use minus 100 mesh
(94% C) small flake for making spherical graphite for battery anode applications.

Solid lubricants consume approximately 10% of production.

Natural graphite is used in parts and components and as a group, it is believed to consume roughly 10%
of total output. This wide range of products varies from motor vehicle brake pads to carbon brushes for
electric motors, to pencils.

Expandable graphite is another market that is anticipated to grow, for applications such as fire retardation
to replace halogenated retardants, insulation and heat transmission applications. These markets require
large flake products generally >80 mesh.

3.7 Graphite projects in Africa

The past few years have seen intensive exploration for flake graphite, mainly due to forecast growth of
battery powered vehicles and for energy storage. Mozambique and Tanzania were the main countries of
interest in Africa.

Mozambique

Province in the northern part of the country.

East African graphite deposits are generally coarse grained and yield large graphite flakes though the
flake size does vary from deposit to deposit and some locations, particularly in the Balama/Montepuez
area, are known to contain very small flakes.

3.8 Graphite pricing

Snowden is not qualified to comment on or forecast commodity prices and has relied on information
supplied by TON16 in relation to graphite price outlook.

Snowden observes a period of price increases for graphite (Figure 3.1), followed by recent decrease
(Figure 3.2).

16 Benchmark Mineral Intelligence, June 2019 Graphite Price Assessment, subscription pricing forecast, www.benchmarkminerals.com
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Figure 3.1 Benchmark Flake Graphite recent price history, June 2019

Source: Benchmark mineral Intelligence16

Figure 3.2 Benchmark flake graphite index, June 2019

Source: Benchmark mineral Intelligence16
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3.9 Graphite outlook

gnificant increase in supply as new projects are
developed but that demand is not increasing commensurately (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Benchmark demand indicators, June 2019

Source: Benchmark mineral Intelligence16
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4

The VALMIN Code17 provides the Australian guidelines for the reporting of Mineral Asset Valuations and
is mandatory in a variety of commercial transactions, described by the ASIC and ASX. In its Valuation of
TON Mineral Assets, Snowden has derived a Comparable Market Value (refer to Sections 4.2.1 and
5.2) for the Mineral Resources identified on ts and supported this with an NPV
valuation of the Ancuabe T12 and T16 Ore Reserves, as defined in the 2017 Ancuabe FS (described in
Section 2.3.3 above).

4.1 Considerations

Mineral assets are defined in the VALMIN Code18 property including, but not limited to real property,
mining and exploration tenements held or acquired in connection with the exploration, the development
of and the production from those tenements together with all plant, equipment and infrastructure owned
or acquired for the development, extraction and processing of minerals in connection with those

The VALMIN Code defines18 the Market Value of a mineral asset as the estimated amount of money (or
the cash equivalent of some other consideration) for which the mineral asset should change hands on
the valuation date between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arms-length transaction, wherein each
party has acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion .

4.1.1 Technical Value and Fair Market Value

The VALMIN Code describes the value of a mineral asset as consisting of two components: the
underlying, or Technical Value and the market component, which is a premium or discount relating to
market, strategic or other considerations. Depending on circumstances at the time, the market component
can be either positive, negative or zero. When the Technical and Market components of value are added
together the resulting value is referred to as the Fair Market Value.

The value of mineral assets is time and circumstance specific. The asset value and the market premium
(or discount) changes, sometimes significantly, as overall market conditions and sentiment, commodity
prices, exchange rates, political and country risk change. Other factors that can influence the valuation

 All these issues can influence the
perception of a mineral asset over and above its Technical Value.

4.2 Valuation methods

The VALMIN Code refers to several valuation methodologies in common use19 and refers to publications
hosted by the OneMine Global Library20.

4.2.1 Mineral assets with Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves

them from the mineral property and to value them separately on a value per resource tonne/metal unit
basis or on the basis of a discounted cash flow (DCF) and NPV. The value of the exploration potential of
the remainder of the property can then be assessed. Where appropriate, discounts are applied to the
estimated contained metal to represent uncertainty in the information.

In Snowd  Practitioner charged with the preparation of a development or production project
valuation is obliged by the VALMIN Code to give consideration to a range of technical issues as well as
make a judgement about the market.

17 www.VALMIN.com.au.
18 VALMIN Clause 14, Definitions.
19 VALMIN Clause 8, Valuation.
20 http://www.onemine.org.
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Key technical issues that need to be taken into account include:

 Confidence in the Mineral Resource/Ore Reserve estimate

 Metallurgical characteristics

 Difficulty and cost of extraction

 Economies of scale

 Proximity and access to supporting infrastructure.

Discounted cash flow analysis

A DCF analysis determines the Technical Value of a project by approximating the value if it were
developed under the prevailing economic conditions.

Once a Mineral Resource has been assessed for mining by application of appropriate Modifying
Factors21, the economically viable component of the Mineral Resource becomes an Ore Reserve. When
this is scheduled for processing and the capital costs and taxation is considered, the NPV of the project
is established by discounting future annual cash flows using an appropriate discount rate.

The resultant NPV has several recognised deficiencies linked to the fact that the approach assumes a
static approach to investment decision-making; however, the NPV represents a fundamental approach
to valuing a proposed or ongoing mining operation and is widely used within the mining industry.

Comparable Market Value

When the economic viability of a mineral resource has not been determined by scoping or high-level
studies, then a rule of thumb or Comparable Market Value approach is typically applied. The Comparable
Market Value approach for Mineral Resources is a similar process as to that for exploration properties
(refer to Section 4.2.2); however, a dollar value per resource tonne/metal in the ground is determined.

4.2.2 Mineral assets in the exploration stage

When valuing an exploration or mining property, the Practitioner is attempting to arrive at a value that
reflects the potential of the property to yield a mineable Ore Reserve and which is, at the same time, in
line with what the property will be judged to be worth when assessed by the market. Arriving at the value
estimate by way of a desktop study is difficult because there are no standard directives and no single
industry-accepted approach.

The resulting judgement reflects the Practitioner
area, knowledge of the market and no two Practitioners are likely to have identical opinions on the merits
of a particular property and therefore their assessments of value are likely to differ, sometimes markedly.

The most commonly employed methods of exploration asset valuation are:

 Multiple of exploration expenditure method (exploration based) also known as the premium or
discount on costs method or the appraised value method

 Joint venture terms method (expenditure based)

 Geoscience rating methods such as the Kilburn method (potential based)

 Comparable Market Value method (real estate based).

Each of these methods has positive and negative aspects. Most Practitioners favour a single method of
valuation for which they are prepared to defend and at the same time present arguments for why other
methods should be disregarded. It is easy to find fault with all methods, since there is a large element of
subjectivity involved in arriving at a value of a tenement no matter which method is selected. The
Practitioner must be cognisant of actual transactions taking place in the industry in general to ensure that
the value estimates are realistic.

21 As described by the JORC Code, Clause 12
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Practitioner charged with the preparation of a tenement valuation must consider
a range of technical issues as well as make a judgement about the market. Key technical issues that
need to be considered include:

 Geological setting of the property

 Results of exploration activities on the tenement

 Evidence of mineralisation on adjacent properties

 Proximity to existing production facilities of the property.

In addition to these technical issues, the Practitioner must take particular note
for the type of property being valued, which depends upon professional judgement. is
that an adjustment of the Technical Value of a mineral tenement should only be made if the technical and
Market Values are obviously out of phase with each other.

 is that the market in Australia may pay a premium over the Technical Value for high
quality Mineral Assets that hold Mineral Resources that are likely to be mined profitably in the short term
or projects that are believed to have the potential to develop into mining operations in the short term even
though no Mineral Resources have been defined.

On the other hand, exploration tenements that have no defined attributes apart from interesting geology
or a good address may trade at a discount to Technical Value. Deciding upon the level of discount or
premium is entirely a matter of the Practitioner  This judgement must of course
take account of the commodity potential of the tenement.

There are numerous factors that affect the value, such as proximity to an established processing facility
and the size of the landholding. the current Australian market in exploration
tenements is affected by the size of the land holding and a large or consolidated tenement holding, in
areas with strong exploration potential attract a premium because of its appeal to large companies.

4.2.3 Multiple valuation approaches

view is that no single valuation approach should be used in isolation, as each approach has
its own strengths and weaknesses. Where practicable, Snowden undertakes its valuations using a
combination of valuation techniques to help form its opinion.

This approach is obliged by the VALMIN Code22 and in the current exercise, Snowden has applied a
combination of the Comparable Market Value approach as its primary Valuation technique, supported by
the DCF approach.

In this instance, the Comparable Market Value approach is based on the enterprise values of comparable
entities, which Snowden considers captures not only the value of the mineralisation inventory of the
individual projects, but the exploration potential of the entity, assuming that the market has priced these
entities rationally and in an informed manner. For this reason, Snowden has not normalised the
mineralisation inventories for classification or confidence but valued them as a whole.

22 VALMIN, Clause 8.3.
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5

5.1 Selection of valuation approaches

Snowden has formed its opinion on the value of TON ation of the comparable
market value and DCF approaches.
market comparables approach, based on the enterprise value of comparable entities, supported by a
DCF of the Ancuabe Ore Reserve. Snowden has preferred market comparables as its primary approach
because when faced with a Feasibility Study and Ore Reserve which is not fully financed, it considers
that observation of peer market values will provide better guidance as to the value of the entity and its
assets.

Snowden has analysed the market capitalisations23 and enterprise values24 of publicly listed graphite-
focussed companies operating in Mozambique or Tanzania. Tanzania has been included because of the
direct geological and geographical similarity to Mozambique. A beta value25 for these companies has
been included as a guide to the volatility of these stocks. These measures make the reasonable
assumption that the market has behaved rationally and in an informed manner in valuing these entities.

Snowden initially searched for comparable transactions that involve graphite interests in Mozambique
and Tanzania but found that the transactions identified were insufficiently described for the derivation of
values.

AMG has been included in this analysis, as a neighbouring producer of graphite, recognising that it is an
integrated business with other interests, but indicates the potential value of a producer.

5.2 Market comparables

To establish a benchmark Market Value for in-ground graphite, Snowden has relied on a subscription
database26 to complete a search of the publicly available information on publicly listed companies
(Table 5.1). companies, but a list of
companies directly comparable to TON in terms the state of their projects as a whole.

Snowden has applied a search criteria of publicly listed graphite development companies operating in
Mozambique and Tanzania. Snowden has selected 10 broadly comparable companies that involve
around 29 potentially comparable projects, including two producers, AMG and SYR (Table 5.1).

For each company, the reported Mineral Resources and Reserves were expressed as a value per
in-ground tonne against market capitalisation and enterprise value, without modification for grade or state
of development.

Snowden has not normalised these values for classification of Mineral Resource or Ore Reserve estimate,
development status or potential quality of product and considers that the nature and spread of values and
projects adequately captures rational and informed market sentiment toward these measures.
Consequently, Snowden has applied values to the total mineralisation inventory publicly stated by each
entity.

 AMG Advanced Metallurgical Group NV (AMS: AMG):

 AMG produces aluminium, ferrovanadium, graphite, chromium metal, antimony, lithium,
tantalum, niobium and silicon metal and produces from the Ancuabe Project, which neighbours

. AMG has not been directly included in the valuation parameters, considering the
complexity of its business and difficulty in separating mineralisation estimates, but is described
because of its immediate proximity to Ancuabe and to inform the value that an established
producer and upstream processor might attain.

23 The value of a publicly traded company calculated by multiplying the total number of shares by the present share price.
24 The market capitalisation of a publicly traded company plus balance sheet total debt minus cash.
25 A measure of the volatility of a stock in comparison to the entire market. A beta of 1.0 indicates correlation with the market. A beta of

less than 1.0 indicates less volatility and a beta greater than 1.0 indicates volatility.
26 www.snl.com.
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 Armadale Capital Plc (LON: APC):

 APC owns the Mahenge Liandu Graphite Project in Tanzania, with a reported Inferred Mineral
Resource estimate of 51.1 Mt at 9.3% TGC27, including 38.8 Mt which is classified as Indicated.
A scoping study is progressing.

 Battery Minerals Limited (ASX: BAT):

 BAT owns the Montepuez and Balama Central projects in Mozambique for a total reported
Mineral Resource of 152.5 Mt at 8.5% TGC. BAT has published an Ore Reserve of 19.7 Mt at
11.06% TGC at Balama and 42.2 Mt at 10.1% TGC at Montepuez. Subject to financing, BAT
intends to commence graphite flake concentrate production from Montepuez at rates of
~50,000 t/a at an average flake concentrate grade of 96% TGC.

 Black Rock Mining Limited (ASX: BKT):

 BKT has a 100% interest in the Mahenge Graphite Project in Tanzania which has a reported
total Mineral Resource estimate of 212 Mt at 7.8% TGC, including an ore Reserve of 70 Mt at
8.5% TGC.

 Graphex Mining Limited (ASX: GPX):

 GPX owns the Chilalo Graphite Project in southeast Tanzania. GPX reports a total Mineral
Resource estimate of 53.5 Mt at 5.6% TGC, including an Ore Reserve of 5.3 Mt at 10.9% TGC.

 Kibaran Resources Limited (ASX: KNL):

 KNL owns the Epanko Graphite Project in Tanzania and reports a Mineral Resource estimate
of 12.8 Mt at 10% TGC.

 Magnis Energy Technologies Limited (ASX: MNS):

 MNS owns the Nachu Graphite Project in Tanzania and has interests in upstream processing in
Australia, Germany and the USA. It reports a Mineral Resource estimate for Nachu of 174 Mt at
5.4 TCG including an Ore Reserve estimate of 76 Mt at 4.8% TGC.

 Syrah Resources Limited (ASX: SYR):

 SYR owns the producing Balama Graphite Project in Mozambique, exploration interests around
its mine and a spherical graphite plant in the USA. Syrah reports a total Mineral Resource
estimate of 1,423 Mt at 10.0% TGC, including an Ore Reserve estimate of 113.29 Mt at 16.36%
TGC.

 Volt Resources Limited (ASX: VRC):

 VRC owns the Bunyu Graphite Project in Tanzania and reports an estimated Mineral Resource
of 461 Mt at 4.9% TGC, including an estimated Ore Reserve of 127 Mt at 4.4% TGC.

 Walkabout Resources Limited (ASX: WKT):

 WKT owns the Lindi Jumbo Graphite Project in Tanzania and has reported completing a FS on
a global Mineral Resource estimate of 41.8 Mt at an estimated grade of 10.8% TGC including
an estimated Ore Reserve of 5.5 Mt at 17.9%.

Snowden observes that the market betas indicate that producing companies (AMG and SYR) display
higher market volatility than the developers, which are apparently market insensitive.

5.2.1 Snowden comments

Snowden observes that the market capitalisations and enterprise values are skewed by AMG, an
established and complex multinational and SYR, an established producer. These values have been
retained to indicate the upper end of the range and a long-term potential for TON.

27 Total graphitic carbon
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 lies between the minimum and average value of
the range of comparable companies, including AMG (Table 5.1). Snowden considers that this is
appropriate for a company developing a graphite project in Mozambique that is not yet in production and
prefers a value toward the median of the range, to account for the effect of AMG and SYR on the
population. Snowden has used this guidance to support its Valuation.
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5.3 Mineralisation valuation

Snowden has determined a range of values for a tonne of in-ground graphite by taking the market
capitalisation and enterprise values identified population of listed entities and dividing these by the total
identified mineralisation publicly reported for each. Snowden has not normalised the mineralisation for
each entity for size, classification, stage of development, product quality or confidence but has reasonably
assumed that the market has behaved rationally and in an informed manner in pricing the owner.
Snowden consequently considers it appropriate to apply a value to the total mineral inventory.

The mineralisation Market Value determined in A$ per in-ground tonne of identified total graphite
endowment in comparable market capitalisations lies within a range of A$0.07/t total mineralisation
inventory and A$2.73/t total mineralisation endowment (Table 5.2).

The mineralisation Market Value determined in A$ per in-ground tonne of identified total graphite
endowment in comparable enterprise values lies within a range of A$0.05/t total mineralisation inventory
and A$2.58/t total mineralisation endowment (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2 Market comparable metrics

Company
Total mineralisation

endowment (Mt)
MC/Total

Endowment
EV/Total

Endowment

AMG

APC 51 0.15 0.17

BAT 191 0.10 0.06

BKT 212 0.24 0.25

GPX 54 0.95 0.93

KNL 37 0.92 0.90

MNS 174 0.79 0.75

SYR 2607 0.14 0.10

VRC 462 0.07 0.07

WKT 42 2.73 2.58

Average  0.68 0.64

Median  0.24 0.24

Maximum  2.73 2.58

Minimum  0.07 0.06

Source: SNL, numbers rounded

Snowden has selected the enterprise value metric as being more representative for use in this Valuation.

5.3.1 TON enterprise value multipliers

Snowden considers that in using enterprise values to value the mineralisation of each deposit, it has also
captured exploration potential, assuming that the market has acted rationally and in an informed manner
in valuing both

Ancuabe T12, T16 and Nicanda West

Given the apparent attractiveness of the graphite size distribution of these deposits (refer Sections 2.3.9
and Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively) Snowden considers that a basic enterprise value
multiplier range of A$0.24 to A$0.64 per in-situ tonne of mineralisation endowment provides a guide to
the likely price range of between A$6 million and A$17 million and A$5 million and A$14 million,
respectively (Table 5.3 and Table 6.1). The lower value represents the median of the distribution and the
upper value represents the average across the comparable enterprise values spectrum.

Snowden has selected a Preferred Value for Ancuabe T12 of A$16 million (Table 5.3 and Table 6.1) at
the upper end of this range, given its favourable view of the quality of the mineralisation and the work
competed to support this (refer Section 2.3.9).
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 million (Table 5.3 and Table 6.1) is at the middle
of this range, given its favourable view of the quality of the mineralisation and the work competed to
support this (refer Section 2.3.9).

 for Nicanda West of A$14 million (Table 5.3 and Table 6.1) is at the middle
of this range, given its favourable view of the quality of the mineralisation and the work competed to
support this (refer Section 2.3.9).

Nicanda Hill and Cobra Plains

Snowden has selected minimum enterprise value multiplier of A$0.06 per in-situ tonne of mineralisation
endowment (Table 5.3) to inform the high end of the range for Nicanda Hill and Cobra Plains

one of the product is
expected to be >180 micron (refer Section 2.3.9).

Snowden has discounted the minimum value by 50% to inform the low end of the range, to reflect
uncertainty regarding product marketability (refer Section 2.3.9), resulting in a multiplier of A$0.03 per
in-situ tonne of mineralisation endowment. This results in a range for Nicanda Hill of between A$11 million
and A$22 million and for Cobra plains a range of between A$3 million and A$6 million (Table 5.3 and
Table 6.1). Snowden considers this to be a reasonable discount, based on its experience and observation
of other projects and its view of the mineralisation and the results of the studies attached to this
mineralisation.

Snowden has selected a Preferred Value for Nicanda Hill and Cobra Plains, of A$12 million and
A$4 million (Table 5.3 and Table 6.1)is at the lower and of the range, given its view of the mineralisation
(refer Section 2.3.9).

garding economic viability of the mineralisation, Snowden
has not valued the Inferred Resources, but placed a value on the Indicated Resources only, considering
that this will capture any value implied by the Inferred Resources. Snowden considers the Inferred
Resources to represent exploration potential and would be included in the Valuation when this material
can demonstrate economic viability in a cash-flow model.
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5.4 Discounted cash flow valuation

Snowden has reviewed three cash flow models supplied by TON:

 The 2017 Ancuabe Feasibility Study model28

 The 2014 Balama North Scoping Study model29

 The 2018 Nicanda Hill Model30.

2014 and 2018 Nicanda Hill (Balama North) models

Snowden is advised that the 2018 Nicanda Hill Model is an update of the 2014 Balama North Scoping
Study model and contemplates the same mineralisation. This has not been used for Valuation purposes
given the subsequent performance of TON at this time (refer Section 2.3.6 above).

2017 Ancuabe model

Snowden considers that the 2017 Ancuabe Feasibility Study has been competently prepared, using
defensible parameters available at the time of reporting. The cash flow model is supported by the publicly
released results of the 2017 Ancuabe Feasibility Study10.

This model is predicated on an average product basket price of US$1,435/t (Figure 5.1) product FCA at
the Port of Pemba at a Real discount rate of 10% to return an NPV10 of US$208 million (Table 2.6).

Snowden has increased the discount rate to 15%, based on its experience and observation of other
projects to account for project risk and uncertainty relating to technical risk, product marketability,
passage of time, financing and security of tenure (refer Section 2.3.3 above) and has left the basket price
unchanged to return a technical NPV15 of US$123 million (Table 5.4).

Snowden accepts the other parameters used in the model as being reasonable and commensurate with
a FS level of confidence.

Figure 5.1 Ancuabe basket price forecast

Source: TON10

28 17 12 14 Ancuabe Financial Model DFS v1.7.xls
29 FINAL Balama North Cashflow Model_141124.xls
30 17 Fin Model A DFS v16 NH Mining Concession.xls
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5.4.1 2018 Nicanda Hill model

This model is predicated on an average product basket price of US$849/t at a discount rate of 10% to
return an NPV10 of US$417 million. Snowden has increased this Real discount rate to 15% based on its
experience and observation of other projects to account for passage of time, project risk and uncertainty,
particularly in relation to marketability of product (refer Section 2.3.9 above).

Snowden has reduced the product basket price to US$466 FCA at the port of Pemba (refer Section 2.3.9).
 of products Q2 2019 sales

compared with US$469/t CIF in Q1 2019. Snowden considers this to be applicable due to its view of the

Under these conditions, the cash-flow model returns a negative NPV (Table 5.4) and has not been used
for Valuation purposes.

Table 5.4 NPV Technical Valuation

Model
Discount rate (%) Product basket price (US$/t) NPV (US$)

TON Snowden TON Snowden TON Snowden

Ancuabe 2017
10 15

1,435 208 123

Nicanda Hill 2018 849 466 417 Negative

5.4.2 Ancuabe NPV Market Valuation

From its experience and observation, Snowden considers that an investor would pay between 10% and
30% of the NPV value implied in a competently prepared FS on an undeveloped project for which finance
is not finalised. Snowden has applied these factors to the Ancuabe 2017 model, converting to Australian
dollars at a A$/US$ exchange rate of 0.71, returning an NPV15 of A$173 million.

Application of these parameters values the Ancuabe T12 and T16 deposits in a range of between
A$17 million to A$51 million.  million
(Table 5.5).

Table 5.5 Snowden NPV Market Valuation

Model
A$M at 0.71 exchange rate

NPV15 Low (10% of NPV) High (30% of NPV) Preferred (20% of NPV)

Ancuabe 2017 173 17 51 35
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6.1.1 Mineralisation market value

Snowden has not weighted the mineralisation for classification or confidence, considering that the market
has rationally priced the mineralisation inventory and implied exploration potential of each of the entities
in the range and that this can c Mineral Assets.

Given its view of the Nicanda Hill mineralisation (refer Section 2.3.9 above), Snowden has not valued the
Inferred component of this project, treating it as implied exploration potential which is captured within the
enterprise value multipliers (refer Section 6.1.3 below).

Snowden has applied the enterprise value multipliers discussed in Section 5.3 (Table 5.3) to derive
 falls within a range of A$32 million to A$79 million,

with a Preferred Value at the approximate midpoint of this range of A$55 million (Table 6.1).

Table 6.1 Market Value of  mineralisation inventory

Project
Inventory valued

(Mt)

Low (A$M) High (A$M) Preferred (A$M)

Multiplier Value Multiplier Value Value

Ancuabe T12 25

0.24

6

0.64

17 16

Ancuabe T16 21 5 14 9

Nicanda West 30 7 20 13

Nicanda Hill 369 0.03 10 0.06 21 12

Cobra Plains 103 0.06 3 0.12 6 4

Total 548 32 79 55

Note: Numbers subject to rounding. Only Nicanda Hill Indicated Resources have been valued, given the nature of the
mineralisation and the underlying estimates.

6.1.2 NPV market value

Snowden has applied the NPV parameters derived in Section 5.4 to derive a market value for the NPV
implied by the Ancuabe cash flow model of between A$17 million to A$51 million, with a Preferred
Value at the approximate midpoint of this range of A$34 million.

Snowden considers that the above broadly supports the combined value of the Ancuabe T12 and T16
mineralisation derived from enterprise values, when added to the implied exploration potential of the other
Mineral Assets and the work historically done on the Nicanda Hill deposit.

6.1.3 Exploration value

Potential. However, in this instance, it has elected not to do so, considering that the range of enterprise
values derived in Section 5.3 will capture the exploration value of the assets of the included companies
and by extension, that of TON.
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Snowden estimates the Market Value of  to be within a range of A$32 million to
A$79 million, with a preferred value at the midpoint of this range, of A$55 million.

Snowden has derived the above from an examination of the enterprise value of comparable companies
to TON and considers that this adequately captures both the value of the exploration potential and
identified mineralisation of the assets.

Snowden considers that the above is supported by an NPV valuation of the Ancuabe T12 and T16 Ore
Reserve as announced on 15 December 2017 (Section 6.1.2) and a higher-level examination of the
enterprise values and market capitalisations of comparable companies (Section 5.2).
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